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By Mayor John H. Bates
Gentlemen of the City Council
:
In taking oath here today as the mayor of Rochester
for the ensuing year I am not unmindful of the respon-
sibility that rests upon me. I thank the citizens for
the expression of their confidence. I was elected upon
no special platform, have made no promises, no pledges
to be redeemed, yet I wish to take this opportunity to
assure you and the people of Rochester that in so far
as my power lies, I shall lend all my influence toward
a clean, impartial and economical administration.
Doubtless I shall make some mistakes, for none
are infallible, but I intend to work unselfishly in behalf
of the city's interest and to act only after obtaining all
the facts and information that I am able to secure.
I am sustained, gentlemen, by the fact that I am
to share the responsibility of this administration with
you. By accepting our several offices, we have made
ourselves servants of the people and stand pledged to
serve our city faithfully and honestly. We shall be
unable to please all, for there are always some courting
special privilege and legislation enacted for the good of
the whole city will conflict with the private interests
of a few. However, let us act with an eye to the fu-
ture welfare of Rochester; then if there are those who
are not in accord with our methods, they will at least
respect our honest efforts.
The citv has been turned over to our administra-
tion in excellent condition, with all departments run-
ning smoothly, yet we shall have the usual quota of
problems to solve and let us endeavor to settle them
with the spirit of harmony that places our city's wel-
fare above personal gain.
FINANCE.
To run a modern American city upon a sound
financial basis has become one of the greatest economic
problems of the times. In this progressive age the
people rightly demand many modern improvements, yet
some, who are ever ready to criticize the lack of needed
improvements, are the first to bewail a high rate of
taxation. You, who have shared in the responsibility
of municipal affairs, understand how difficult it is to
keep a city like ours up to date and still maintain it
upon a sound financial basis. Our current expenses
must of necessity increase yearly, while our sources of
revenue do not increase in equal proportion. This en-
tails upon your finance committee great care and consid-
eration in handling the problem wisely.
I herewith submit to you an approximate financial




Amount due on Collector's lists for 1911, $17,559.84
B. & M. R. R. stock, 800.00
Cash in hands of Treasurer, . 18,774.10
Due on sundry accounts, 341.29
Due from state on account state highway, 2,511.00
$39,986.23
Net indebtedness, exclusive of water bonds, $222,938.59
Water Bonds Outstanding, $170,000 00
Assets of Water Works.
Notes against the City, $31,270 00
Cash on hand, 11,029 58
$42,299 58
SCHOOLS.
In these days when so many cities are struggling
with the question of crowded school rooms, Rochester
is particularly fortunate in possessing some beautiful
school buildings which will be able to accommodate the
natural increase of pupils for some years to come. Our
schools are running smoothly and the work done in
them compares favorably, I believe, with that in the
other cities of our state.
Our text books have been allowed, on account of
lack of funds, to run down into a deplorable state.
During the past year our High school books have been
quite adequately replenished, but the supply in the
grades is not sufficient to enable the teachers to get the
best results. While the state law requires us to furnish
text-books, we should see that this department is not
crippled by any lack in the supply.
Last year's appropriation will be overdrawn by
about $300. The amount of money asked for by the
school board has usually been cut down a few hundred
dollars, which accounts in part for the difficulty in
keeping up the text-books and supplies.
It might be well for the finance committee, before
cutting down the amount asked for, to consult with
the finance committee of the school board, to ascertain
if any reduction would be expedient.
HEALTH.
Although this department carries a small appropri-
ation, it is by no means unimportant. Few realize the
amount of money that sickness costs our city, directly
and indirectly. Every preventive measure possible
should be made to protect the health of our citizens.
I hope the time is not far distant when we shall be
able to make a beginning at least toward compulsory
medical inspection in our schools.
Our citizens should always co-operate with the
board of health and report to the proper authorities
anything that is a menace to the health of the com-
munity.
It has been impossible to prevent plunder in the
city pest house owing to its isolated location. In its
present condition it could not be used for what it was
designed. I advise that some action be taken in the
near future relative to this property.
EQUALIZATION OF TAXES.
This is an old, hackneyed subject, yet I believe it
is one of the most vital questions that face our city to-
day. Our assessed valuation has failed to increase in
any just ratio to the amount required to be raised by
taxation. The ensuing year is bringing to us expenses
that we have not had before, such as all night lighting,
payment of one-fifth of the cost of the new school build-
ing and the redemption of three thousand dollars'
worth of city hall bonds, so that the amount necessary
to raise by taxation will reach well beyond the one
hundred thousand dollar mark.
There is urgent need of a re-adjustment in values
of the taxable property of the town. Doubtless a
majority of our tax payers are assessed enough ; never-
theless, the fact remains, that there is much valuable
property in Rochester assessed at a very low valuation.
If these properties are not adjusted upon a fair
basis to all with due regard to their market value, our
tax rate this year must necessarily go higher.
I realize that this matter of equalization of taxes is
a difficult problem ; one that must be handled with
common sense and sound judgment.
Our asesssors after being elected have the whole
matter in their hands ; so I urge you. Gentlemen of
the Council, whenever a vacancy is to be filled to do all
in your power to place there a competent business man
with the courage of his convictions.
WATER WORKS AND SEWERS.
This system is a great asset to our city, for after
furnishing free water to all our other departments, it
still has placed to its credit each year a net balance of
several thousand dollars.
Some of our citizens believe it would be better to
place this department on a financial basis of its own
and require the other departments to pay a reasonable
sum for the amount of water used as is done in most
cities.
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I have not had time to study the question relative
to the special conditions in Rochester with any degree
of thoroughness and would not presume at this time
to advise which method would be the best business
policy for us to pursue. I respectfully submit the
question for your careful consideration.
I recommend that a few sanitary drinking foun-
tains be placed in our city this summer. This would
be a matter of little expense and surely would accom-
modate many people. •
Such little things give an air of progressiveness to
a town that is noted far beyond its borders.
SHADE TREES, PARKS AND COMMONS.
We have many beautifully shaded streets in our
city which are a source ot pride to our citizens. There
are however, many open spaces on some of our resi-
dential streets where trees ought to be started as soon
as possible.
The iirst impression of a stranger entering a town
is gained by the beauty of its streets and park system.
The civic pride of our citizens has been aroused much
of late in this direction and all should be done that can
be to foster that pride in the future.
I believe that greater observance should be made
of Arbor day both by our citizens and by our schools.
In these days when so much is being said about the cqiv
servation of our natural resources let us encourage
our schools to use a portion at least of Arbor day to im-
press upon the minds of the pupils the true meaning of
this great work.
Last summer no trees were set out by the city
owing to the severe dry weather but if climatic condi-
tions are favorable the coming season I hope to see
much activity in this department.
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BROWN TAIL MOTH DEPARTMENT.
The comparative freedom of our shade trees this
winter from brown tail moth nests demonstrates that
treatment by spraying is the only up-to-date and scien-
tific method. Not only is it the most scientific
but it is the most economical as a comparative
examination of our city reports will show. Spraying
not alone kills the caterpillars but many small insects
infesting the leaves are effectually disposed of. An
appropriation of $400 will be sufficient for this depart-
ment.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Our fire companies have been strengthened much
during the past two years and they deserve much credit
for the work that they have done. They lack how-
ever the modern means for fighting fire that a city of
our population deserves.
Rochester has been especially fortunate in the past
in having no big fires but fate may not always smile so
kindly upon us.
The city needs a fire engine of some kind. The
time will soon come I believe when the most practical
fire apparatus for a city like Rochester to buy will be
a combination auto fire engine. The city of Manches-
ter is using one with gratifying results. Whether or
not the time is ripe for Rochester to consider such a
proposition is a question for thorough investigation.
I hope that a resolution will be passed by you to
instruct our fire committee to investigate the matter
carefully and report what would be the most practical
fire engine to fulfill the conditions in our city.
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POLICE.
Rochester is to be congratulated upon the good law
and order that has been maintained with such a small
police force. Very few cities of Rochester's size pay
so little per capita for police protection.
There is a question at the present time whether our
city can afford to go much longer without another reg-
ular police officer. As it is at present, our city marshal
is obliged to put in too many hours on patrol duty and
is frequently called by night, since there is not a
sufficiently large force to allow an officer to be on duty
in the city marshal's office. The ever perplexing
problem of the enforcement of the liquor law is always
with us. Every broad minded citizen knows how diffi-
cult this is under our present system. Yet it is the
duty of the marshal to go ahead and do his part and I
assure the people of Rochester he will have my hearty
support and co-operation.
PUBLIC HIGHWAYS.
Good roads have come to be of paramount import-
ance in the minds of most people. Not only from a
pleasure standpoint do we need good roads but true
business economy demands that our main thorough-
fares be made in a manner to furnish a hard road bed
in all changing climatic conditions. The loss of time
and stagnation of business that occurs when our public
highways are almost impassable with mud is inesti-
mable. This is a question that interests all our citi-
zens, rich and poor alike, for it adds to their pleasure,
promotes their business enterprises and increases the
value of their property.
Good roads are bound to come and the sooner Roch-
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ester tackles this problem in a business like manner,
the quicker will her business prosperity attain the
height which is her due.
Our state road should be completed if possible this
summer, in order to avail ourselves of the state appro-
priation. Besides, Rochester has been receiving too
much free advertising of the wrong kind from her
tourist travel. Of course this will be a matter apart
from our regular appropriation for highways. Here we
have a great problem in spending what is necessary for
repairs in all parts of the town and still do what ought
to be done in permanent road building. I think it
might be wise to make the appropriation under two
heads, as was done last year and endeavor to avoid
transferring from one to the other.
I have no ideas to advance concerning the mechan-
ical part of road construction, but I would suggest
that the committee on roads, the superintendent of
streets, and your mayor go over the roads as early in
spring as is expedient and take notes of repairs that
should be made.
However faithfully we may try, this department
will be subjected to much criticism, but let us see to
it that the people receive full value for every dollar
spent.
This department falls below the standard of our
other departments and I believe much time and careful
consideration should be devoted toward bringing it to
the front.
CONCLUSION.
Of the few remaining departments which I have
not mentioned, little needs to be said.
Our library has a constantly increasing patronage
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and is ably managed on its annual appropriation.
We have no longer to contend with the problem of
public buildings. Many of them are new and all are
in excellent repair.
Much good work has been done during the past
two years in rearranging our lighting system, so that
with our all-night service, Rochester enjoys the distinc-
tion of being one of the best lighted cities in our state.
I have endeavored in the time at my disposal to
convey to you, Gentlemen of the City Council, the gen-
eral condition of our municipal affairs with a few
suggestions for your consideration. I have endeavored
to demonstrate that my policy will be a square deal for
all and in that policy I feel that I shall have the hearty
sympathy and co-operation of every member. If, at
the end of this year, when we turn over the city to our
successors, it can be said that Rochester is a better city
to live in by virtue of our efforts, then we shall have
some compensation for our labor and the sacrifices we
must make.
City Government
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City Clerk—Horace L. Worcester
City Treasurer—John L. Copp
City Solicitor—Samuel D. Felker
Collector of Taxes—David J. Lucey
Street Commissioner—George D. Dame
Superintendent Water Works a7id Sewers—Fred W. Crocker
Marshal—John Young
Assistant Marshal—Isaac D. Piercy
Night H'a/c/i—Ferdinand G. Sylvain
Police at Gonic—Warren W. Daggett
Police at Eaitt /?or/K.s/fr—Thomas H. Gotts, Horace H.
Mills
Chiej Engineer Fire Department—Charles E. Randall
First Assistant Engineer Fire Department—YfiWi^xn. H. Otis
Second Assistant Engineer Fire Department—Wilbur E.
Horne
Third Assista,nt Engineer Fire Department—Elmer E. Lowd
Fourth Assistant Engineer Fire Department—Louis M.
Richardson
Sanitary Officer—Forrest L. Keay
City Physician—P. J. Kittredge
Board of Health—Charles E. Goodwin, Forrest L. Keay,
P J. Kittredge
Assessors—Charles W. Evans, Charles H. Henderson
Plumbers' Examining Board—Albert P. Covey, C. E. Good-
win, .P. J. Kittredge
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Trustees Public Library—Mayor John H. Bates, John
Young, Sidney B. Hayes, Fred P. Meader, Stephen
C. Meader, Horace L. Worcester, WilHs McDuffee
Special Police—B. Ford Parsons, George D. Dame,
Charles H. Eastman, PhilHp Hughes, Walter J.
Seavey, Louis Grassee, L. E. Goodwin, Martin J.
Donohue, Charles H. Prescott, Joseph Woodes,
Peter Gagne, Augustus Jacques, Moses Sterett,
Frank S. Edgerly, W. A. Hanscom, Edward Jos-
selyn, Edward L. Tibbetts, Albert E. Rollins, I.
Dana Hodgdon, John Lowe, S. E. Shapleigh, Wm.
J. Hartford, Joseph Norris, Cyrille Vachon, Miles
H. Dustin, Irving Cook, Alphonse F. Potvin, Louis
Gauthier, Thomas Grassee, William N. Bell, Eugene
P. Dennett
Ja/(/7o/ — William A. Hanscom
Scaler of Weights (tn'l Measures—Charles M. Bailey
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber—Ovid Drolette, Frank B.
Preston, Edward Elliott, Napoleon Masse, Nahum
F. Woodman, Sidney B. Hayes, Frank E. Hussey
Weighers of Hay, Straw and Coal—David F. Jenness, John
W. Tibbetts, John G. Morrill, John Bilodeau, Frank
W. Smith
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Fire Department—Maguire, Gerrish and Larose
Street Lights—Lougee, Young and Landry
Printing—McElwaine, Crannon and March
Adams Fund—Meader, Andrews and Landry
Elections and Refvrns—March, Wentworth and Quimby
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Bills in Their Second Rcndiiig and Enrolled Ordinances—
Small, Corson and March
Legal Affairs—The Mayor, Small and Meader
Pxirchasing Committee—The Mayor, Small and Watson
Police—The Mayor, Maguire and Andrews
Finance Coinmittee—The Mayor, Small and McElwaine
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons—The Mayor, Gerrish
and Jenness
Public Instruction—The Mayor, Lougee and Corson
Claims and AccouyUs—Jenness, Young and Wentworth
Public Buildings—Maguire, Crannon and Larose
Roads, Bridges and Drains—Lougee, Gelinas and Corson
Water Works and Seivers—Quimby, Watson and Jenness
Finance Committee
Recommendations forAnnual Appropriations
We, the Committee on Finance, having considered
the amount necessary for the maintenance of the sev-
eral departments for the year 1912, recommend the fol-





Passed by the City Council
ANNUAL APPROPRIATION.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of-
Rochester
:
That, for the support of the various departments
for the year 1912, there be raised by taxation the sum
of one hundred four thousand, seven hundred and
seventeen dollars and thirty cents ($104,717.30,) and
the Assessors are directed to assess that amount with
such overlay as may be thought necessary.
Passed January 23, 1912.
SYSTEMATIC SEATING OF THE COUNCIL.
Resolved by the Mayor and ^City Council of the City of
Rochester
That the seats in the Council Chamber be assigned
to Councilmen in the following manner:
Beginning on the northeasterly side of said room,
the first seats of each row shall be assigned to members
from Ward One, second seats in each row for members
from Ward Two, continuing in numerical order in like
manner, for the remaining wards.
Councilmen serving for first year of each term shall
occupy front seats, the councilmen serving for second
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year of each term the second row of seats, and coun-
cilmen serving for third year of each term shall occupy
back row of seats.
Passed January 3, 1911.
TO AMEND CITY CHARTER.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council
:
That the Charter of said City be so amended as to
give the Mayor the appointment and removal of the
Marshal and his assistant police officers, subject to
confirmation of Council, and that a committee be ap-
pointed consisting of the Mayor and two members of
the Council by him appointed be authorized to have a
bill drawn as may seem advisable and that our Repre-
sentatives be asked to support such a bill.
Passed January 3, 1911.
PRINTING REPORTS.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the City Clerk be instructed to prepare for
the printer all matter that is to go into the City Reports,
and that the Committee on Public printing be instructed
to furnish specifications for and to procure bids on the
printing of the same, and that preference be given the
printers of Rochester, the contract to be let to the low-
est responsible bidder.
Passed January 4, 1911.
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HIRING IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester:
That the Finance Committee be authorized to raise
on note or notes of the city a sum of money not ex-
ceeding fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000), in anticipa-
tion of taxes, providing it be necessary to do so.
Passed January 4, 1911.
TO PAY CLAIM TO JOHN S. PERREAULT.
Resolved, that the sum of two hundred dollars be
awarded John S. Perreault in full settlement for services
rendered the city as assistant janitor to include any
and all claims against the city while so employed, and
that the Mayor be authorized to draw his warrant on
the City Treasurer' in payment of the same out of any
moneys not otherwise appropriated.
Passed January 4, 1911.
REGARDING MUNICIPAL LIGHT AND POWER
PLANT.
Resolved, that the representatives of the several
wards in this city to the New Hampshire General Court,
Session of 1911, are hereby urged and requested to co-
operate for the purpose of securing the passage of an
act authorizing the incorporation of a municipal Elec-
tric Light and Power plant for the City of Rochester,
or, to form an alliance with the representatives from
the neighboring cities of Dover and Somersworth in
securing the passage of an Act authorizing the incor-
poration of a municipal Electric Light and Power plant
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for the use and benefit of the cities of Dover, Somers-
worth and Rochester.
And be it further resolved that a copy of this res-
olution be transmitted to each of said representatives of
the city of Rochester, and that a like copy be trans-
mitted to the Mayor and City Councils of the cities of
Dover and Somersworth.
Passed January 4, 1911.
TO AMEND CITY CHARTER.
Resolved, that the city charter be amended at this
session of the Legislature so as to provide for the elec-
tion, by the people, of the Superintendent of Streets
and Board of Assessors and, be it further resolved,
that the Committee already provided for, by a former
resolution of the City Council, to draft a bill to amend
said charter, be authorized to incorporate in such bill
the proposed amendment to the charter herein con-
tained.
Passed January 13, 1911.
TO APPLY UNEXPENDED BALANCES TO HIGH
SCHOOL DEBT.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the balance unexpended in the following de-
partments of the city for the year 1910 be applied to
the reduction of the High School debt, as follows: from
Carriage Licenses, $ 68 35
Special appropriation for Winter Street
Sewer Extension, 121 26
Special Appropriation Surface Sewer
No. Main Street, 3 16
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Opera House, $542 46
Special Appropriation for Spraying
Machine, 8 15
State, 3,890 01
Passed January 13, 1911.
$4,633 39
REGARDING AN ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
. PLANT.
Resolved, that the City Solicitor draft a bill to be in-
troduced at the present session of the General Court
giving the City of Rochester the right to establish and
maintain an Electric Light and Power plant, and that
the Solicitor and Councilman Maguire as members of
the House of Representatives be requested to use their
influence to have said bill introduced by the Committee
on Incorporations or the Judiciary Committee and that
they in conjunction with the other representatives from
Rochester be urged and requested to work for its pas-
sage.
Passed February 10, 1911.
TO INVESTIGATE WATER RATES.
Resolved, that a special committee of three be ap-
pointed by the Mayor to investigate with reference to
the water rates paid by large consumers, and the advis-
ability of reducing the number and size of supply
pipes and installing meters in particular cases; and
that said committee report on same with such recom-
mendations as they may deem just and proper at the
next regular meeting of the City Council.
Passed March 7, 1911.
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TO RAISE MONEY BY TAXATION FOR
SPRINKLING.
Resolved by the City Council of the City of Rochester:
That the sum of eighteen hundred seventy-five
dollars ($1,875 00), be assessed and raised by taxation
on polls and taxable property within the limits of the
sprinkling precinct as adopted for the ensuing year.
Passed March 27, 1911.
TO RAISE MONEY ON NOTES FOR SPRINKLING.
Resolved, that the sum of six hundred twenty-
five dollars ($625) , be raised on note or notes of the
city to constitute a portion of the city debt to be used
for the purpose of street sprinkling for the ensuing
year.
Passed March 27, 1911.
TO RAISE MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
OF WATER SPRINKLING PRECINCT.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester:
That the Mayor, City Treasurer and City Clerk be
authorized to hire on note or notes of the Water
Sprinkling District of the City of Rochester an amount
not exceeding eighteen hundred dollars ($1,800), in
anticipation of taxes of said District for the year 1911.
Passed April 4, 1911.
TO PURCHASE HORSES.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to
purchase a pair of horses for the use of said City at a
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cost not to exceed seven hundred dollars ($700), and
that they be paid for from the annual appropriation
for the Highway Department.
Passed April 4, 1911.
TO GIVE POLICE VACATION.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the City Marshal, Assistant Marshal and the
Night Watch be given a vacation of two weeks, under
direction of the Mayor, without loss of pay.
Passed June 6, 1911.
TO APPOINT A COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE
STATE HIGHWAY.
Resolved by the Mayor and Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That a committee consisting of the Mayor and two
members of the council by him appointed, be author-
ized to investigate the cost of building the State High-
way from Somersworth to Milton, doing away with as
many railroad crossings as may be thought practical,
the kind of material to be used, changing and straight-
ening the route if advisable, what share of land dam-
ages if any new road is built and old discontinued also
what part of the permanent road the Boston & Maine
Railroad will agree to pay and obtain such other in-
formation as will assist the Council in arriving at a
more satisfactory decision in the matter and report at
the next regular meeting of the Council.
Passed June 6, 1911.
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AUTHORIZING SIGNING OF PAPERS.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That, in the absence of the City Clerk, Miss Sarah
M. Roberts, the clerk in the office of the City Clerk, be
and hereby is authorized and empowered to sign the
name of the City Clerk to any papers filed in the office
of the City Clerk for record, also to any copies which
may be given of any of the records of the city.
Passed July 11, 1911.
TO APPOINT SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO CONFER
WITH B. & M. R. R.
Resolved by the Honorable Mayor and City Council of
the City of Rochester
:
That a committee of three of which the Mayor
shall be chairman, and two councilmen appointed by
him, shall confer with the proper officials of the B. &
M. R. R. with reference to the better protection of all
railroad crossings and places in the city of Rochester
proper, not now protected by gates or flagmen, and
that said committee demand and insist, on the part of
the city, that better protection shall be furnished by
the railroad, within the city limits not now protected,
that the lives of our people may not longer be en-
dangered by the absence of suitable equipment for
safety.
Passed July 11, 1911.
TO EXPRESS SYMPATHY FOR COUNCILMAN
MEADER.
Resolved by the Honorable Mayor and City Council of
the City of Rochester
That we deprecate the long continued illness of
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Councilm-^n Stephen C. Meader and miss his good
judgment, experience and wisdom in our deHberations,
and be it further resolved, that we hereby express our
sympathy for him and hope for a speedy recovery to
his usual good health, and be it further resolved, that
a copy of these resolutions be spread upon our records
and a like copy be transmitted to Councilman Meader.
Passed July 11, 1911.
TO RELAY SURFACE SEWER ON WALNUT
STREET.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars
($500, ) be raised on note or notes of the city, for the
purpose of relaying the surface sewer on Walnut Street,
and that the same be made a part of the city debt.
Passed August 1, 1911.
TO RELAY SURFACE SEWER ON SOUTH MAIN
STREET.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
That a sum not exceeding twenty two hundred
and fifty dollars be raised on note or notes of said
city, for the purpose of constructing a surface sewer
on South Main Street from Wentworth Street to Willow
Brook, and that the same constitute a part of the city
debt.
Passed August 1, 1911.
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TO TRANSFER BALANCE OF MACADAM MONEY
TO HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the amount of the appropriation now stand-
ing to the credit of the Macadam or permanent roads,
be transferred to the Highway Department.
Passed August 1, 1911.
TO EXTEND SEWER ON GROVE AND WARREN
STREETS, EAST ROCHESTER.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
That a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars
be raised on note or notes of said city for the purpose
of extending the combination sewer on Grove and War-
ren Streets at East Rochester, and that the same consti-
tute a part of the city debt.
Passed August 1, 1911.
RELATING TO SALARY OF ASSISTANT TO CITY
CLERK.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Roch-
ester as follows:
That the salary of the present assistant clerk in the
office of the City Clerk shall be twelve dollars per
week, and the salary for that position hereafter shall
be as follows, upon the employment of new assistants
:
the first year eight dollars per week and an increase
each succeeding year of fifty cents per week until the
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sum of twelve dollars per week is paid, which shall be
the maximum sum paid for said position ; which shall
be paid in equal parts from the salary and water de-
partments.
Passed August 1, 1911.
TO RAISE MONEY FOR STATE HIGHWAY.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That a sum not exceeding twelve thousand dol-
lars ($12,000), be raised on note or notes of the City for
the City's proportionate part of the expense of building
portions of the proposed state road between Somers-
worth line and Milton line, 4 of same to be expended
on the Somersworth end and i on the Milton end, in
such locations as the Council may determine, said note
or notes to be constituted a part of the city debt.
Passed September 5, 1911.
TO PURCHASE FILING CASE.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to
purchase a filing case for the purpose of filing and
preservation of the writs of the Police Court, at a price
not exceeding seventy-five dollars, and that the same
be paid from the Police Department.
Passed September 5, 1911.
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TO PURCHASE CARLOAD OF PIPE.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the Purchasing Committee be authorized to
purchase one carload of iron pipe for the use of the
Water Department, and that the same be paid for from
the Water Department.
Passed September 5, 1911.
CONCERNING THE CONTROL OF THE WATERS
OF THE COCHECO RIVER
Whereas, the Rochester Woolen Company has caus-
ed the water in the Cocheco River to be drawn consid-
erably below the natural bed of the river, during the
past summer, and to a point lower than has before
been observed by many citizens ; and whereas, the ex-
posure of so large a portion of the river bed has been
the cause of disagreeable effluvia arising therefrom,
which if continued may spread contagion among our
people, and materially reduce real estate values in the
immediate vicinity, therefore be it resolved by the
Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester, that
the City Solicitor be and is hereby requested to look into
the matter of the rights and privileges of the said
Rochester Woolen Company concerning the control of
the waters of the said Cocheco River, and what remedy
if any, the City has to prevent the recurrence of condi-
tions above referred to, and be it further resolved that
the result of such investigation by the Solicitor be laid
before the City Council in writing at the next regular
meeting together with such suggestions and advice as
the Solicitor may deem for the best interest of the city.
Passed September 5, 1911,
30
AUTHORIZING THE BUILDING OF STATE HIGH-
WAY.
Resolved, that the Street Commissioner under the
direction of the standing committee on roads, bridges
and drains, and special committee already appointed,
be and is hereby empowered to have the general charge
or supervision of the construction of the state highway,
on the part of the city. He may, under the direction
of said committee, make all necessary contracts for the
supply of any labor or material or both and may make
requisition upon the fpurchasing committee for all ma^
terials he may require in the discharge of such duty. ,
Passed September 12, 1911.
REGARDING REPAIRS ON PRIVATE WAYS.
Whereas, certain repairs have recently been made
by the City of Rochester on private ways, viz : the
private way leading from Wakefield Street to the shoe
factory of Linscott, Tyler & Wilson Co., and the pri-
vate way leading from Glenwood Avenue to the Planing
Mill of W. H. Champlin, therefore be it resolved.
That the Street Commissioner, be and is hereby
requested to furnish the following information to the
City Council at the next regular meeting
;
First—By what authority were these repairs made?
Second—The total amount of money expended on
each of the private ways mentioned?
Third—Is the City to be reimbursed for making
said repairs?
Passed October 6, 1911.
31
REGARDING PROTECTION OF RAILROAD CROS$-
INGS.
Resolved, that the Special Committee, appointed to
confer with the proper officials of the B. & M. R. R.
with the object in view of better protection at railroad
crossings and places within the city limits, be authorized
and empowered on the part of the city to petition the
public service commission to compel said B. & M. R.
R. to furnish the protection demanded, and to employ
special counsel if necessary, after serving notice on the
said Railroad that at the expiration of fifteen days from
date of said notice suitable protection not being fur-
nished or agreed to within that time, petition will be
made to the said public service commission to compel
specific performance on the part of the said Railroad.
Passed October 6, 1911.
SALARY OF CITY EMPLOYEES.
Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of
Rochester as follows
:
Sect. 1. Nine hours shall constitute a day's work
for all City employees, and all employees shall be paid
twenty cents per hour for such time as they may work.
Sect. 2. All ordinances and parts of ordinances
inconsistent with this ordinance are hereby repealed
and this ordinance shall take effect Jan. 1, 1912.
Passed November 7, 1911.
TO TRANSFER FROM OPERA HOUSE DEPART-
MENT TO STREET LIGHTS.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That six hundred ninety-three 68-100 dollars be
32
transferred from money on hand in the Opera House
Department, to Street Lights.
Passed November 7, 1911.
TO EXTEND WATER MAIN ON WESTERN AVE.,
FIRST AND SECOND STREETS.
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That a sum not exceeding six hundred seventy-five
dollars be expended for the purpose of extending the 6
in. water main six hundred feet on Western Ave. , also
to lay four hundred feet 2 in. pipe on First Street, and
three hundred feet 2 in. on Second Street.
Passed November 7, 1911.
REGARDING PROTECTION OF RAILROAD
CROSSINGS.
Resolved that the Boston & Maine R. R., be requir-
ed to furnish protection by gates at the Main Street
crossing City of Rochester, N. H., day and night,
seven days in the week.
Passed December 7, 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester,
That the Boston & Maine R. R., be required to
protect the Upham Street crossing in Rochester, N. H.,
by a flagman daily until twelve o'clock at night.
Passed December 7, 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester,
That the Boston and & Maine R. R., be required to
33
furnish protection at all Winter Street crossings in
Rochester, N. H. , by gates daily until twelve o'clock at
night.
Passed December 7, 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
That the Boston & Maine R. R. , be required to
furnish protection at all grade crossings on Portland
Street, in Rochester, N. H., by gates daily until twelve
o'clock at night.
Passed December 7, 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the Boston & Maine R. R.,be required to fur-
nish protection at the Autumn Street crossing in Roch-
ester, N. H.,by furnishing a flagman daily until twelve
o'clock at night.
Passed December 7, 1911
Resolved by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the Boston & Maine R. R., be required to
furnish protection at the Summer Street crossing in
Rochester, N. H., by a flagman daily until twelve
o'clock at night.
Passed December 7, 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
That the Boston & Maine R.R., be required to fur-
nish protection at the Wakefield Street crossing in
34
Rochester, N. H., by gates until twelve o'clock at night.
Passed December 7, 1911
Resovled, by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester
:
That the Boston & Maine R. R., be required to
furnish bell signal at grade crossing on Eastern Ave-
nue in Rochester, N. H.
Passed December 7, 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
That the Boston & Maine R. R., be required to
furnish bell signal at the grade crossing on Autumn
Street, in East Rochester, N. H.
Passed December 7. 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City of
Rochester,
:
That the Boston & Maine R. R., be required to
furnish bell signals at all crossings on Lowell Street in
Rochester, N. H.
Passed December 7, 1911.
Resolved, by the Mayor and City Council of the City
of Rochester:
That the Boston & Maine R. R.,be required to fur-
nish bell signal at the grade crossing on the old Dover
Road, so called, in Rochester, N. H.
Passed December 7, 1911.
35
REGARDING PRESENTATION OF HIGH SCHOOL
DIPLOMAS.
Whereas, the Mayor, by virtue of his office, is Pres-
ident of the School Board, it seems to us eminently fitting
and proper that the custom of presenting diplomas to
High School graduates each year, by the chief executive
of the city be re-established, that the relation and inter-
est which should always exist between the highest
officials of the city and the schools, as one of the chief
objects of municipal pride, should never be lost sight
of, therefore, be it resolved by the Mayor and City
Council of the City of Rochester, that the subject mat-
ter herein contained be recommended to the School
Board for careful consideration and 'action.
And be it further resolved, that a copy of this res-
olution be spread upon our records and a like copy
transmitted to the said School Board of the City of
Rochester.





January 1, 1911, to January 1, 1912
Highway Department
Paid Charles M. Bailey, thawing pipes $ 65
Rochester Lumber Co. , 14 ft. white oak
and milling 62
Dana H. McDuffee, for land on Farming-
ton road
J. W. McDuffee, 1 pr. wheels and axle
Gonic Mfg. Co., merchandise
H. T. Hayes & Co. , 1 bottle fever drops
John Littlefield, labor on sleds, carts and
snow plows
Hanson Howard, 1,200 lbs. rye straw
Watson & Hayes, steel and iron
Burton L. Spiller, repairing snow plows
Geo. E. Greenfield, coal
C. E. Junkins, 74 lbs. gal. iron
Henry Cater, 2,665 lbs. hay
Berry & Shorey, 22 lbs. iron
H. T. Clark, veterinary services
Boston & Maine R. R., 5,793 cu. yds.
gravel
Rochester Lumber Co. , 2 plank
William H. Otis, hay
Stephen C. Meader, hay
Watson & Hayes, paint and brush
Berry & Shorey, carriage paint




Paid Geo. E. Greenfield, coal and edgings $ 11 60
Wilbur R. Thompson, 1 street brush 1 25
Burton L. Spiller, blacksmith work 2 30
A. R. Tuttle, 8,290 lbs. hay 82 90
J. O. Hayes, team hire 4 50
Watson & Hayes, 2 plow points and 1
pair wheels, 18 20
Rochester Lumber Co., hemlock boards,
spruce and milling 4 07
Joseph Warren, expenses buying horses 9 69
Samuel Hale, 1,985 lbs. hay 21 83
Rochester Auction and Commission
House, 2 axes and 2 forks 1 35
Rochester Foundry and Machine Works,
castings and 1 sewer grate cover,
George D. Flagg, labor
V. Page, 4,340 lbs. hay
Herman A. Dodge, hauling lumber
S. A. Stokes, filing saws
Frank W. Smith, blacksmith work
Albert D. Jones, 2,031 ft. S. E. pine
Miscellaneous Department, use of mileage
Burton L. Spiller, sharpening picks
E. R. Evans, 980 lbs. straw
Rochester Foundry and Machine Works,
40 loads ashes
H. L. Worcester, express
Swett & Varney, electrical supplies at stable
Timothy O'Neil, damage to team on
highway
A. R. Tuttle, 10,970 lbs. hay,
John P. Crowney, 500 lbs. hay
G. E. Dean, 250 lbs. horse tonic
Henry Evans & Co. 9 lbs. nails




Paid W. K. Kimball, grain S 581 26
M. H. Plummer, merchandise
42
Received from Ezra M. Hawkes, 1 stove
43
Paid Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
,
adding machine $ 367 50
Fred P. Meader, merchandise 7 70
Hobbs and Warren Co., 1 Treasurer's book 16 50
J. D. Hussey, 8 mileage books 80 00
Courier Publishing Co., 100 4-page folders 5 00
Charles M. Bailey, 6 mops 1 80
Mary A. Marsden, damage on highway 50 00
Loring, Short & Harmon, 2 dozen pads 2 00
L. C. Smith, damage on highway 50 00
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 96
Geo. G. Neal, re-binding 2 old books 1 90
Haven T. Nutter, lettering panel in door 1 00
Dustbane Manufacturing Co. , 3 barrels
dustbane 15 04
S. Swaine, 1 stamp and ink 75
Loring, Short & Harmon, 1 lien sales book
and 1 claims and accounts book 15 50
Charles S. Buck, 1 desk lamp 5 25
Rochester Lumber Co. , 1 light glass and
setting
Charles M. Bailey, merchandise
Harry I. Brock, 5| yards oilcloth
Henry Evans & Co., merchandise
Geo. G. Neal, binding assessors' books
The Globe Wernicke Co., 3,000 index cards
Allen Bros. , 1 felt pad
West Disinfecting Co. , 10 gallons disin-
fectant
J. A. Morrill, ice for year 1910
Berry & Shorey, 1 screw driver
Remington Typewriter Co., repairs on
typewriter 16 54
Charles M. Bailey, 1 copper drip for
water tank 1 40
3 75
44
Paid Courier Publishing Co. , printing assessors'
notice $ 1 50
Thomas A. Baril, rent of building for
election
Allen Bros., repairing numbering machine
Geo. G. Neal, binding 2 extra books for
assessors,
John S. Kimball, 2,500 envelopes
Hobbs & Warren Co. , rubber bands and ink
Geo. G. Neal, binding 25 City Ordinances
Charles M. Bailey, pail for water tank
Courier Publishing Co. , 100 index cards
John S. Kimball, postage on city reports
Edson C. Eastman, 1 invoice record book
The Record Press, envelopes and paper
Twin State Gas and Electric Co., 6 lamps
Charles W. Evans, team hire for assessors






Hobbs and Warren Co., 1 note book
Rochester Printing Co. , tax bills
The C. E. Brewster Co., 5 gallons floor
dressing
Henry Evans & Co., bands, polish and
screws
Geo. M. Rankin, truant officer 1 year
Frank R. Hayes, truant officer 1 year
Rochester Carpet Co. , 2 dusters
S. A. Stokes, labor on ladder
F. H. Osgood, team hire
Geo. G. Neal, binding 1 extra city report
Chas. H. Kendall, auto hire three hours
Stewart, Warren & Co., 4 check books
6 00
45
Paid The Record Press, 500 council meeting
notices $
C. E. Brewster Co., 10 gallons Kleanateen
C. W. Lowe & Son, team hire
Charles M. Bailey, 1 case toilet paper
I. Cushing, bon ami and dutch cleanser
F. S. Webster Co. , 2 typewriter ribbons
Berry & Shorey, 1 hammer
M. H. Plummer, brass polish
C. H. Fairbanks & Co. , soap powder
Hobbs & Warren Co., Treasurer's receipt
book
Berry & Shorey, 1 ball cord
Courier Publishing Co., 1,000 jackets
M. H. Plummer, 2 sponges
The Birmingham Pen Co., 2 gross pens
Henry Evans & Co., 5 brushes and 1
broom
John W. Dame, repairing 2 doors
Rochester Lumber Co. , 2 lights glass and
setting
H. L. Worcester, express paid
Haven T. Nutter, painting letters on door
Loring, Short & Harmon, council record
book
The Record Press, paper and cutting
H. A. Allen, patching plastering
Henry Evans & Co. , 1 brush and 1 hinge
Hanscam & McDuffee, 1 set castors
J. H. Nute, repairing lock
Charles M. Bailey, labor on closets
Twin State Gas and Electric Co., 6
lamps
E. A. Corson, 1 palm
The Record Press, paper and cards
6 25
46
Paid Hanscam & McDuffee, re-seating chair
I. Gushing, merchandise
Courier PubHshing Co., bill heads and
order sheets
J. B. Farnum, 5 gallons oilopine
The Record Press, typewriter paper
Boston & Maine R. R., freight on disin-
fectant
Charles M. Bailey, 1 agate dipper
A. S. Parshley Agency, insurance on
E. R. hall
H. C. Hanson, stock and labor on doors
Edson C. Eastman, 1 invoice record book
Courier Publishing Co., "No smoking"
placards
Henry Evans & Co. , brass polish and 1
broom
Geo. E. Greenfield, coal for ward houses
C. E. Goodwin, truant officer for 1911
Courier Publishing Co., printing ballots
Frank S. Tompkins, transfer of real estate
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Co., " 43 91
Twin State Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting 210 83
Total Expenditures $2,234 68
Transferred to Soldier's Aid 151 63
Fire Department 70 80
$2,457 11





By balance from 1910
4S
Paid J. B. Farnum Co., vitriol $ 44 39
Charles M. Bailey, repairing roof and
plumbing
John V. Home, shoveling out hydrants
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co.,
extinguishers, soda, etc.
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
Charles Emerson, fireman 3 months
D. H. Tufts & Sons, repairing ladder
M. H. Plummer, 4 straps
Henry Evans & Co. , 2 quarts brass polish
M. E, Sterett, drawing hose
Pay Rolls for fighting brush fires
Walter N. Morrison, repairing valve
Henry Evans & Co., merchandise
Rochester Lumber Co. , 6 pieces spruce
C. E. Harriman, watching fire
W. H. Otis, watching fire
C. W. Lowe & Son, team hire
Charles Nute, watching fire
Orrin Hoyt, watching fire
Watson & Hayes, 2 dozen shovels
W. H. Carll & Son, team hire
F. H. Osgood, team hire
A. R. Tuttle, team hire
American Cafe, sandwiches and coffee
Ross Allen, transportation
J. Levi Meader, services of auto
Gonic Manufacturing Co. , use of auto
and driver 2 00
Leopold Larose, hardware, lumber and
labor 49 68
Spiers-Fish Brick Co., fighting brush fire 20 00
F. H. Osgood, use of buckboard 4 00
J. S. Loud, 50 pounds soda 2 00
2 10
49
Paid Adelbert Gray, hauling hose to fires $ 3 00
E. R. Foss, soda, 1 pail and 1 jug 3 64
M. H. Plummer, 1 horse bit 50
C. E. Goodwin, team hire 1 50
Rochester Carriage Works, wheels and
painting same 61 64
Henry Evans & Co. , 35 pounds manila
rope
C. E. Goodwin, labor on wires
Henry Evans & Co. , 2 dozen staples
G. E. Dean, hauling hose to fire
Rochester Woolen Co. , 1 carboy oil of
vitriol
Amasa J. Cate & Son, varnish and labor
Moses Jacobs, watching fire
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co., 1
barrel soda
Harry Carpenter, watching fire
A. E. Rollins, patrol duty July 4
Allen Rowe, patrol duty
George Bunker, patrol duty
James T. Hoyt, patrol duty
Thomas W. Peavey, team hire
Charles Sanborn, watching fire
Carl Auger, watching fire
Leslie M. Seavey, assistant engineer to
Aug. 1
Walter Burnett, fireman to Aug. 1
I. Gushing, 4 gallons oil
A. J. Winters, drawing hose to fires
E. C. Rogers, team to brush fire
John Nute, watching July 4
Lightbody Drug Co. , 16 bottles
G. F. Shaw, hauling hose to fires




Paid Charles M. Bailey, mops, mop stick and
wringer
Rochester Lumber Co., 10 feet pine
M. H. Plummer, harness soap
Boston Brick Co. , 35 men fighting brush
fire
Henry Evans & Co. , 1 gross screws
John W. Dame, 3 lights glass and setting
Louis M. Boston, lettering sign
H. L. Worcester, express paid
W. A. Corson, fireman 9 months
Wilder B. Neal & Co. , 1 cuspidor
Charles M. Bailey, 1 agate teapot
S. A. Stokes, blacksmith work
J. H. Note, blacksmith work
Evans Furniture Co., 1 mattress
Ross Allen, hauling hose to fire
Charles H. Nute, watching fire
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co., zincs and
coppers
A. E. Home, fireman for 10 months
Linscott-Tyler-Wilson Co. , rent of fire
whistle for one year
C. C. C. Fire Hose Co. , 4 dozen hose
washers
Twin State Gas and Electric Co. , tubes,
sockets and bushing
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co., 1
gross Babcock bottles
M. H. Plummer, 4 rosettes
Fred E. Small, insurance
Fuel for City Hall Department, heating
fire station for 1 year
I. Cushing, 4 gallons oil
2 50
51
Paid Rochester Carriage Works, work on hose
wagon pole $ 5 00
Highway Department, board of 2 horses
1 year
Brock's Carpet Store, 7 shades and labor
Orrin Q. Hoyt, patrol duty July 4
Beaulieu & Lapierre, groceries
Pay Roll, Ela Hose Co.,
Harrington Hose Co.,
Cocheco Hose Co.,
Chemical Hook and Ladder Co.,
A. D. Whitehouse Hose Co.,
Torrent Hose Co.,
H. C. Hanson, chief engineer 7 months
Charles E. Randall, chief engineer 4i
months and 1st assistant 74 months
Wm. H. Otis, 1st assistant 4* months
Wilbur E. Home, 2nd assistant 5 months
Louis M. Richardson, 4th assistant
Elmer E. Lowd, 3rd assistant
H. C. Hanson, stock and labor at Cocheco
House
Charles E. Newcomb, fireman
Wm. G. Council, fireman
John W. Dame, repairs at Cocheco House
George Dunnells, fireman
Herbert Gate, fireman
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Co., 27 22
Twin State Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting 177 76




By Balance from 1910 $ 254 01
Appropriation 5,000 00
5,254 01




Paid B. Ford Parsons, special police duty ^
T. H. Gotts, extra police duty
F. H. Osgood, team hire
Albert Mace, special police
W. H. Carll & Son, team hire
Dr. F. L. Keay, services at Police Station
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co. , 2 pairs
cuffs and 2 clubs
Walter Burnett, taking prisoners to jail
James McCabe, complaints and warrants
Salinger Bros. , 1 blanket, 1 pillow and
cover
Charles A. Allen, city marshal 8 days
Mrs. P. E. Littlefield, lunches
Dr. F. L. Keay, examination for insanity
Dr. Charles Blazo, examination for insanity




Paid Loring, Short & Harmon, 1 Maine Towns-
man and 1 Maine Civil Officer
James H. Rhines, in Harry Rumery case
J. H. Nute, 2 iron braces for desk
Ernest C. Wescott, probation officer
services
Henry Evans & Co. , 6 batteries
Fred P. Meader, merchandise
J. S. Norris, special police
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., hand
cuffs, etc.,
H. L. Worcester, services as justice
Charles M. Bailey, 1 gate valve and labor
Cyrille Vachon, special police
Henry Evans & Co. , 25 brackets
Charles L. Parsons, analysis of beer
John S. Kimball, envelopes, stamps and
postal cards
Berry & Shorey, 2 flash lights
Henry Evans & Co. , 1 bulb and 1 battery
Adelbert Gray, auto to convey officer
L. M. Cummings, lunches
Berry & Shorey, tacks
Courier Publishing Co. , notices to bicycle
riders
C. H. Prescott, special police
Courier Publishing Co. , blanks for tramps
Louis Grassee, special police
Eco-Magneto Clock Co. , repairing 3 generators 7 47
Walter E. Burnett, special police
Arthur H. Bickford, special police
C. H. Eastman, special police
Felix Hughes, special police
Watson's Garage, auto hire
John Kimball, postal cards and envelopes
11 00
54
Paid C. W. Lowe & Son, team hire
Charles M. Bailey, 3 gate valves
Miscellaneous Department, mileage
Dr. E. M. Abbott, consultation with City
Physician
H. L. Worcester, express paid
Pay Roll, special police for Fair week
Louis Lachance, special police
Thomas J. Downs, special police
Henry Evans & Co., merchandise
Charles H. Ward, auto hire
W. J. Seavey, special police
Art Metal Construction Co., 1 steel filing case 75 00
C. H. Prescott, work during vacation of
marshal
James Speco, auto hire
Dr. E. M. Abbott, professional services
Miscellaneous Department, lighting for
1911
Fred P. Meader, 2 tablets
Fuel for City Hall Department, fuel for
1911
Courier Publishing Co., complaints and
warrants
Cassidy Pharmacy, bandages, gauze, etc.
Eco-Magneto Clock Co., 1 box dials
Rochester Lumber Co.,-merchandise
Ernest Pearl, assisting officer
Edward Josselyn, special police
J. O. Hayes, team hire
C. E. Goodwin, labor on wires
W. N. Bell, special police
Moses Sterett, special police




Paid John Young, city marshal
56
Paid H. L. Worcester, city clerk
John L. Copp, city treasurer
S. D. Felker, city solicitor
P. J. Kittredge, city physician
F. L. Keay, overseer of poor
W. A. Hanscom, janitor
Walter E. Burnett, asst. janitor
Fred Lemire, assisting janitor
George H. Lincoln, assisting janitor
Arthur S. Hull, assisting janitor
George E. Chase, assisting janitor
George D. Dame, asst. janitor
C. E. Goodwin, sanitary officer
James B. Stevens tax collector on 1910
taxes
David J. Lucy, tax collector on 1911 taxes
Everett M. Sinclair, assessor
Charles W. Evans, assessor
Joseph Letourneau, assessor
O. A. Hoyt, work on assessors' books
Sarah M. Roberts, work on assessors'
books




Ward Two. James C. O'Callahan
Two jurors
Election returns
Ward Three. George W. Osborne
Three jurors
Election returns





































Ward Two. Archie E. Gray
Geo. M. Garland












Ward Four. Edward L. Dunlap
Archie J. Beaudoin
Henry Sanfacon
Ward Five. E. M. Gate
C. W. Gerrish
F. E. Hussey
Ward Six. Osceola F. Foss
J. H. Paquette
Moderators.
Ward One. Thomas H. Gotts $3 00
Ward Two. Edward L. Tebbetts 3 00
Ward Three. Samuel Hale 3 00
Ward Four. Newell B. Foss 3 00
Ward Five. William K. Kimball 3 00





Paid Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., 39 loads
gravel $ 5 85
Clarence Howard, edgestone 114 21
Parry Brick Co., 2,000 brick 16 00
Mass. Broken Stone Co. , stone 19 50
H. A. Allen, mason work 120 06
Berry & Shorey, lamp black 4 60
New England Brick Co., 650 brick 3 90
Geo. E. Greenfield, 220 bags cement 110 00




By amount received from 1910 licenses $1,004 16
Shade Trees, Parks and Commons
Paid Courier Publishing Co., 300 tree
signs $
Henry Evans & Co. , 3i pounds lawn seed
Ed. Pray, team and labor
Water Department, merchandise and
labor on Liberty square
Henry Evans & Co., 1 pair lawn trimmers
E. A. Corson, 34 dozen cannas
Walter Varney, labor
Harry F. Blaisdell, labor
Hugh Rogers, labor
Joseph Labree, labor
Smalley, Hobbs & Hunter, curbing
Watson & Hayes, 1 sprayer
Henry Evans & Co., 1 coupling
Berry & Shorey, 30 feet hose and 1 nozzle
Frank I. Webber, lawn seed
Watson & Hayes, lawn seed
E. A. Corson, plants for. Liberty Square
Water Department, 1 hose bib and
fittings
Berry & Shorey, 30 feet hose and 1 nozzle
Jerry Bennett, labor
Henry Evans & Co. , 1 hose nozzle
Geo. E. Greenfield, 2 barrels cement
J. H. Nute, sharpening lawn mowers
5 00
62
Paid C. E. Goodwin, labor on trees $ 11 80
Sewerage Department, work at Woodman
Square 5 87
Water Department, work at Woodman
Square
63
Paid Rochester Foundry and Machine Works
1 ring and cover
H. L. Worcester, express paid
Rochester Foundry and Machine Works,
2 manhole covers
H. A. Allen, mason work
J. H. Nute, blacksmith work
Geo. E. Greenfield, 1 barrel cement
Sumner & Gerald, 2 gaskets and 1
diaphragm
Sumner & Gerald, 1 diaphragm pump
Water Department, 1 sewer rod
C. E. Junkins, repairing sewer pails
Elliott Bros., 2,000 brick
P. E. Auger, 1 pair rubber boots
Harold L. Bond Co., 1 dozen shovels
C. C. C. Fire Hose Co. , 100 feet fire hose
Rochester Foundry and Machine Works 2
manholes
Watson & Hayes, tool steel and 1 fork
handle
D. H. Tufts & Sons, 2 malls
Pay rolls for labor







Paid Rochester Gas Co. , lights
Jerome B. Page, printing tickets
Fred P. Meader, stickers and tuning piano
Henry Evans & Co. , 3 pounds rope and 2
blocks
Fred Lemire, work on stage
John W. Dame repairs on stage floor
W. E. Burnett, special officer
Twin State Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting
Eugene P. Dennett, work on stage
Charles H. Foss, work on stage
C. E. Goodwin, moving chairs
J. H. Nute, 1 shot gun
J, B. Young, posting bills
I. Belmont Allen, labor
Rochester Lumber Co. , 1 light glass and
setting
W. B. Neal & Co., 3 boxes wax tapers
F. E. Caswell, labor
Henry Evans & Co. , 6 bottles oil and 1
pound nails
Mary C. Donohue, pianist
Courier Publishing Co., printing
Henry Evans & Co., 2 harness hooks
G. H. Berry, work on stage
The Record Press, printing
Henry Evans & Co. , oil and bolts
H, L. Worcester, paid for trucking
Raymond E. Lincoln, labor
George D. Dame, special officer
Henry Evans & Co., merchandise
J. H. Nute, irons and studs
$ 29 10
65
Paid Berry & Shorey, 1 box blank cartridges $ 40
Rochester Auction and Commission
House, 1 iron bed
Frank B. Maguire, express on tickets
Fred L. Parshley, labor on stage
Arthur S. Hull, labor on stage
John W. Dame, repairs on floor
Frank B. Maguire, manager
Total expenditures
Transferred to Street Lights
Transferred to Fuel for City Hall
Balance from 1910 used towards High





Paid Cassidy Pharmacy, prescriptions
R. DeWitt Burnham, drugs
Israel Larion, 27 quarts milk
J. A. Roulx, groceries
C. E. Goodwin, supplies for quarantined
family
J. H. Willey, groceries for quarantined
family
H. T. Hayes & Co., antitoxin
City Cafe, meals for quarantined family
Riley & Tuttle, groceries for quarantined
family
C. A. Davis, food for quarantined family










The following named have received the benefit






Mrs. Lavinia J. McNish
Mrs. Lydia C. McDuffee
Agnes M. Hall


























Mrs. John F. Billings
Sarah M. Randall
Mary J. Campbell
Helen A. E. Wilkinson
Sarah Jane Jackson
Sarah A. Foss
Mrs. Mina F. Flint
Sarah A. Hurd
Mrs. Mary F. Robinson





id interest on Notes No. 621
71
Paid interest' on Notes No. 636
72











Received by error in payment on Note No. 474, 75 00
Notes paid 1911:
$179,629 97
No. 547, in full, $590 00




635, partial, 100 00
521, in full, 50 00
608, 620, in full, 600 00
445, 558, " 900 00




635, partial, 100 00
474, in full, 460 00
627, partial, 25 00
690, in full, 600 00
635, partial, 32 00
613, " 25 00
541, 739, in full, 300 00
635, partial, 68 00
743, " 20 00
350, in full, 500 00
613, partial, 25 00
726, in full, 2,000 OO'
746, " 5,000 00
631, partial, 300 00
692, in full, 100 00






Received from Hanscam & McDuffee,
for 1 grave $ 3 00
Transferred from Brown Tail Moth
Department for repairs 25 00
$ 135 72
Public Library and Reading Room
Paid John L. Copp, Treasurer $ 3,000 00
CREDIT.
By appropriation $ 3,000 00
East Rocliester Library and Reading Room
Paid E. M. Sinclair, Treasurer $ 200 00
CREDIT.
By appropriation $ 200 00
Fuel for City Hall
Paid Geo. E. Greenfield, fuel $ 1,125 69
CREDIT.
By balance from 1910 $ 66 53
Appropriation 500 00
Received from Police Department,
heating police station 163 25
78
Received from Fire Department,
heating fire station $248 14
$ 977 92
Transferred from Opera House 147 77
Insurance on City Hall
$ 1,125 69






Sampson Post G. A. R.
Paid John Pugsley, Q. M. $ 150 00
CREDIT.
By appropriation $ 150 00
Lizzie A. Merrill Fund
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State of New Hampshire
Paid John L. Copp, state tax $13,895 00
Transferred to School Department 844 14
Transferred to Interest 5,644 99
20,384 13
Unexpended balance 504 29
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CREDIT.
By appropriation $6,000 00
Brown Tail Moths
Paid Riley & Tuttle, 4 oil cans
Fenno W. Fifield & Co., 1,500 circulars
Miscellaneous Department, 442 miles
mileage
A. I. Hall, 1,063 pounds arsenate of lead
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
Forest Leighton, labor on trees
C. E. Goodwin, labor spraying
Jerry Bennett, labor on trees
Stephen B. Church, nozzles for sprayer
Highway Department, use of horses
Charles H. Kendall, labor, oil and plugs
Charles M. Bailey, 92i gallons gasoline
Henry Evans & Co. , sash cord
Merrimac Chemical Co. , 2 barrels arsenate
of lead
Berry & Shorey, 1 seat spring
Thomas Downing, labor spraying
Henry Evans & Co., 1 gallon oil
Charles H. Kendall, 6 spark plugs
Charles M. Bailey, gasoline and labor
on sprayer
Walter N. Morrison, merchandise
Berry & Shorey, 10 dry batteries
Walter N. Morrison, labor on sprayer
Total expenditures $ 402 85
$ 1 00
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By balance from 1910 $ 428 08
Special Appropriation—To build School
Street School House
Paid Lord & Perkins, balance on
contract
Thomas A. Baril, insurance
Fred E. Small, insurance
Charles W. Varney, insurance
C. D. Colrnan, insurance
The A. S. Parshley Agency, insurance
John H. Stevens, balance on steam
heating
W. M. Ames, surveying
Brock's Carpet Store, 54 window shades
Daniel Potvin, 2 days work grading
Geo. G. Randall, on plumbing contract
Thayer-Buck Electric Co., electrical
supplies 180 30
Pierce, Butler & Pierce Manufacturing
Co., balance on contract 362 12
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber and
milling 28 33
John Littlefield, labor on fence 17 50
Watson & Hayes, nails 98
$ 4,832 57
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Rochester Lumber Co. , 10 pieces spruce
and 2 posts
84
Water Department on North Main Street,
standpipe
Water Department on South Main Street,
standpipe
Water Department on Congress Street,
standpipe
C. W. Lowe & Son, use of sprinkler 50
days
Joseph Warren, expenses looking up
horses
Berry & Shorey, merchandise
Studebaker Bros. Co. , 2 sprinklers
Miscellaneous Department, mileage
C. W. Lowe & Son, balance for use of
sprinkler
A. S. Parshley Agency, insurance on
sprinklers
Highway Department, board of horses
5i months
Highway Department, labor of men and
horses
Frank W. Smith, blacksmith work
Bayfield R. Shaw, blacksmith work
M. Shaw, blacksmith work






Paid Miscellaneous Department, mileage




D. H. Tufts & Sons, right-of-way over
land
Berry & Shorey, picks and shovels
C. W. Lowe & Son, team hire
F. H. Osgood, team hire
James Lucey, Jr. , right-of-way over land
Sammie Veno, labor
William A. Grover, State Engineer
Henry Durant, labor
Berry & Shorey, merchandise
D. H. Tufts & Sons, 1 stone ladder and
merchandise
J. Spaulding & Sons Co. , sharpening tools
Henry Evans & Co., merchandise
Watson & Hayes, merchandise
• John Greenfield, land damage
Emma J. Otis, land damage
Lucy Wilkinson, land damage
Henry Greenfield, land damage
Watson & Hayes, 6 axe handles
Pay Rolls for labor
$ 7 20
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Special Appropriation — To Lay Surface
Sewer on South Main Street
Paid Miscellaneous Department, mileage $
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
Henry C. Walker, carting pipe
Portland Stone Ware Co. , pipe
Rochester Foundry and Machine Works,
6 manholes and 31 grates
George E. Greenfield, cement
Riley & Tuttle, 5 gallons oil
Ernest Ross, labor
George Stafford, labor
Berry & Shorey, 50 feet 8 in. pipe
Frank W. Smith, sharpening tools
Elliott Bros., 2,800 brick
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Co.,
Water Department, use of team and labor
of superintendent
Sewerage Department, 6 Y's and 4 feet pipe
H. A. Allen, mason work
Henry Evans & Co., i dozen pick handles
Pay Rolls for labor
1 02
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Special Appropriation—To Lay Sewer on
Grove and Warren Streets, East
Rochester
Paid Miscellaneous Department, mileage
Boston & Maine R. R. , freight
Berry & Shorey, nails and pick handles
Portland Stone Ware Co.
,
pipe
George E. Greenfield, cement
J. O. Hayes, labor of man and horse
B. L. Spiller, sharpening picks
Fred W. Crocker, car fares, etc.
H. A. Allen, mason work
Elliott Bros., 2,000 brick
Berry & Shorey, 1 stick dynamite
I. Gushing, 5 gallons oil
Rochester Foundry and Machine Works,
2 manholes and 5 grates






Highway • $14,196 99
Schools 31,395 52
Sidewalks 2,108 61
City Poor 1.403 45
Soldier's Aid 871 27
Parks and Commons 267 39







Opera House 804 35
Brown Tail Moths 402 85




State Highway 5,022 21
Street Lights 7,327 64
Dog Depredations 24 53
John Moore Fund 6 00
Insurance on City Hall 900 00
Fuel for City Hall 1.125 69
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East Rochester Library $ 200 00
Sampson Post, G. A. R. 150 00
County Tax 11,969 85
Cemeteries 61 91
Lizzie A. Merrill Fund _ 3 50
Public Library ' 3,000 00
State Tax 13,895 00
Special Appropriation—School Street School
House 7,241 59
Surface Sewer South
Main Street 1,538 36
Sewer on Grove and
Warren Streets 510 03
$162,407 46
City Clerk's Report
Received on account of
DEBIT.
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Received on account of Tax Collector, 1910 $19,142 51
Amount in City Clerk's hands, Dec. 31, 1910 23 29
$166,279 21
CREDIT.
Paid Treasurer $166,276 71
Cash in City Clerk's hands, Jan.l, 1912 $2 50
Financial Statement
DEBIT.
Outstanding notes $151,469 97
Accrued interest on notes to date 2,131 75
Sewer bonds 32,500 00
Accrued interest on sewer bonds 518 75
City Hall bonds 65,000 00
Checks out unpaid 391 87




Amount due Jan. 1, 1911 on 1910 list $18,894 09
Added list since Jan. 1 21 97
Interest collected 458 02
Paid Treasurer $19,142 51




Amount given for collection $101,147 24
Added list during the year 97 97
$101,245 21
Paid Treasurer $82,619 77
Discounts allowed 435 77
Abatements allowed by Assessors 447 76
$83,503 30
Balance due on 1911 list $17,741 91
Report of City Treasurer
For the Year Ending December 31, 1911
RECEIPTS.
Balance Jan. 1, 1911 $19,932 52
Water Works 21,252 49
City Clerk's fees 144 21
Taxes, 1910 19,142 51
Taxes, 1911, 82,619 77









Sanitary sewerage 890 62
Street lights 7,251 48
Water works 21,055 54
School department 31,045 08
City poor 1,357 95
Soldier's aid, city 851 27
Salary 5,789 15






Old Cemetery Conservation Fund Perpetua
Amount of fund 1911
96
Chas. A. C. Hanson General
97
Mary E. Lary Moses C. Doe $125 00 $1 56
Lucy A. Jordan Osgood, Crawford
and Jordan 200 00 2 49
$5,599 37 $69 60
JOHN L. COPP, City Treasurer.
This is to certify that I have examined all the
accounts of the City of Rochester in the several depart-
ments for the year 1911, and they are correctly cast
and properly vouched, and the foregoing financial state-
ment I believe to be a correct statement.




1 steel burglar proof safe
1 steel counter
3 steel document filing cases
1 steel vital statistics filing case




1 Remington typewriter and desk
2 swivel desk chairs
1 swivel desk chair (high)
6 office chairs
1 Atlas of New Hampshire
1 Register of New Hampshire Soldiers and Sailors
in War of Rebellion
27 copies New Hampshire Reports (Supreme Court)
1 copy Cushing's Parliamentay practice
1 copy Session Laws of 1901, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909,
1911
1 copy Justice and Sheriff
1 copy Town Officers
2 copies Morrison's Digest
1 copy Gilchrist's Digest
1 copy Bell's Digest




1 Maine Civil Officer
1 Shannon letter file
1 copy American Reports
1 index to Laws of New Hampshire, 1679-1883
1 index to House Journals of New Hampshire. 1711-
1775
1 Constitutional Convention, 1903
1 Revised Ordinances, DesMoines, Iowa
1 Public Statute, June session 1853 to June 1860, in-
clusive
Public Statutes New Hampshire, 1860, 1878, 1891, 1901





1 stamp rack and rubber stamps
1 dating stamp
3 post office boxes
1 ink pad for rubber stamp












1 pair office shears
1 Edison's mimeograph
100
1 filing case for plans
1 wooden book case
1 pencil sharpener
1 protectograph
1 Burrough's adding machine
1 portrait of C. W. Brown
TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE.
1 oak standing desk, with screen
1 Mosler safe, with steel chest
12x4 oak table
1 tall chair
1 oak chair, swivel
6 oak chairs, common
1 oak wardrobe
2 ink wells
1 oak umbrella rack




1 roll top desk











Year Ending December 31, 1911.
PLUMBING ACCOUNT.
Paid Gamon Meter Co., 10 meters
Thompson Meter Co. , 125 meters
W. Mclntire, labor
National Meter Co. , repairing meters
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
Walter N. Morrison, 1 valve
Watson & Hayes, 1 gallon lard oil
Sumner & Gerald, 6 wheels for pipe
cutter
National Meter Co., 1 2-in. crown meter
Sumner & Gerald, pipe and fittings
Sumner & Gerald, merchandise
Ludlow Valve Manufacturing Co., 3 valves
Hersey Manufacturing Co. , repairing
meters 1 77
Braman Dow & Co., 1,666 pounds pipe
and 10 ells 30 37
Sumner & Gerald, i-in. pipe and corp.
cocks 65 14
Geo. G. Randall, solder and labor 73
Walter N. Morrison, merchandise 2 63
H. Mueller Manufacturing Co. , 54 S. and
W. cocks 41 68
84 00
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Paid Chadwick Boston Lead Co. , lead pipe
Henry Evans & Co., 1 gallon lard oil
Sumner & Gerald, service boxes and
wrenches
H. Mueller Manufacturing Co.,
merchandise
Hugh Rogers, labor
H. L. Worcester, express paid
H. Mueller Manufacturing Co. , 40 Sin.
Corp. cocks
Sumner & Gerald, 1 jaw for wrench
Union Water Meter Co., 2 dozen S. and
W.
Sumner & Gerald, pipe and service
boxes
Tenney, Morse & Co., pipe and tees
Watson & Hayes, merchandise




Paid Ludlow Valve Manufacturing Co., 2
hydrants
Rensselaer Valve Co. , 16-in. valve
Tenney, Morse & Co. , pipe
Henry C. Walker, carting pipe
U. S. Cast Iron Pipe Co. , 1 car pipe
Geo. G. Randall, 582 pounds lead
Pay Rolls for labor
$51 38
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Paid John S. Kimball, 100 postals $1 00
Berry & Shorey, brads and hinges 20
Sumner B. Morton, 2 bandages 25
Charles M. Bailey, 1 gallon gasolene 16
Rochester Lumber Co. , 2 pieces pine and
milling 68
Loring, Short & Harmon, 1 water register
book 14 50
Moore Bros., 1 cask lime 1 10
B. W. Fernald, 1 bushel salt 50
Fred P. Meader, 1 dozen pencils and 2
spindle files 70
American Steam Guage & Valve Co., re-
pairing 1 guage
J. W. Chase, repairing wagon
C. W. Lowe & Son, team hire
Geo. E. Greenfield, lime and cement
Courier Publishing Co. , 100 index cards
Henry Evans & Co., files and tacks
F. W. Crocker, car fares and incidentals
Boston & Maine R. R. , freight
L. E. Scruton, services on plans
Sumner & Gerald, 1 service box detector
J. S. Loud, oil and salt
Chadwick-Boston Lead Co., lead pipe
Sumner B. Morton, 1 harness and collar
S. A. Stokes, ironing whiffietree
Berry & Shorey, 1 bit stock drill
M. H. Plummer, merchandise
C. E. Junkins, 1 can blacking,
Frank W. Smith, blacksmith work,
Henry Evans & Co. , 1 steel rake,
Watson & Hayes, saw handles and 2 ft.
chain
S. A. Stokes, blacksmith work
2 00
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Paid Berry & Shorey, lantern globes and 2 hooks $ 80
Harold L. Bond Co., 6 picks
Stewart, Warren & Co., check book
Charles M. Bailey, 2 pails
Geo. A. Smallcon, taxes in Barrington
S. A. Stokes, repairs on wagon
W. H. Carll & Son, team hire
Watson & Hayes, merchandise
M. H. Plummer, harness oil
C. E. Junkins, 1 hose bibb
I. P. Marcotte, 1 bushel salt
Rensselaer Valve Co. , valves and valve
boxes
Thomas Manufacturing Co. , i barrel
paint
M. H. Plummer, axle oil and halter rope
H. L. Worcester, express paid
The Bristol Co. , 500 charts
J. H. Nute, blacksmith work
Wilder B. Neal, 2 dippers
D. Robillard, labor
The Bristol Co., 1 bottle ink
Highway Department, board of horse 1
year
Feineman Bros., 1 pair rubber boots
Henry C. Soule, taxes in Strafford
Fred P. Meader, merchandise
John S. Kimball, 500 envelopes
Lothrops, Farnham & Co. , rubber boots
Walter N. Morrison, merchandise
The Record Press, printing 1,000 post cards
Charles M. Bailey, 6 lantern globes
D. H. Tufts & Sons, 3 frames
Henry Evans & Co. , 1 battery
Pay Rolls for labor
4 75
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Paid Pay Rolls for filling in wash out at Fair
Grounds
Fred W. Crocker, superintendent
H, L. Worcester, clerk of water board




Clerk of Water Board
In Account With Rochester Water Works
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1911 $ 54 92
1911 water rates collected 16,522 90
Additional water rates, 1911 76 98
1910 water rates collected 1,696 89
Previous water rates collected 22 84
Plumbing bills, 1911 1,666 14
Previous plumbing bills 109 54
Miscellaneous bills, 1911 59 43
Interest on city note 844 20
Sewer bonds matured 315 75
$21,369 59
CREDIT.
Paid Treasurer $21,252 49





For the Year Ending Dec. 31, 1911
To the Committee on Water Works. Gentlemen
:
The twentieth annual report of the water depart-
ment is herewith submitted. The past year, one of
severe drouth throughout New England, has been one
requiring an unusual amount of attention to the ques-
tion of water waste, that our city might be supplied
with water of good quality during the summer months.
The supply at the reservoir carries such a large amount
of color, owing to the presence of organic matter,
that during the warm weather this source cannot be
used without general dissatisfaction. On July 24, 1910,
Round Pond was filled to high water mark. On June
3, 1911, when it became necessary, owing to the un-
satisfactory condition of the water in the reservoir, to
supply the city from Round Pond, the water level was 14
inches lower than on July 24, 1910. This fact, com-
bined with the season of severe drouth, has, I believe,
fully warranted every effort to conserve our supply for
domestic and fire purposes. I wish to state, for the ben-
efit of those who inform the public that we have an in-
exhaustible supply and those who are ever ready to
no
criticise this department for any measure adopted to
safeguard the same, that, in November, when the
water in the reservoir was again turned into the city
main, the water level in Round Pond was but one inch
above the lowest intake pipe.
During the past year the shores of Round Pond
have been cleared as opportunity has offered, bushes
on pipe line cut, standpipe at Adams Corner cleaned,
fountains in city painted, and all hydrants in city
painted one coat, repaired and nozzle caps oiled. All
hydrants are in good condition and are frequently in-
spected during the winter months. The advisibility of
laying a sixteen- inch main from Round Pond to connect
with the sixteen i nch main below the reservoir and
the construction of a new gate house of suitable size at
Round Pond, are matters that I wish to submit for your
consideration.
One hundred and forty-six (146) meters have been
installed during the past year at the request of prop-
erty owners, and one by order of the Committee for
non-compliance with the Regulations. The demand
for meters is increasing and an equalization of the water
tax will result only when the entire system is metered.
The following table gives the number and size of
meters in use in the City.
f-inch
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Following is the amount of pipe,new services, etc.,
laid during the year:
Feet Inches











Union street, E. R., " 200
Jenness street li inch 265





Railroad ave. , Gonic ' 443





Western avenue 4-inch " 17
Main pipe re-laid
:
1-inch on Farrington street relaid with
1-inch 226
Total feet laid to date 164,575
Miles
"
30 miles, 4,585 feet





Hydrants to date 181
Repaired 45
1 Ludlow hydrant set on Winter street 400 feet east of
School street
1 Ludlow hydrant set on Western avenue
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New services laid during year
Total sei'vices laid to date
Services relaid during year
Number services discontinued
Number joint leaks in main pipe
service pipe
Following is a list of supplies and tools belonging to
this department
:
























1 2i-inch hydrant gate
12 1-inch corporation cocks
13 1-inch lead connections
18 1-inch corporation cocks
28 |-inch lead connections
75 pounds pig lead
80 pounds lead wool




6 1-inch air valves

















1 li-inch X 1-inch
6 U-inch x f-inch
6 li-inch x 1 inch


























































3 2 to 14
2 14 to 1
5 14 to I
20 1 to f
52 I to 4
Tools
:
1 36-inch chain tong
1 14-inch pipe tong
6 hydrant wrenches
2 hose spanners













1 exploding battery and wire
1 upright drill
15 drills







1-inch to 2-inch (new)
1
"
i-inch to 1-inch, ratchet, (old)
1
"
i-inch to 1-inch, " (new)
1 pipe reamer
1 pair snow shoes
28 service boxes
4 wrought iron pipe cutters
1 cast
"
2 24-inch Stilson wrenches
3 18-inch
3 14-inch
1 20-inch monkey wrench
1 12-inch
2 10-inch
1 8-inch S wrench
1 26-inch alligator wrench
1 covered screw vice
3 hinge pipe vices
21 D handle shovels











7 rubber lead runners
6 lanterns







1 No. 2 diaphragm pump
12 feet suction hose
1 platform scale
1 75-gallon tank
1 10-gallon hot water tank
2 wooden horses






1 5-gallon oil can
1 1-gallon oil can
1 3-gallon gasolene can
1 2-gallon milk can
1 50-foot steel tape (new)
1 roll top desk
4 office chairs
2 sets fall blocks and rope










4 1-inch " (old)
9 f-inch
In conclusion I wish to express my sincere thanks
to the Committee and Honorable Council for their sup-
port and assistance accorded me during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
FRED W. CROCKER,
Superintendent of Water Works.
Report of
Superintendent of Sewers
For the Year Ending Dec. 31, 19n
To the Committee on Sewers
:
Gentlemen:—The annual report of the Superin-
tendent of Sewers is herewith submitted
:
Number of permits issued to do plumbing 39
Connections put
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trouble. I believe the entire system to be in good
working condition.
The main on Chestnut street between River street
and Waldron avenue, and main on Pine street between
Highland and Cleveland streets have stopped and have
been cleared during the past year.
The following is a list of supplies and tools be-
longing to this department
:
Ys:









1,200 feet trench plank
1 ditch pump
1 jack screw
11 iron trench braces
12 feet 3-inch suction hose
2 tampers
3 pails
400 feet f-inch wrought iron pipe
300 " i-inch









Chief Engineer of the Fire
Department
Aug. 1, 1911 to Jan. 1, 1912
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
:
Since my election as chief of the Fire Depart-
ment, there have been six bell calls; four in the city
proper and two at East Rochester. There have also
been sixteen still alarms; two alarms at Gonic and one
still alarm.
The amount of property involved as follows:
Value of Buildings $35,000 00
Insurance on same 27, 100 00
Losses paid 4,900 00
Value of contents 49,200 00
Insurance on same 26,650 00
Losses paid 5,306 40
I would recommend the immediate purchase and
installation of two sinks under the stalls in the rear of
the stable to prevent the leakage in hose tower which
is fast rendering the hose unfit for service. The con-
dition in the hose tower is such that proper care can-
not be taken of the hose.
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I would also recommend the purchase of at least
500 feet of 2i-inch double jacket hose. We are also in
need of three or four more fire alarm boxes as there
are some localities where they are needed very much.
You are doubtless aware that the pressure from
our hydrant system is very low, and not sufficient to
throw a stream that will reach to do good work on
some of our highest buildings, therefore, I would
recommmend that an automobile pumping engine be
purchased. The cost to run the same would be com-
paratively small, and in a fgreat many cases it could be
used to good advantage in the outlying districts ; also
in case of need at East Rochester and Gonic, either
place could be reached in a very short time. Quick
service is what we need.
Respectfully submitted,
C. E. RANDALL,





1 hook and ladder truck
1 combination chemical hook and ladder truck
1 set of runners for same
3 sets of sleds for hose company
2 sets of quick hitch harnesses
Coats and hats for the companies
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4 horse blankets
6,000 feet of hose
1 deluge set
5 hydrant gates




590 feet of ladders
18 shovels
2 hoes
Location of Fire Alarm Boxes
BOXES
16 North Main street, corner Bridge street
17 Main street, corner Congress street
21 River street, corner Lafayette street
23 Waldron avenue, corner Chestnut street
25 North Main street, near Fairbanks' store
27 North Main street, near S. H. Burnham's
31 Wakefield street, near High schoolhouse
32 Wakefield street, near M. H. Plummer's
33 Hanson street, near The Rochester Hotel
34 Summer street, near Mrs. Roberts' stone house
35 Portland street, near Foss' grocery store
37 Silver street, near electric light station
41 South Main street, near Wallace shop
43 Upham street, near schoolhouse
47 Charles street, corner Hancock street
52 Charles street, corner May street
54 Charles street, corner Woodman street
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Signals
Two strokes of the bell is the all-out signal.
Six strokes of the bell is for a brush fire or a fire
seen at a distance, where the department is needed.
One stroke of the bell is the Engineer's test.
The above signals are given only by the Chief
Engineer.
General Rules
Firemen, as well as citizens, should familiarize
themselves with the following rules for giving alarms
of fire
:
1. Never pull a box for a fire seen at a distance.
2. Never pull a box while the alarm bells are ring-
ing, nor until a box has completed its four rounds.
Two boxes cannot operate together, and neither will
work if two are pulled at the same time. Never pull
two alarms or two boxes for the same fire.
3. To ring in an alarm, break the glass in the key
box, and open the outside door with the key. Pull
down the brass crank, seen inside, till it stops ; then let
go. Then let the box alone. The clock will be seen
or heard to be running, and the alarm will follow in
half a minute or so. Close the door, but do not try to
remove the key, as it is locked in a track lock and
can only be removed by a release key, which is carried
by each engineer, who will, as soon as convenient,
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release and return it. Remember that the firemen will
come directly to the box which has been pulled, and be
sure that some one stays at the box to direct them to
the fire.
4. Never pull an alarm for'a fire seen at a distance.
Never touch a box except to give an alarm for
fire.
Give an alarm for no cause other than actual
fire.
Don't give an alarm for a chimney fire.
Report of City Marshal
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council :
—
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit to you
the annual report of the Police Department for the
year ending December 31, 1911.
The police force consists of the following officers,
viz: John Young, City Marshal; Isaac D. Piercy,
Assistant Marshal ; Ferdinand Sylvain, Night Watch.
ARRESTS
Number of arrests 147
Drunks 100
Drunk at home and abusing wife 2
Drunk and disturbing peace 4
Keeping for sale intoxicating liquors ' 4














Breaking and entering dwelling house 1
Intent to cheat and defraud boarding house 1
Keeping son from attending school 1
Assault 3
Counterfeit writing with intent to defraud 1
Rape 1
Cruelty to animals 4
Rogue and disorderly persons 2
Larceny of money from person unknown 1
Keeping disorderly house 1
Non-support of family 2
Over driving horse 1
Breaking and entering house with intent to assault
wife 1
Larceny of hens 2






Committed to County Jail 1
Committed to jail in default of bonds 5
Committed to Industrial School in default
of bonds 1
Cases continued indefinitely and placed on file 4
Sentenced to pay fines and given time to
pay 11
Complaints placed on file 5
Cases continued 3
Noll prossed on payment of costs 1
Sentence suspended during good behavior 7
Mittimus at call of Marshal 3
Fined, costs suspended on payment of fines 2
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Fined mittimus at call of Marshal 10
Fined, committed to jail until order is
performed 1
Commited to House of correction mittimus _
at call of Marshal 3
Committed to House of Correction 4
Committed to House of Correction and costs 3
Ordered to pay wages to wife until order
is changed by Court 1
Paid fines and costs 64
147
Number of places searched for illegal sale
of intoxicating liquors 11
Complaints investigated and settled by
Marshal that have not been brought
before the court 71
157 lunches for prisoners $39 25
Number of lodgers 1,109
FINANCIAL REPORT
Received from C. A. Allen $ 9 64
Received from fees, fines and costs 891 56
$ 901 20
EXPENSES
Paid witness fees, etc. $ 34 06
Paid City Treasurer 830 64
Balance in hands of City Marshal 36 50
Total $ 901 20
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In concluding this annual report I would respect-
fully ask the consideration of the Honorable Mayor and
Council to the following recommendations which we
believe would be for the interests of our city,
1st. The telephone in connection with the Police
Department is a necessity and in the absence of an
officer at the station by day and by night to answer the
many calls, we would suggest that a red electric light
be placed in the centre of Central Square so it can be
seen from North Main, South Main, Wakefield and
Hanson streets with a switch in the central telephone
office so when the night police are called by telephone
and they see the red light they will know they are
wanted and will immediately respond. We believe this
can be done at a small cost and will be a great help in
the protection of persons and property in our city.
2nd. We would also recommend that a telephone
be placed in the Assistant Marshal's house so he can
more readily respond to any call by day or night.
3d. I would also recommend that the City ordi-
nance be amended so that the hours of the day and
night force may be so arranged that some one will be
on duty all the time.
4th. The question of whether an extra policeman
from 12 a. m. to 12 p. m. or such hours as the Mayor
and Council will designate would not be in the interest
of the city, rather than the present custom of calling
on special police, except on holidays or special occasions
when they are needed.
5th. A delicate question, yet one that some of the
councilmen wished to bring up during the past year
but at the request of the Marshal held back, the salary
of the police force. Your Assistant Marshal receives
the same pay as the night watch, $1.92 per night. We
believe in all fairness there should be a difference in
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the pay of the Assistant Marshal ; his place carries with
it more or less responsibility and the night watch
should receive at least $2.00 per night. Police in other
places receive from $2.00 to $2.70 per night. The
salary of the Marshal whether it is the present or some
other person I believe should receive due consideration
with the rest of the police force.
In looking over the past year I feel warranted in
expressing satisfaction at some of the results attained.
The general good order and absence of crime in
our city as compared with other localities are fully ap-
preciated by our people and I trust that nothing may
arise during the coming year to unfavorably change
existing conditions.
I desire to sincerely thank personally his Honor the
Mayor for his support and co-operation in my efforts to
enforce the laws of the city, also the City Solicitor and
the Judge of the Police Court for the assistance ren-
dered me in the discharge of duty. I also wish to com-
mend the Assistant Marshal for his efficiency and
readiness to respond when duty calls and all officers











In accordance with the required custom, I herewith
submit the report of the work of the highway depart-
ment for the year 1911. At the beginning of the year
I found that, although I had made many needed im-
provements to the highways and sidewalks throughout
the city, during the year just ended, there were many
more improvements that could be made during the
coming year. Some of this work of improvement we
have succeeded in accomplishing.
Increased interest is being awakened on the sub-
ject of improved roads throughout our state, and it
seems to me, that good roads well kept in repair is one
of the features that vitally effect the interests of our
citizens in general. There is a demand for a class of
roads which possess better wearing qualities than the
material gives which we are using generally. Here in
the city proper, where the heavy teaming is, it is a
sandy surface in the most part and soon breaks
through.
The question of how to keep our highways in a
passable condition, and at the same time make any
permanent improvement, is one that has troubled every
administration for many years. With nearly 150 miles
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of highway to keep in repair, it leaves Httle money
for new and enduring roads. Much work has of
necessity to remain undone or be delayed until a con-
venient season, but in its essential points the work has
been carried out as accurately as possible.
This department was enabled to construct the very
durable gravel road leading to Meaderboro Corner, at
a cost of $730 for 2,200 feet in length.
Also a part of Main street at East Rochester ex-
tending from Blaisdell's block to the bridge at a cost
of $450. There has been considerable work accom-
plished in the outside districts with the road machine
this year. We gave the best attention possible to this
work. In grading sidewalks throughout the city, we
used about 300 loads of cinders. We built 176 yards of
granolythic sidewalk at the corner of Main and Went-
worth streets.
One bridge on the Harrington road, one on the
Rochester Neck road, one at Gonic, Axhandle and
Walker bridges. Horse Hill and Chesley bridges, and
the East Rochester bridge have all been re-planked
with three and four-inch plank. It required 30,000
feet of lumber to do this work.
Part of the lay-out for the Milton end of the State
road was made, and we began work on the same in
October. As the season for labor on the highway was









I herewith submit the following schedule of prop-







1 Wheel waste can
2 One-horse dumpcarts 1
1 Jigger 2
3 Drag scrapers 1
1 Stone crusher and engine 1
3 Sets two-horse sleds 1
10 Snow plows 4
1 Street sweeper 1
3 Sets blocks and ropes 8
15 Small shovels 6
11 Coal shovels 10
12 Hoes 6
12 Potato diggers 17
12 Steel rakes 5
23 Hand drills 6
4 Stone dogs 7
3 Striking hammers 1
2 Spirit levels 1
24 Picks 1
3 Crow bars 2
2 Ice chisels 2
3 Cross cut saws 2
1 Bit stock 1

































Committee on Street Lights
To the Mayor and Council of the City of Rochester
:
We herewith submit the following report : By the
willingness on the part of the Twin State Gas & Elec-
tric Co. and working under and on the basis of the
present existing contract, arrangements were made
without extra expense to the City to change the regular
arc lights to a larger number of Tungsten lights of
different candle power, suitable to conditions and re-
quirements in different parts of our City. After chang-
ing certain portions of our streets, the improvement
was so apparent and with the addition of the extra
lamps obtained by the change, enabling the placing of
lights at dark places which had never been lighted, we
decided to convert all the arc lamps into Tungsten
lamps, which has practically been completed with the
exception of some six or eight lights which have been
located at dark places and which are being placed by
the light company as fast as possible. The results of
these changes can be better judged by you, as the light-
ed streets speak for themselves.
As you will doubtless remember, the Council, on
recommendation of the committee, voted to establish
lighting March 1st from midnight until daylight, and
we believe the results have more than justified your
action and we would most certainly recommend the
continuation of such all night lighting; and an appro-
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priation sufficient to cover this extra expense for the
coming year, which would be $1,272 by terms of pres-
ent contract. This expense has been provided for this
year by taking, by vote of the council, from other de-
partments
;
your committee has succeeded in getting a
part of the poles painted and certain poles relocated to
aid in improvements that have been made in the city.
We have considerable other work, for the better appear-
ance of our streets, in the relocation and further paint-
ing of poles, well under way with all the three com-
panies occupying poles on our main streets, and we
have reasons to believe that much improvement will
result the coming year. Much credit for this work is
due to Mayor Warren who has worked with this com-
mittee in obtaining the above.
Respectfully submitted,
. I. P. MARCOTTE,
JAMES B. YOUNG,
WM. S. LOUGEE,




To the Mayor and Council of the City of Rochester
:
The expenditures of the Street Sprinkhng Precinct
for the year ending, Dec. 31, 1911, will be found in the
reports of the expenditures of the various departments
(page 83.
)
It has been decided by the committee to retain the
pair of horses, purchased, for next season's work as
they are very suitable for this work and it would be
difficult to replace them at the price they would now
sell for. Arrangements have been made with the
street department to use them and furnish their keep-
ing for the work they do until such time as they will
be needed for next season's work.
The two sprinklers are in good condition and have
been stored in buildings at the Fair Grounds. The
only charge for this storage being the use of one
sprinkler by the Fair Association at Fair Grounds during
Fair, provided it will not interfere with regular street
sprinkling work of the Precinct, which, at that season
of the year, is not heavy. The sprinklers have also
been insured for $400. For next season's work, we
would recommend the purchase of one additional
sprinkler and another pair of horses, as the two
sprinklers already purchased were unable to cover the
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territory during the exceedingly hot weather and we
were obhged to hire horses and sprinkler to assist at
that time. We have had some inquiry as to sprinkling
additional territory and have advi§ed that the proper
action to obtain such was to petition the Council before






Committee on Street Sprinkling.
Report of Tree Warden
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council
:
The past year has been so dry, there has been
little done in the work of setting out trees in our city
although there has been much spraying and trimming
of the trees of our public streets. The trees were
sprayed in May and in August with good results as
the trees will show.
Notices have been posted on many trees to prevent
their destruction by horses. There are many vacant
spots in the city where trees have been removed and
new ones should be reset next spring and in some way
protected from children and animals.
The gypsy moth has been discovered in this vicinity
in large numbers, there being a large colony at the
Percy Berry farm on Chesley Hill and at Dry Hill
which are far more destructive than the brown tail
moth and where ever found prompt measures should
be taken to destroy them.
C. E. GOODWIN,
Tree Warden.
Report of Board of Health
To the Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester:
We herewith submit to you our report for the year
ending December 31, 1911.











Number of deaths from tuberculosis 7
Number of deaths from all causes, excluding
4 still births, ' , 118
Death rate per 1000, population figured at 9000, 13 1-9
Number of complaints 27
Number of sick calls, attended by the Health
Officer 650
Number dead animals disposed of 21





Board of Health of the City of Rochester.
Report of Overseer of Poor
To the Mayor and City Council of the City of Rochester:
Following is a list of those receiving aid and the
















Inventory of Real Estate




Allen, Charles W., estate, Wallace lot $200
stock in trade 600
Amasa, home farm, Salmon Falls road 4,040
house and lot, Summer street 2,600
lots, Allen street 400
libby lot, Salmon Falls road 400
part Samuel Roberts' lot 140
part Samuel Roberts' lot, sprout 400
Home lot, wood land 1,000
Hull lot, near B. & M. R. R. 150
Baker, George W. , home place, Salmon Falls road 700
John R. and Lydia R., home place,
Salmon Falls road 1,300
Lydia R., pasture, Salmon Falls road 200
Jesse C. , home place, Salmon Falls road 800
part Wingate farm 400
part Wingate farm, stump 100
Baxendale, Robert, house, 37 Mill street 1,500
lot. Union street 200
Barker, Joy W.. estate, lot, 14 Main street 300
George Home house,
Broadway 500
Bean, Frank R., house, 11 Summer street 2,200
Bell, James, land, Wakefield road, ward 5 200
Bickford, Charles E. , Home farm, Salmon Falls
road 800
Harold E., lot, Salmon Falls road 30
Blaisdell, Marvin T., home farm, Salmon Falls
road 3,000
Eli, estate, block. Main street 7,000
house. Highland street 1,500
Levi, estate, house. Summer street 900
house. Walnut avenue 1,000
Harry F. , house. Summer street 800
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WARD ONE—CONTIXUED. VALUATION.
Blaisdell, Harry F. , lot, Weare street $ 50
William E, , house and land, Summer
street 1,400
house. Pine street 900
house, Autumn street 900
house. Highland street 1,000
intervale 500
George W., house. Summer street 1,000
lot off Summer street 100
Boocock, Richard, estate, house, 16' Green street 1,000
house. Green street 1,400
Brown, Z. Hamlin, house, 26 Mill street 1,000
house, Walnut avenue 1,200
Paul P., house, 18 Main street 2,200
Berry, Arthur G., Newbury farm Chestnut Hills 1,200
Betts, Alfred J., Betts farm 1,000
pasture 300
Chalmers, George L. , house and lot off Green
street 700
Chamberlain, S. G., home place, Salmon Falls road 600
land, Salmon Falls road 200
land, near Flat Rock bridge 100
Abbie, house, 30 Autumn street 1,200
Chase, Lorenzo D. , Smith farm, Salmon Falls
road 1,300
Chisholm, Lucy W. , house. Summer street 600
Chick, Winslow O. A., estate, land, Cocheco
avenue-Green street 500
Clark, Charles T. , home place, Salmon Falls road 900
field and growth 350
sprout land 50
lot, Summer street 50
John W., home place, Twombly road 2,000
field, Salmon Falls road 100
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WARD ONE—CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Clark, John W., lot, Summer street $ 50
house, 5 Green street 1,500
Charles S. , house, Weare street 800
Arthur L. , Nixon farm, Salmon Falls
road 1,200
Cole, Wilbur F., house, 24 Summer street 1,300
lot. Summer street 100
Coburn, Stella E., house and store 1,000
stock in trade 200
Corson, Benjamin, estate, house. Autumn and
Grove street 1,700
Charles W. , estate, home place, Salmon
Falls road 900
Elihu A., house. Autumn street 1,000
Green house, 400
field, Autumn street 252
Mary O. , lot. Eastern avenue 150
Elbridge H., house, Pleasant street 1,800
work shop near house, 300
Sabra J., house, Rochester street 1,600
Henry, home place, Salmon Falls road 1,600
Seth F. , house. Autumn street 450
Irving A., house, Autumn street 1,100
James A. , house, Salmon Falls road 400
pasture and wood 900
field and wood 600
land, Leonard street 500
Nahum, home place, Salmon Falls road 900
house, 100 Portland street 1,100
land and barn, Great Falls road 500
sprout land, near R. R., ward 2 50
Mrs. Nahum, two lots, Chamberlain road 150
James, home farm, Adams corner 11,000
McDuffee lot, sprout 30
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WARD ONE—CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Corson, James, Curtis lot, sprout $ 100
Evans lot, sprout 100
Hoyt lot, Salmon Falls road 4
Wilkinson and Dennett lots 200
Knight lot 50
land, Wakefield road 100
two lots. Prospect street 80
land, Salmon Falls road 400
land, Portland street 200
land, Portland street 450
Nutter land 1,300
land, near R. R. Wakefield road 20
Willey lot 100
stock in trade 3,250
Crediford, Mary, house. Summer street 300
Crotty, Edward J., house, Cocheco avenue 1,600
Carpenter, Elmira, house, Weare street 500
Melvin F. , lot, Weare street 150
Cushing, Samuel H., house, Portland street 1,000
land, Portland street 250
Cilley, Rosetta, house. Spring street 350
Irving H. , house. Summer street 300
Cocheco W. M. Co., house, 14-16 Main street 2,200
house, 59-61 Main street 1,500
house, 63-65 Main street 1,500
house, (shop) 69 Main street 500
house, 80-82-84 Main street 2,000
house and lot back of Mill
street 400
house, 16 Mill street 300
house, 22-24 Mill street 700
house, 29-31-33-35 Mill street 2,000
house, 41 Mill street 400
house, 43-45-47 Mill street 1,200
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Cocheco W. M. Co., house, 1-2 Front street $ 650
house, 3-4 Front street 650
house, 6-8 Front street 650
house, 10-12 Front street 650
house, 14 Front street 1,200
house, 16-18-20-22-24-26-28-30 3,200
house, 32-34 Front street 650
house, 44-46 Front street 850
house, 37 Cocheco avenue 1,600
house, 32-34 Cocheco avenue 1,200
lot. Pearl street 100
lot, Main street 500
lot, Cocheco avenue 500
lot, Cocheco avenue 200
lot, back of Mill street 100
stock in trade 35,000
factories, machinery, etc. 100,000
Cocheco W. M. Co., and Parker, Wilder & Co.,
stock in trade 24,000
Davidson, Robert H., house, Salmon Falls road, 300
Davis, Emanuel H., house and lot, Rochester
street, . 1,700
Donehue, Martin J. , house, Walnut avenue 800
house, Cocheco avenue 1,200
Drew, Abbie, stable, Union street 200
Duntley, Nellie, house, Adams corner 1,000
Emerson, Robert F., house, 10 Cocheco avenue 1,300
Grace, house, Union street 600
George A. , lot. Walnut avenue 200
EUiott, George A., and William V., house,
42 Main street 1,400





Farnham, Stephen F. , Ball lot, Weare street $ 150
Fogg, John D,, estate, house. Main street 3,500
Folsom, Frank R., house and lot, Portland street 1,500
Furbush, John H. , house, corner Main and Grove
streets 1,200
Rebecca, house, 23 Green street 900
Jesse F., house, 25 Green street 1,200
Sylvester, house. Green street 750
lot, Weare street 50
house, 28 Main street 1,600
William R., house, 11 Grove street 1,200
Jesse and William R., house. Green
street 900
Jennie house, Green street 1,200
land, Portland street 300
Fowler, Sanford, house. Summer street 600
Gerrish, William R., house and lot, Abbott street 1,400
Gray, Emma L. , house, Salmon Falls road 600
Gould, Annie Bell, house, Adams corner 900
Going, C. Wesley, poultry houses 250
Grogan, Everett S. , house. Autumn street 600
Goodwin, Hiram L., house, 17 Mill street 1,400
Grover, Frank, house and shop, Union street 700
Garland, Edgar E. , house, Green street 200
Ham, Cyrus A., house, Salmon Falls road 500
James, farm, Salmon Falls road 1,400
Hall, Thomas, estate, house, 16 Cocheco avenue 1,600
Harrington, George L. , house and stable, Weare
street 2,200
lot. Walnut avenue 200
. Hartford, William F. , house, 23 Highland street 650
George E., home farm, Wakefield road 1,050
Herbert O., house, Salmon Falls road 500
from Wingate farm 100
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WARD ONE-CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Haley, Edwin L., house, Grove street $2,000
Hayes, David, estate, store and tenement, Grove
street 1,300
lot. Grove street 300
Sidney B., house and lot, Main street 1,500
Joseph O., field and pasture, Gonic 600
house, 16-18 Academy street 2,000
land, Cemetery street 150




Roberts' lot, Whitehall 100
wood lot, (Shorey estate) 300
wood land. Autumn street 1, 150
Hayes & Shorey, orchard, Portland street 400
Charles, estate, house, 39 Grove street 1,600
^Harris, Abner M. , estate, house, corner Pine
and Pleasant street 1,500
Hickey, Terance J., house, 3 Hickey street 1,300
house, 1 Hickey street 750
John F., house, 27 Cocheco avenue 1,000
James E. , house. Green street 950
Hoyt, James T., house, 26 Highland street 750
Orin Q. , home farm. Summer street 700
house. Summer street 450
woodland, Whitehall 76
Nahum F., home place, Adams corner 1,400
Hull, Frank A., house, Salmon Falls road 400
land, i Willard Corson lot 30
Hurd, Lizzie, house. Autumn street 600
Holland, Charles F,, home farm, Salmon Falls
road 1,250
Jacobs, Willie F. H., Ebenezer's estate, E. A. 100
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WARD ONE-CONTINUEn. VALUATION.
Jacobs, Willie F. H., house, Portland>treet $1,000
David E., house, Autumn street 1,000
1-3 of 2 A. Eastern avenue 100
building. Autumn street 50
George A. , two lots. Prospect street,
ward 6 150




Moses H., house, Cocheco'"avenue 1,800
2-3 of 2A. Eastern avenue 100
lot. Green street 30
John F. , house, 23 Summer street 600
Jane, two houses. Union street 1,400
Stephens., house, Walnut avenue 1,200
home farm, Twombly>oad 1,400
field, Salmon Falls road 200
Jones, Warren C., house, Portland street 1,800
house, 8 Grove street 1,000
pasture and wood, Summer
street 400
Clara E., house. Green street 500
Leland W. , stable, lot and tenement block,
Warren street 2,600
Martin E., stock in trade 200
Kimball, Robert B., house, Cocheco avenue 1,500
William H., stock in trade 1,000
Eleanor, house. Pleasant street 1,400
Knox, George H., house. Green street 1,500
Kendall, A. W., house. North Rochester 300
Lapier, Pierre, Roberts' farm, near Hartford
place 700
house, R. R. avenue, ward 3 1,200
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Loud, Elmer E., stock in trade $800
Nancy, house. Walnut avenue 900
Willard H., house, 23 Grove street 900
Lovejoy, Azael,- lot, Cocheco avenue 100
McCrillis, George, house, 53 Main street 2,200
land, both sides. Eastern
avenue 1,000
land, near Flat Rock bridge 100
Joel, estate, house, 8 Mill street 2,200
Charles W., land, 44 Mill street 400
J. Will, house. Highland street 1,500
part of Shorey estate 400
Mary H., house. Highland street 500
McElroy, Andrew, house, 18 Pearl street 500
McDuffee, Mary, home place, Chestnut Hills 350
land, Wakefield road 350
Charles H., Smith place. Chestnut Hills 200
McGill, Sarah A., house, Pleasant street 1,500
Lawrence V. , trustee E. Furber estate,
land, North Main street 1,000
Mills, George E., house, 3 Green street- 1,000
Benjamin C, stock in trade 100
house. Walnut avenue, 1,200
lot. Walnut avenue 150
March, Mrs. Leroy L. , house. Grove street 600
Morrison, Susan B., estate, house, 11 Highland
street 1,000
George S. , house, 12 Grove street 800
Moorehouse, Lizzie, house. Green street 200
Mooney, Benjamin H., home farm, Salmon
Falls road 1,200
Nute, Andrew R., home farm, Salmon Falls road 600
pasture, Salmon Falls road 350
wood land, Shorey estate 140
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Nowell, Mrs. Rose T., house, 25 Grove street $850
Ordway, Edson, house, North Rochester 800
O'Neal, Edwin P., home farm, off Portland street 700
O'Brien, M. C, house, 13 Grove street 2,200
Parsons, Lizzie, house, 11 Mill street 1,300
Peavey, Thomas W. , house and stable, 90 Main
street 2,500
Prescott, Alma F., house, 25 Autumn street 1,500
Pray, Ezra, home farm, Salmon Falls road 5,000
Chick farm, Salmon Falls road 2,500
George A., home farm, Salmon Falls road 1,500
land, Salmon Falls road 200
house, 95 Portland street 800
Charles E., house and store. Main street 2,000
orchard, field and pasture 500
Quimby, Frank, stock in trade 800
house. Highland street 1,500 .
Charles E., house. Main street 1,600
Larkin, estate, house, Main street 1,100
lot, 12 Grove street 300
Levi A., estate, house, Highland street 1,100
Rankins, John L, home farm, Adams corner 2,200
George M., house. Pine street 1,500
Delia, estate, house, 16 Grove street 700
Randall, George F. , house, 24 Highland street 900
Remick, Colby, house. Grove street 1,200
Richards, Ella A., house, 10 Abbott street 1,600
Albert L., block. Main street 3,700
lot, Pearl street 200
house, store, land and barber
shop, 33-35-37 Main street 1,900
Richards, A. W. & Co., mill and land, Grove
street 1,000
new storehouse ' 250
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Richards, A. W. & Co., stock in trade $1,500
factories, machinery,
etc. 1,500
Rogers, M. Stillman estate, house and lot. Green
street 1,200
shop. Main street 300
Augustus, estate, house, 12 Summer
street 1,200
house, 14 Grove street 850
land. Summer and
Spring street 400
Ernest C. , house, 27 Grove street 600
house, 29 Grove street 1, 600
old shoe shop 1,200
Roberts, Laurel T., house, Salmon Falls road 500
Asa P., home farm, Salmon Falls road 1,500
house, Wakefield road, ward 5 800
house, Wakefield road, ward 5 900
house, Wakefield road 900
Aker place. Old road 200
Charles F. , home place, Salmon Falls
road 1,200
Jonahan lot, Salmon Falls
road 250
field, Salmon Falls road 200
20 acres, near R. R. 100
land and small growth 300
house. Walnut avenue 800
Shaw, John W. , house, 26 Grove street 950
Shorey, Ezra, house, 37 Grove street 1,500
lot. Autumn street 200
lot, (Shorey estate) 204
Mrs. Abbie B., house, 5 Autumn street 1,600
buildings. Autumn street 50
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Shofey, Mrs. Abbie B., lot, Autumn street $300
Sewell, house, Autumn street 1, 100
lot, (Shorey estate) 116
store, Autumn street 700
stock in trade 100
drug store, Autumn street 700
old homestead land, (Shorey
estate) 160
Matilda & Wilbur S. , house and land,
North side 700
Mrs. Sarah A. , house and stable. Main
street 1,100
house, Main street 1,500
Charles C, house, Cocheco avenue 900
Sinclair, Carrie M., house, Cocheco avenue 2,300
Sleeper, Corydon A. , two houses. Main and
Abbott streets 2,600
Rebecca G. , estate, house, 36 Cocheco
avenue 700
Smith, Charles L. , house, 18 Mill street 700
Stewart, Frank J. , home place, Salmon Falls road 300
Irving N., house and barn, Salmon Falls
road 300
Walter G. , house, Portland street 700
Nettie R., pasture, near P. & R. R. R. 320
Stevens, Fred K., house. Mill street 1,600
house, Autumn street 1,050
house and lot, off Autumn
street 850
house, 7 Mill street 1,000
Scofield, Ernest F., house, Franklin street 600
William D., field, Portland street 250
Seavey, Charles H., house, Main street 1,800
Shapleigh, Elisha, house, Hickey street 1,300
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Shapleigh, Eugenia, house, Hickey street $l,tOO
Mrs. John J. , house, Pearl street 800
house, Walnut street 800
house, Walnut street 1,000
John J. , house, Abbott street 1,600
lot. Pearl street 200
Nicholas B., house and lot. Pearl
street 1,150
house, Warren street 800
Spaulding, J. & Sons, house. North Rochester 2,000
Lachance house 600
four houses, North side 2,000
two houses. South side 1,000
stock in trade 21,000
factories, machinery, etc. 5,000
factories, machinery, etc. 60,000
Tibbetts, Isaac H. , estate, two houses and
land, Union street 1,100
house, 12 Mill street 600
John W., house and stable, Main street 4,500












Tibbetts & Hayes, house and lot. Pine street 1, 100
Tibbetts, Moses, home place, Salmon Falls road 350
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WARD ONE-CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Tibbetts, William P. , home farm, North Rochester $500
George S. , land, Salmon Falls road 700
home place, Salmon Falls road 900
Lewis W. , land, Main road 500
home farm Salmon Falls road 2,200
Randlett lot, Whitehall 350
wood land, Tate lot 60
Everett J,, house. Autumn street 1,500
Arthur E. & Roy W., lot, Union street 200
Thompson, Hollis E., house. Walnut avenue 850
Towle, Abner, estate, house, Abbott street 1,300
Frank E., house, 17 Main street 1,300
house, 4 Cocheco avenue 600
Thayer, N. B. Shoe Co., factory, Pleasant street 2,000
Tripp, Charles H. , Gray farm, Salmon Falls
road 1,360
Varney, D, Westley, house. Granite street, ward 6 800
two houses. Pine street,
ward 4 700
house and lot. Maple street,
ward 4 1,000




William H., land and barn, Salmon Falls
road 400
land. Autumn street 400
house, 16 Highland street 1,300
Will C.
,
part Amasa Pray farm 500
Walter F., house, 24 Autumn street 1,000
lot. Highland street 150
Martha, house. Main street 850
house, Salmon Falls road 300
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Warburton, Ed. H. estate, home place, Salmon
Falls road 300
Noah, plains, Wakefield road 86
land, Wakefield road 20
intervale, Wakefield road 80
house and land, Salmon Falls
road 700
James H., home place, Salmon Falls
road 500
land, Salmon Falls road 100
pasture, Samon Falls road 200
house. Mill street 1,100
house. Autumn street 1,000
part Shorey farm, Salmon
Falls road 100
Weare, Albert M., house, Cocheco avenue 1,400
Wright, Irwin, house, 23 Mill street 1,200
Woodman, Niles, stock in trade 300
Wentworth, Frank O., house, North Rochester 800
field, Milton road, 150
Ira, estate, field, Milton road 500
Walter S., home farm, Milton road 2,200
land, Milton road 250
Charles H., house, Milton road 900
field, Milton road 400
Dana, stock in trade 3,000
Wilder, James M., house, 32 Grove street 1,500
White, Albanus, house, 16 Pearl street 500
Willey, Betsey J., house, 28 Mill street 900
Willand, Mary, estate, lot, Hickey street 100
Williamson, John, estate, house, 14 Green street 1,000
Webster, M. A. J., house. Pleasant street 700
Young, Dorcas J. , house. Highland street 750
Myra S. , estate, house, Walnut avenue 900
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Abbott, W. H. H., i house, 33-35 Upham street $700
house, near old cemetery 400
Frank Q. , house, 36 Silver street 700
Ames, David M., house, 72 Charles street 2,000
land and barn, Main road 650
land, East side B. & M. R. R., 70
stock in trade 150
Andrews, Charles H., home farm. Main road 1,800
Woodard farm. Main road 600
Annis, A. S. Dr., house and lot, Knight street 3,700
Auger, Philias E., house, 74 Charles street 2,000
house in rear 800
stock in trade 2,000
Allen, Charles A., farm, Barrington road 1,600
Herbert A. , house. First street 800
Baril, Thomas A., school house, Upham street 1,000
Bailey, Charles M., house, 29 King street 2,400
house, 35 corner King and
Linden street 1, 100
house, 23 King street 900
house, 6 King street 900
house, 8 Court street 900
house, Ela court 1,800
lot, corner Farrington and
King street 200
Barber, Arthur W., house, 75 Winter street 800
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Berry, Charles F., house, 118 Charles street $1,350
Charles H., Hurd place. Main street 1,600
wood land, Whitehall 200
John P., lot. First street 100
Bennett, Albert, house, 15 Spruce street 450
Bickford, Albert W. , home place, Dover road 700
Hall farm, Dover road 600
Nancy G., house, Chamberlain road 900
Blake, Thomas, house and lot, Blake street 700
house, 30 Hancock street 900
house, saloon, Hanson street 3,500
Blaisdell, Daniel G. , house and lot, 25 King
street 1,150
Willard A. , lot, 55 Prospect park 40
Woodbury F. , lot, Western avenue 100
Brahanney, Martin P., house and land, South
Main street 2,000
house. Knight court 700
house. Knight Court 600
Brock, Arthur N., house, 5 May street 2,200
Mary, house, 8 Union street 1,200
Brannon, James, house, 22 Hancock street 1, 100
Frank, house, 15 Hancock street 1,100
Dennis, house, 6 Church street 1,100
Butler, George E. , three lots. Highland street 150
Julia A., house, 9 Lincoln street 1,500
Charles S., house, Chamberlain road 200
Buzzell, Anna F. , house, 35 Winter street 800
Bliss, Henry, house, 7 May street 1,800
Bilodeau, Joseph, house, 172 South Main street 350
Canney, Delvin C, two houses. King street 2,000
Came, Edson W., house, 47 Winter street 1,200
Casey, Michael, house, 1-3 Blake street 850
lot, Blake street 150
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Cassy, Patrick, house, 8 May street $1,000
Carll, Warren R., farm Main road 1,200
Church, Samuel D., two houses, 5-7 Furber
street 1,800
Clark, John T., house, 67 Winter street 1,400
Collins, Mary, estate, house, 8 Osborne street 1,400
lot, Osborne street 150
Laurence, estate, house, Hancock street 500
Conway, Mary A., house, 68 Charles street 2,000
Corimer, Peter, house, 9 Logan street 800
Cox, William R., house, 44 Linden street 1,400
CottuUie, Mrs. J. L., house, 114 Charles street 1,300
Corson, Elmer E., house, 11 May street 700
Copp, Lizzie B., house, 125 Charles street 3,600
Cobb, Charles D. , house, 30 Furber street 700
Cragin, Michael, house, 16 Hancock street 900
lot, off Hancock street 50
Mrs. Michael, house, 11 Hancock street 1,500
Cross, Ernest A., farm. Main road 1,400
Roberts' field 250
pasture 120
lot, 27 Knight street 400
house. Winter street 1,200
Crocker, Fred H., house, 155 Charles street 1,700
Fred W., house, 153 Charles street 1,200
Crannon, William F., house, 29 Upham street 1,200
lot, Upham street 200
Colby, John S. , house, 28 King street 900
Dame, Charles W. , home farm and wood lot,
Main road 1,800
lot. Main road 100
Harry O., house, 8 Court street 1,000
Fannie J. , house, 197 South Main street 700
Duntley, Amos G., house, 88 Charles street 2,200
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WARD TWO-CONTINUED. VALUATION,
Dover, Somersworth and Rochester Street
Railway Co., house and land, Charles street 1,500
house and land, Charles street 800
Edney, James M, , home place, Dover road 400
Nute place, Dover road 100
Edgerly, Russell C, house, Lowell street 800
Mary E., land, Lowell street 50
house, 9 May street 800
Elliott, Edwin D., house, 144 Charles street 2,500
lot, in rear of barn 300
two lots, Lowell street 200
Horace H., lot, Charles street 200
Brothers, land, Farmington road 100
house, Lowell street 450
Ellis, J. Edward, lot. Chamberlain road 120
Endish, Annie, house and lot, Crockett field 600
land, Crockett field 200
Evans, Charles W., house, 115 Charles street 2,200
lot, new road to Dover 250
land and barn, new road
to Dover 350
Felker, B. Frank, house, 140 Charles street 2,000
field, Lowell street 300
Foss, Fred G., house, 79 Winter street 1,000
Frye, John, house and lot, 17 Silver street 1,000
French, Leslie, lot, Lincoln street 100
Fox, Frank, house, near R. R. 300
Furbush, George P., house, 43 Winter street 1,800
G. Will, estate, house, 87 Charles street 2,400
house, 16 Heaton street 1,300
field, Strafford road 600
Emma F., house, Osborne street 1,100





Furnald, John C, stock in trade $1,500
factories, machinery, etc. 3,000
Forcier, Theophile, house, 34 Lowell street 400
Geddis, Mrs. James, house, 24 King street 1,400
Gilman, William, estate, i house,
41 Winter street 600
Goodwin, Sarah M., house, 192 South Main street 1,300
Harriet S., lot, Main road 100
Charles E., home place, Main road 1,000
land. Main road 300
Thomas W., two lots, Haskell field 100
Gowell, John, estate, house,
85-87 South Main street 3,200
house, 32 Knight street 2,000
house, 9-11 Upham street 1,100
Gray, John M. , house, 19 Logan street 700
Graham, David, house, 199 South Main street 700
Grassie, Louis, house, 12 Logan street 600
Gunnison, William T., house, Charles street 1,400
Hall, Albert I., home farm, Dry Hill, 800
R. Wallace field and orchard 700
William M., house, Haskell field 400
house. Second street 100
Arthur A., house, Main road 700
Elmer E., house, 128 Charles street 2,000
five lots, Willey street 150
Hathaway, Herbert H., farm, Main road 1,500
Ham, Edgar B. , lots South Main street 200
Hanson Chas. E. and John S. , land and
growth near R. R. 600
Charles E., home farm, Main road 1,600
Halpin, Mary, house, Farrington street 500
Hannon, Patrick, estate, house, 23 Hancock street 700
Hartford, Sarah, house and land, 8 Hancock street 1,100
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WARD TWO—CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Hartford, David B., nine lots, Crockett field $ 400
Hart, Roscoe L. , estate, home place, Dover road 400
field and growth.
Great Falls road 120
Hastie, James, house, 34 Silver street 700
Haley, William J., house, 50 Hancock street 1,000
house, 52 Hancock street 400
Hussey lot 400
lot, South Main street 120
Hayes, Harry, house, 37 Broad street 400
lot, new road to Dover 300
M. Ellen, house, 86 Charles street 2,200
May Etta, house, 6 May street 1,000
Edwin F. , house, 108 Charles street 600
Frank R., home farm, Dover road 1,600
sprout land, Dry Hill 200
Herron, William, house, 34 King street 800
Henderson, Leon, house, 6 Spring street 1,200
Hartigan, Mrs. Edward, house, 10 King street 900
Hill, John W., house and lot, Furber street 1,200
house, Furber street 800
house, 32 Silver street 600
lot, cor. Western avenue and
Furber street 100
Hoyt, Owen R. , house, Farrington street 800
Hodgdon, Victoria, house, 73 Charles street 2,800
land, near C. A. Allen farm 80
I. Dana, intervale, off Charles street 300
George F., house, 14 Common street 700
Howard, Sarah E. , house, 9 Furber street 600
Home, Simon F., estate, home farm. Main road 1,800
field and small growth 150
field and growth 1,200
Jesse R., land and growth 800
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WARD TWO—CONTINTED. • VALUATION.
Horne, Jesse R., Rollins lot $ 350
sprout land 200
Abbie E. , house, 9 Winter street 900
Fred A., home farm, Gonic road 1,170
Chas. H., house, Charles street 1,500
Horney, William, house, 67 Charles street 1,600
Hunter, Helen, estate, i house, 26 Common street 600
house, 28 Common street 800
house,
30-32 Common street 1,000
house, off Common street 700
house, off Common street 700
Hurd, James, estate, house, 119 South Main street 1,400
lot, Common street 300
Jackson, James A., home farm. Main road 2,500
stump, off Main road 140
land, off Main road 150
house. Main road 700
Martha, Libbey lot 200
Jenness, Stephen S. , house, 64 Hancock street 600
Jones & Preston, 5-12 of 40 A. off Strafford road 1,176
Nichols farm 1,000
Jefferson and Smith lot 200
wood lot, Dover road 1,720
Pike lot. Chamberlain road 450
Killcoyn, Michael, house and lot,
12 Church street 1,200
Thomas, house, 23 Hancock street 800
Mary A. , house, 9 Church street 650
Kendall, William H., Jr., house, 21 Logan street 450
Lachance, Richard, house, 8 Spruce street 900
Albert, house, 9 Court street 900
Laurence, C. E. S. , house, 15 First street 850
farm, Salmon Falls road 1,200
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WARD TWO—CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Laurence, C. E. S., lot, Haskell field $200
Lamas, Horace A., estate, lot, Charles street 300
Larey, Annie T., house, 51 Winter street 1,400
James, Jr., lot. Court street 200
lot. Court street 200
Littlefield, E. J., farm, Main road 1,300
Ladd, David B., house, 7 Upham street 700
Locke, Augusta M., house, 63 Winter street 1,200
Clarence E., plains. Chestnut Hills 200
Alphonzo B. , house, 96 Charles street 800
2 lots, 33-34 Highland street 80
Lord, James, lot. Main road 50
Lee, Daniel F. , home farm, Dover road 500
Keats lot 100
Ludden, Thos. , house, 27 off Hancock street 700
Thos. Jr. , house, 46 Hancock street 700
Lyons, John, lot, off Hancock street 50
Lamb, Thomas, lot, 47 Linden street 100
Mallett, Clarence W. , lot. Chamberlain road 100
Mason, William, estate, house, 27 Hancock street 800
Marble, Geo. P., house, 116 Charles street 1,350
Malone, John, house, 195 South Main street 800
McCabe, Patrick, house, 15 Church street 1, 100
McKay, Daniel J., house, 73 Winter street 800
McCuddy, John, house, 7 Lincoln street 1,200
McClelland, Joe, lot, 199 South Main street 120
McDonald, Mrs. Peter, house. King street 1,000
lot. King street 200
McGinn, Michael, house, 5 Blake street 900
Mclntire, Mrs. Ann, house, 17 Knight street 1,200
McQuade, Andrew, house, 1 Hancock street 1,400
John, house, 32 Hancock street 1,000
MacDermott, Flora, Crockett farm. Main road 4,320
McShane, Peter, house, 20 Common street 900
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Meserve, Chas. A., home farm, Main road $1,300
John W., land and small growth, Gonic 300
Chas. S., house, 25 Broad street 1,000
Meader, Fred P., house, 22 Knight streeet 1,500
building in rear of parlor 50
stock in trade 1,000
Morgan, Thomas, house, 48 Hancock street 400
John A., house, 110-112 Charles street 2,400
lot, off Charles street 100
Mooney, Mary, house, 14 Hancock street 500
lot, Hancock street 200
Morrison, John, house and lot, 162 Charles street 800
Peter, house, 33 Silver street 700
Neadeau, John, house, 16 Logan street 700
house, 22 Logan street 50}
Neal, Wilder B., house, 85 Charles street 3,300
stock in trade 1,700
Nealand, Mrs. D. P., house, 122 Charles street 1,500
Nangle, Patrick house, 7 Church street 800
Nye, Daniel F. , house, 32 King street 850
Osborne, Amy M., house, 15 King street 1,000
Henry L., house, 157 Charles street 1,400
O'Malley, Peter, 4 house and lot,
24 Common street 900
Otis, W. S., land, adj. Somersworth 250
land, adj. Somersworth 600
Plantier, Joseph, house, 10 Osborne street 950
Pinkham, Henry G., farm, Rochester Hill 1,000
house, Congress street 800
Patrick, John, house, 23 Broad street 800
Daniel H. , house, off Broad street 900
2 lots 200
Perkins, John T., house, 37 Winter street 1,200
Peaslee, Chas. E. , home farm, Dover road 800
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Peaslee, Alice E., house and land, Dover road $150
Phillips, Geo. H., home place. Chamberlain road 500
Preston, Geo. W. , house, 77 Winter street 600
Frank B., house, 129 South Main street 4,500
house,
140-142 South Main street 1,700
Hall tenement 1,000
house, Strafford road 100
Philbrick, Seth J., house. Chamberlain road 1,200
Preston & Bradley, three houses, 49-51-53 2,400
Pike, Lucy, estate, house and lot, Hancock street 500
land near over-head bridge,
B. & M. 800
Pugsley, Everett A., house, 126 Charles street 1,600
land and growth,
Lowell street 360
Quinn, Neal T. , estate, house and land near R. R. 800
Randall, Mrs. Frank, house, 12 Osborne street 1,300
Ricker, John S., house, Western avenue ' 600
lot. Western avenue 100
Mary A., estate,
house, 149 Charles street 1,200
Geo. R., stock in trade 800
Roberts, Lucy, estate, house, 82-84 Charles street 1,600
Rollins, Geo. W., house, 61 Winter street 1,200
Remick, Cora F., Meserve farm 900
Randall, Julia A., sprout, Dover road 76
Sanborn, William C. , farm, Gonic Hill 600
Alice A., house, 75 Charles street 3,000
Scruton, Stephen B., three lots. Main street 400
Fred, land, Lowell street 50
St. John, Napoleon, house, 31 Broad street 400
Sanders, John F. , house, S3 Charles street 3, 700
house, 49 Charles street 900
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Sanders, John F., land,Xharles street $1,800
tenement and store,
Charles street 1,500
house, Academy street 2,000
house, Glen street 1,200
two houses, Leonard street 1,400
Shannon, Nathaniel, estate, i house, Winter street 600
house, 12 King street 900
Shaw, Caroline L. , house, 14 Court street 600
Sleeper, Frank, estate, two lots, Prospect street 150
Smith, Frank M., Elm House farm, Dover road 2,000
land, Dover road 200
Walter H., house, 104 Charles street 1,700
lot, Charles street 300
Chester H. , house, 38 Silver street 800
Smart, Mrs. John O., house, May street 2,600
Stewart, Lizzie, house, 94 Charles- street 1,500
house, off Charles street 500
Scahill, Thomas, house, 11 Church street 650
Simpson, Frank C, land of Wilkinson's 80
Sylvain, F. G. , house, 4 Spruce street 700
house. King street 1,500
house, 13 Court street 500
land. Four Rod road 200
house, 15 Court street 750
Eudur, lot, Linden street 50
Archie, house, 3 Spruce street 700
Studley Bex & Lumber Co. , house, Silver street 700
land, Haskell field 700
stock in trade 2,500
factories,
machinery, etc., 10,500
Tebbetts, Edward L., house, 120 Charles street 1,600
Tasker, Emily, house, 90 Charles street 2,600
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WARD TWO—CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Tobin, William, house, 21 Winter street $1,300
Tash, Frank, house, 103 Winter street 450
Trickey, Emma D., estate, house,
124 South Main street 3,000
George C. , land. Main road 400
two lots. Main road 150
Ella S., house and lot, 200 Main 1,000
Betsey J., home place, Whitehall road 1,100
land, Whitehall road 120
Troy, Patrick, house, 2 Bryant street 500
Twombly, Allen, home farm, Dover road 1,000
Edgar F. , field. Ten Rod road 250
two lots. Prospect street 250
Twin State Gas & Electric Co. , factories,
machinery, etc. 12,100




Charles E., lot, back of Mrs. Valley's 300
Varney, George W., home farm. Main road 2,500
land and barn. Main road 400
Elias C. , house, 29 Broad street 600
Clark place. Black Water road 150
Wallace, E. G. & E. , blacksmith shop near R. R. 500
Dame lot, near Eastern avenue 50
Knight lot 700
McDuffee lot, Ten Rod road 1,040
Henderson lot,
Farmington road 300
land. South Main street 600
house, 34-36 Winter street 1,500
house, 7 Winter street 600
Hoyt house, R. R. avenue 500




Wallace, E. G. & E., store house $200
lot, Lincoln street 300
house, 23-25 Lincoln street 1,400
house, 19-21 Lincoln street 1,200
house, 15-17 Lincoln street 1,400
house, 11-13 Lincoln street 1,400
house, South Main street 1,800
stock in trade 118,000
factories, machinery, etc. 68,000
Wallace, Geo. E., house, Common street 12,000
Richard J. , home farm,
151 South Main street 3,000
Warren, Lydia A., home place, Gonic Hill 600
Weare, Mary E., home farm, Chamberlain road 1,600
land, Chamberlain road 1,400
Hammett lot, Whitehall road 300
Herbert T., house, Whitehall 400
Walker, Mrs. Henry and others, land,
off Hancock street 400
Wentworth, Harry H., part Nichols farm 1,800
Whitehouse, Frank D., house and land,
152 Charles street 2,600
John M. , home place, Great Falls road 500
Woodes, Elizabeth E., house and lot,
20 First street 500
Willey, Frank A., farm. Great Falls road 1,500
field and growth. Main road 460
Willand, John A., house, 183 Charles street 900
Wilkinson, Clara D., estate, house and land,
2 Common street 1,200
Wormhood, Shurburne M. , house, Main road 650
Hartley L. , house, Crockett field 850
Herbert E. , house, Main road 400
Wright, John, house, 47 Linden street 1,000
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Wescott, Ernest C, house, 4 Spring street $1,500
Young, Byron R. , house, 196 South Main street 800
Frank L. , land, Main road 400
Byron R. , and Frank L. , land.
Great Falls road 300
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Abbott, John Q., home farm, Meaderboro road $1,400
Allen, Edrick M., house and store. Main street 2,000
James S., house, School street 1,000
James L. , estate, house. Main street 900
Ballon, Helen E., house. Main street 1,000
Blake, Geo. W., home place, Neck road 600
Babb, Geo. F., house. Church street 500
Berry, Geo. C, home farm, Strafford road 350
Bickford, Geo. A., home farm, Blackwater road 1,900
wood lot, 150
Horace A. , Clark farm, off Strafford road 900
Blackley, Geo. C, brick yard, Gonic 1,000
Beaulieu, Emelio, house, Demeritt street • 1,000
Marcel, house. Maple street 500
Bunker, Ellen A. , home place. Four Rod road 350
Boston Brick Co., brick yard, Gonic 8,000
Willey lot, Blackwater road 100
Babb farm, Pickerings 1,800
Brock, Fred, lot, Chamberlain road 100
Chas. S., Jenkins lot, Strafford road 170
Elijah, estate, home farm,
Meaderboro road 1,100
Burke, Louis, Hussey farm, Hussey Hill 1,300
Breton, Napoleon, house. Neck road 150
Blanchard, Ruth K. , Seavey farm. Neck road 800
Chadwick, John, block, Main street 1,500
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WARD THREE-CONTINUED. VALUATION.
Clough, Mary E. , house, Meaderboro road $ 800
Canney, Geo. A., farm, Jenness road 2,600
A. J., meadow, Swaine lot 100
Cilley, Sewell, estate, two houses. Main street 2,050
Ann, house. School street 600
Clark, Mrs. Joseph L., land and shop,
Blackwater road 100
Smith, estate, home farm 4,100
pasture, Meaderboro road 920
Dry Hill wood lot 1,600
Carigan, Noe, house, 18 Sherman avenue 500
house. Church street 700
house, Demeritt street 700
tenement, Felker street 300
Colomy, Nettie P., home farm. Dry Hill 1,400
meadow, Barrington road 70
land, Meaderboro road 120
Cossette, Eugene, house. Main street 1,500
house, Main street 1,000
house in rear 500
wood lot, Dry Hill 250
stock in trade 1,200
Crateau, Exiour, house, R. R. avenue 500
Daggett, Andrew, home farm, Barrin gtcn road 600
land, Barrington road 60
stump, adj. home farm 50
Hussey lot, Barrington road 150
Warren W., house and land. Main street 1,100
George O., house, Hansonville 400
Davis, Horace E. , Clark farm, Blackwater road 600
Desmarais, Gesseppe, brick yard 1,500
two houses and Reynolds lot 500
stock in trade 1,000
Dodge, Forrest M., land, Dry Hill 50
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Drolett, Ovid, house, Neck road $400
Dickinson, William, home farm, Meaderboro road 500
Dustin, Annie, farm, Dover road 600
Miles H., brick school house and lot 150
Eastman, Chas. H. , house and lot. Main street 600
Emmonds, Henry, farm, Harrington road 1,300
Emery, Joshua, home farm. Neck road 1,200
Emerson, Geo. E., land, off Flagg road 50
Estes, Charles, home farm, Meaderboro road 1,440
tillage land in corner 40
sprout land. Dry Hill 20
Evans, Thomas H., estate, home farm,
Meaderboro corner 2,300
Evans lot, Strafford road 150
Chas. P., house, Strafford road 600
field and barn, Strafford road 1,150
orchard, 'Strafford road 200
Edward E., home farm, Strafford road 1,550
Amos M., home farm, Dover road 2,500
Roscoe E., land, Strafford road 100
England, Freeman, home place. Cross road 800
Felker, William H., estate, home farm, Gonic 5,000
Hayes farm. Neck road 1,500
house. Main street 1,600
house, corner Oak and
Main street 500
Otis place, Otisville 150
Osborne lot, Lowell street 60
land, Hussey road 860
land, Lowell street 100
lot. Chamberlain street 76
Samuel D. , sprout and pasture,
Strafford road 400
Stackpole field, Strafford road 300
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Felker, Samuel D., Pearl shop and engine $1,200
mill and lot, 47 Lafayette street 500
house, 16 Chestnut street 500
Wentworth lot, Neck road 500
sprout and small growth 450
house, Maple street 1,400





lot, Prospect street 76
Tetherly lot, 350
Leavett's growth 300
Henry W., house, Congress street 1,800
house. Neck road 300
house. Neck road 300
Brothers, land near Perry's brick yard 250
sprout, adj. Barrington 200
wood lot, Whitehall 300
Deborah, estate, wood lot,
Dry Hill 2,500
Flagg, William, estate, home farm, Flagg road 2,000
land and growth. Dry Hill 250
Farrington, Hannah, house, Hansonville 600
Fleury, Charles, house, no land, Jenness road 300
Foss, Andrew W., estate, home farm. Dry Hill 3,600
growth, Hayes lot 250
factories, machinery, etc. 400
James F. , estate, pasture and growth,
Barrington road 800
McDuffee lot, Dry Hill road 360
Mary J. , house, Hansonville 500
Edgar E. , Gear field, Meaderboro road 100
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Foss, Benj. M., pasture near Strafford road $100
George M., house, Strafford road 150
Frank E., lot, Dry Hill 400
Ernest R., house, R. R. avenue 1,200
stock in trade 600
Garland, Lewis, estate, home farm and pasture,
Meaderboro road 1,000
James M. , estate, home place, Flagg road 150
Chas. N., house. Neck road 150
Gage, Walter F. , small growth, Cross road 400
Gear, Justin H. , house and lot, Sherman avenue 800
A. S. H., estate, home farm,
Meaderboro road 600
Gray, Chas. E. , land, Church street 100
John D., house. Main street 1,200
lot, School street 150
Willie E., farm, Meaderboro road 400
Gonic Mfg. Co., agent's house. Main street 3,200
house and stable. Church street 900
house. Church street 1,800
house, 32-34 Church street 1,300
house, 24-26 Church street 1,300
house, 20-22 Church street 1,300
house, 12-14-16-18 Church street 2,200
Bradford Inn 6,000
house. Main street 800
house, 47-49 Main street 1,000
house, 4-4 Main street 500
lots, 749 Main street 700
house, 32-35 Maple street 1,000
house, 19-21 Maple street 1,000
house, 15-17 Maple street 1,000
house, 7-9 Maple street 1,400
house, 11-13 Maple street 1,400
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Gome Mfe- Co., boose, ^iz^lt street $1,800
Ridker house and field 700
Rand lot. Dry H:!! 150
hoose, Fdk^ s:r- - 1,200
house, Fdker 1^200
boose, Qmrdi . ic^. 1,800
land, Dover ros/i 50
stodcintiade 41///>
factories, mactuoery etc, 75,0(»
Gofuc hnprovaxiteat Co., ASea shop 1,200
Gatrthier, Ndflon, MiDs' fann, Meaderb r. r.^c : Oo-
Mis. Ndson, boose,
188 North Mair. r : v :
HaH, Ra^ H., hofne ^nn, Meader . > ^ .0
land, Stafford roac x.>.;
Ndson A., Lachance i^ace, Gonic Hill road 400
Ham, Mrs. Ed^^ J., house, Si^^ street,
ward 5 2,000
bouse, %gnal street 3«J
bouse. Signal sb-eet 80D
bouse, 43-16 Signal stre^ 3,200
Edgar J., honie farm. Neck road 2,000
fidd and pasture. Fees road 400
James W., Gile lot, stump. Dry Hill 50
Mxs, Hannah, house, Oiurch street 8«l
Hale, Samuel, farm, Nedc road 1,400
growth. Neck road 200
Flagg farm, Flagg road 1,300
Hart, Martha, home farm, Howard road 800
stamp and wood, Howard road 200
Qifford M., land, Strafford road 140
Emerson place 200
Hayes, Benj. F., home farm, Gonic 3,800
house. Main street 800
ISl
WAKP THREF—CONTIXUKP. VALrATlOK.
Hayes. Benj. F.. stump. Meaderboro road $100
Junkins lot 300
farm, Hussey Hill 800
factories, machinen', etc. 200
Arthur H.. home place. Neck road 3,400
Mrs. B. F. . house. Main street 900
J. Chesley. cnwyth. Dry Hill 200
Rachael. house and land. Main street 1.400
store and tenement 800
Hanson. John W.. home place. Winter street 500
iulia. A. C. house. Hansonville l.'200
Joseph, house. Hansonville SiX^
Higcrins. Willis O. . home farm. Meaderb<.">ro road 1.130
meadow. Meaderboro road 70
pasture. Meaderboro road olX)
Hodgdon. Lillian A., home fann. Strafford road 2,3ci0
land. Stratford road 3lX)
iloey. William. Keat's place. Grove street 800
Henry, wood land. Hansonville 100
land. Jenness road ItX)
Howard, Hanson. 11.. home place and field.
Howard road 500
Chas. K.. estate, home place, Howard road 350
Hobbs, John F.. home place, Meaderboro road \,000
Holland. May A., estate, house. Church street 5iXt
Howard. Moses L.. home place. Howard road 5lX1
Herman. Nutter place. Howard road 5(X")
Flbridge W.. home place. Howard road 400
Isabella M.. house. Church street l.lXX^
Howe. Leslie A., home farm. Pry Hill iXX)
Hurd. John \V.. estate, home farm. Pry Hill iXX^
Chas. L.. home farm. Meaderlx>ro road 700




Hurd, Caroline C, pasture and growth $1,250
Hussey, Walter S., estate, home farm,
Harrington road 3,000
pasture adj. farm 300
Chas. L., small growth, Hussey Hill 150
Iredale, Thomas, house, Green street, ward 1 900
Jenness, Daniel F., home farm, Jenness road 2,800
land, Blackwater road 350
England farm, Cross road 800
Dove farm, growth 400
Richardson lot,
Blackwater road 100
factories, machinery, etc. 100
Jacobs, Susan, house, Flagg road 400
Jenness, Noah A., home farm, Jenness road 3,800
lot, Blackwater road 70
Geo. I., estate, part Chesley farm 200
sprout, adj. Dover 10
Emma P. , wood lot, Strafford road 200
John, land. Dry Hill 50
school house lot. Dry Hill 100
Mrs. Lucy A. , Lee lot, Blackwater road 100
farm, Blackwater road 700
Isaac B., farm, Meaderboro road 250
Arthur, Horse Hill cottage • 200
Jenkins, Chas. E., home farm, Meaderboro road 5,220
Johnston, Sarah, house. Main street 550
Kimball, Jonathan E., home place,
Meaderboro road 1,200
meadow 60
Lamb, Mrs. John, house, Church street 500
Lamantine, Ovid, home farm, Strafford road 1,600
Larose, Leopard, house, 55 Main street 1,200
Lanoix, Alphonse, brick yard 50Q
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Lanoix, Alphonse, stock in trade $1,500
Thomas, home place, Oak street 700
house. Oak street 700
house, 5-7 Lafayette street,
ward 4 1,800
house, 9 Lafayette street 800
house, 20 Chestnut street 1,200
house, Neck road 450
Napoleon, house. Main street 800
Matilda, house in rear 500
Lapiere & Beaulieu Co. , stock in trade 800
store house 100
Littlefield, Josiah, farm. Neck road 1,100
Leavitt, Ovid, home farm, Harrington road 400
Lord, Martin L., estate, Hussey lot 150
growth. Cross road to
Great Falls 250
Larian, Israel, house. Neck road 400
land. Cross road 100
Laughlin, Jennie, home farm, Jenness road 1,000
Locke, Lyman, estate, home. Church street 900
Lucy, James, house. Church street 1,000
Massey, Fred G., home farm. Dry Hill 1,620
Marchand, L. Eugene, home place,
Meaderboro road 1,000
Marsden, Mary, house. Neck road 200
McClellan, George, home place, Hussey road 1,000
McDuffee, Geo. W., land, Lowell street 300
house and stable,
R. R. avenue 1,200
Sarah A., land and buildings.
East side Dover road 600
brick yard, field and pasture 2, 100




McDuffee, Lovey, estate, brick yard, West side
Dover road $1,400
J. Arthur, estate, home farm.
Grove street 3,200
land near Foss bridge 100
McElwain, Geo. B., house and lot. Church street 2,000
McNish, Lavina, home place, Meaderboro road 200
Meader, Stephen C. , Estes house, Mill street 800
field and pasture.
Dry Hill road 500
land, Meaderboro road 500
field. Church street 250
Clara E., house, Church street, 2,000
land, Church street 150
pasture, Sheepboro road 500
Eli, home farm, Meaderboro road 2,400
meadow and pasture near Chas. Estes 580
meadow 350
pasture and wood 450
i of Heath lot 10
Ephraim K., estate, home farm and lot,
Meaderboro road 2,800
Willis E., factories, machinery, etc. 200
Lizzie H., home farm, Meaderboro road 1,650
Otis, farm, Meaderboro road 900
William W., farm, Meaderboro road 350
Morrill, William O. , home place,
Meaderboro road 1,100
Chas. H. , farm. Four Rod road 650
Jenness farm, Four Rod road 300
small growth 150
Ernest M. , house and field, Estes road 600
Masse, Noel, home place, Jenness road 900
Mortenson, Tillie, home place. Dry Hill 400
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Morin, Theophile, estate, house, R. R. avenue $1,000
Norcross, William C, sprout land, Hansonville 250
Nixon, John, house. Oak street 1,200
Daniel, estate, lot. Oak street 150
lot. Main street 200
field, Meaderboro road 200
New Eng. Brick Co., stock in trade 6,500
factories, machinery, etc. 1,000
Perry's sand brick yard
Perry's water brick yard
Warren brick yard
Lanoix brick yard
Yeaton brick yard 16,000
Osborne, Downing, brick yard, R. R. avenue 1,500
Benj. E., home farm, Meaderboro road 1,500
Warren G. , i house. Main street 900
William A., home place. Maple street 900
George W., farm, Jenness road 1,250
home place, Jenness road 800
Ritchie lot 50
John H., home place.
Maple street 1,500
Marquis A. , home farm, Sheepboro road 800
stump, Sheepboro road 100
land and growth 150
Hiram S., estate, home farm,
Jenness road 4,700
i house. Main street 800
Hussey lot. Dry Hill 50
James L., estate, farm and brick yard 3,400
Frank L., land, Jenness road 100
wood land, Hansonville 100
Otis, David T., home place, Otisville 300
John R., home place, Otisville 150
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Perry, William A. , farm and brick yard,
Blackwater road $600
Pearl, Geo. O. , home place, Meaderboro road 400
Isaac R., home place, Meaderboro road 20
Eva G. , Estes meadow 120
Gertrude, home farm, Hussey Hill 3,000
Page Chester H., home farm, Meaderboro road 1,650
Peasley, Henry W., home farm, Meaderboro road 1,200
field, Meaderboro road 300
Pease, Mary E.
,
growth, Sheepboro road 450
Plourde, Thomas, land and buildings.
Four Rod road 150
Hermidas, house. Church street 450
house and land. Church street 1,400
Pettier, George, Dubois land, Hussey road 500
Potvin, Lewis D. , house, Flagg road 250
Pugsley, Frank, house, Howard road 500
Perrault, Theodore, Tibbetts farm. Old road 900
Willey lot, near Hussey road 200
Proctor, Mrs. Edna A., farm, Barrington road 800
Ramsbottom, John H. , home farm, Dover road 800
Ritchie, Gideon, house. Main street 1,200,
Rand, Bickford, home farm, Meaderboro road 1,350
land and growth, Strafford road 100
James M. , house and land, Strafford road 200
Richardson J. S. , Hall farm, Dover road, 900
home place, Dover road
.
4,500
sprout. Dry Hill 150
Louis M., house. Church street 800
house, Sherman avenue 700
Mrs. Fred L. , home place, Dover road 600
Rowe, John P., home farm, Meaderboro road 1,800
Rochester Gas Light Co. , stock in trade 500
factories, machinery, etc. 20,000
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Ross, Marshall, home place, Hussey road 900
Roulx, Joseph A, , house, leased land. Oak street 600
Felix, stock in trade 250
Henry, house. Oak street 900
Jane, house, R. R. avenue 1,800
Rust, Margarette, house, Otisville 100
Rigagio, John, farm, Blackwater road 400
Riley, J. F. L., house. Neck road 450
Sampson, Mrs. P. C, farm, Strafford road 1,000
Sanborn, W. H., home farm, Meaderboro road 1,160
Nathan, meadow 60
Scruton, Denman D., home place,
off Strafford road 300
Seavey, Arthur J. , plains, Neck road 150
sprout. Dry Hill 50
C. Samuel, Tasker lot. Neck road 300
meadow, Meaderboro road 150
Chas. H. , estate, stock in trade 300
home farm, Neck road 2,200
plains, Flagg road 150
Tasker place. Neck road 500
lot, Dry Hill 200
Chas. H. & S. D. Felker, Tebbetts lot,
off Dover road 500
Fred F. & Ralph F., Bangs lot. Dry Hill 200
Ralph F., land. Chestnut Hills road 170
C, Samuel & Fred F. , farm,
off Neck road 1,000
Smith, Mrs. Elias F., home place, Gonic road 2,600
house, Gonic road 400
Leland C, farm, Strafford road 1,500
DeRoy, buildings and land. Neck road 900
home farm, Neck road 3,000
plains, Cross road 50
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Spier-Fish Brick Co., farm and brick yard $6,500
stock in trade 6,500
factories, machinery, etc. 4,000
Smallcon, William E., house, Otisville 100
Stillings, Arobine, Dore farm, Jenness road 1,000
house, Jenness road 200
Sylvain, Ferdinand, two houses. Maple street 1,600
Stackpole, William T., farm, Howard road 900
Small, Mary E., wood lot and field,
Strafford road 1,590
Tebbetts, Geo. H., home farm, Dover road 1,000
John, estate, meadow, North Rochester 200
Tuttle, Frank H., estate, home place, Dry Hill 3,300
Bills lot, Dry Hill 300
Chesley lot, Dry Hill 100
field. Dry Hill 50
Bills lot, sprout. Dry Hill 40
Chase lot, Dry Hill 100
Worcester land 150
Roscoe A. , tenement and shop,
R. R. avenue 1,000
Varney, N. E., house, Hansonville 1,000
land, Flagg and Barrington road 300
land and buildings 150
Philander, estate, home place.
Church street 3,000
sprout, Dry Hill 40
Vickery, William, home farm, Meaderboro road 4,740
Warren, Joseph, home farm, Neck road 2,700
P. 0. building. Main street 800
house. Main street 1,000
Osborne building and land.
Main street 1,200
stump and pasture, Dry Hill 600
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Warren, Joseph, house, Neck road $300
house. Neck road 450
Wentworth, Geo. M., land, Hansonville 60
field, pasture and sprout 500
Watson, Chas. A., home farm. Neck road 1,100
sprout, Lee lot, Pickerings 50
factories, machinery, etc. 200
John E. F. & Arthur Hayes, store
and tenement, 31-33-35
and stable. South Main
street 5,000
Watson & Hayes, stock in trade 9,500
Geo. D., home farm. Neck road 2,070
field, back of Seavey's 370
John E. F., home farm,
Neck road 2,500
lot, Cross road 1,500
house. Chestnut street 2,300
house. Pine street 1,200
Danforth lot, Neck road 176
store and tenement.
North Main street 1,000
Welch, Wm. Gaspard, house, Sherman avenue 1,100
Whipple, Chas., estate, house. Maple street 1,500
John T., home place, Dover road 1,150
James E. , house, Dover road 750
Willey, Caroline M. , home place, Otisville 300
Neland place, Meaderboro road 10




barn, Main street 3,700
Ellis lot. Dry Hill 50
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Whitehouse Chas. S., estate, Witham lot, Dry Hill $ 80
Howard lot. Dry Hill 200
Christie lot,
Meaderboro road 100
lots, off Portland street 250
land, Charles street 2,500
lot, Blackwater road ; 76
E. H., sprout, Neck road 150
plains. Neck road 400
lot, on Seavey Hill 80
land. Neck road 100
Wallingford, D. W., Palmer place, Strafford road 400
house, 20 Jackson street 900
Woodman, Mrs. Nahum F., home place 700
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Avery, Solomon D., house, Ten Rod road $1,300
Allaire, Marceline, house, 28 Chestnut street 1,000
lot. Highland terrace 70
Andrews, Frank, lot. East side Chestnut street 200
Baker, Horace, house, 21 Maple street 950
Boulanger, Honora, house, 58 Lafayette street 1,100
house, 41 Lafayette street 1,700
Bennett, Stephen F. , house, 67 Washington street 750
Bell, William, house, 12-14 Chestnut street 1,200
house, 400
store and tenement,
22-25 River street 1,500
house and land, Washington street 500
Beaudoin, Aurelle, house, 56 Lafayette street 1,000
Berry, Henry L., house, 216 North Main street 1,100
Jonathan F. , house, Mill court 1, 100
Arthur F., estate, house, 18 Walnut street 1,100
Bergeron, Simeon, house and stable,
31 Lafayette street 1,800
bakery and tenement 2,500
stock in trade 200
Bilodeau, Alphonso, lot. Maple street 50
Mathew, house, 14 Lafayette street 1,500
John, & Co. , house and block,
2-4-6 River street 4,000
stock in trade 1,000
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Bilodeau, Hormisdas J. M., house, 10 River street, $1,200
Domicile, J. D. , lot, 41 Highland terrace 50
house, 52 Chestnut street 1,300
Daniel, estate, lot, Highland terrace 50
Sadie & Clara, stock in trade 600
Alcide, two lots. Highland terrace 100
Joseph, house, 13 Pine street 650
Bickford, Edwin R., house, 52 Dewey street 800
lots, Dewey and Park street 200
Geo. W., home farm, Four Rod road 2,000
Geo. A., house and land, 63 Walnut street 1,700
Jenkins field, Meaderboro road 200
Heath lot, near Farmington 10
Harry G. , farm. Ten Rod road 800
house, 31 Silver street 600
Billings, Geo. W. , house, 10 Washington street 600
Blair, Robert, estate, house, 42 Maple street 650
Boody, S. O. , estate, house and lot, 67 Maple street 700
Bisson, Charles, house, 34 Lafayette street 700
Cyrille, house, 23-25 Lafayette street 2,000
Andrew, house, 15 Lafayette street 750
Marie L., house and lot,
18-20 Lafayette street 1,500
house, 16 Lafayette street 1,000
Joseph, house, 46-48 Lafayette street 1,600
Boston, Frank H. , house, 44 Pine street 850
lot, Chestnut street 250
Boutin, Amanda, house, 24 Jackson street 350
Bondeau, Albert, house and lot. Ten Rod road 100
Burrill, Ed. L., house, 22 Jenness street 500
lot, Jenness street 76
Boivin, Felix, house, 7 Springfield court 1,100
land, Chestnut Hills road 500
factories, machinery, etc. 100
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Braudis, Walter, estate, house, 43 Pine street $ 800
Brock, Stephen, house, 223 North Main street 1,200
Burnham, EHzabeth M., house,
149 North Main street 2,400
house, 168 North Main street 1,800
house, 225 North Main street 500
field. Ten Rod road 700
Burrough, May, estate, land.
East side High street 200
Brown, Leon D., house, 46 Pine street 900
Brouillard, Stains, house, 81 Maple street 1,000
land, Washington street 200
Philmonen E., three houses,
22-24 rear Pine street 1,600
Brochu, Lander, house, 12 Springfield court 800
house, 16 Springfield court 1,100
lot, Springfield court 500
land and buildings, Four Rod road 200
Alfred A., house, 13 Moore's court 900
lot, 38-39 Highland terrace 120
Joseph, house, 33-35 River street 1,200
Canney, Ella M., house and lot, Jackson street 300
house, 20 Park street 300
Calif, Frank, home farm, Farmington road 850
Card, Sarah E., house, 10 School street 1,000
house, 21 Chestnut street 2,200
two lots. Pine street 400
Cold Spring Park, land and buildings 10,000
Connell, James, house, 66 Pine street 800
William W., house, 34 Maple street 1,200
Coram, Albert, house, 12 Lafayette street 1,100
Corimer, Joseph, Jr. , house, Howard street 550
lot. Oak street 50
Charles, Wilson O., house, 63 Pine street 600
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Charles, Leroy W. , house, 68 Pine street $ 650
Coran, Edward, house, 30 River street 1,200
farm, Milton road 600
Dame, Amasa, house, 14 Washington street 900
house, Jackson street 200
Quimby lot, Flagg road 70
John W., house, 28-30 Pine street 1,800
house, 26 Pine street 400
shop, leased land, Union street 200
J. Harry, house, 41 Pine street 1,000
Silas, H. , house, 16 Park street > 800
land. Chestnut Hills road 200
Edwin P., house, 10 Jackson street 900
Dallire, Amede, house, 18 Pine street 800
Davis, Thomas E., farm. Ten Rod road 2,200
field. Ten Rod road 500
Duquet, Adelard, house, 5 Moore's court 700
Demick, Edward, house, 15 Pine street 950
Duval, Dr. Ernest, house, 19-21 Lafayette street 1,600
house, 17 Bridge street and
lodging house 2,800
Demeritt, Hannah, house, 217 North Main street 1,600
Joseph L. , two houses,
10-12 Park street 1,000
River Side, Park street 1,200
house, 24 Chestnut street 800
two houses, 58-60 Pine street 700
Downing, John H. , home place, Farmington road 200
Dupret, Joseph, house, 22 Jackson street 750
Durgin, Thomas, estate, land, Milton road 200
Dunlap, Kilda, stock in trade 300
Elliott, James, house, 3 Highland street and i barn 800
land, Hussey road 200
Mrs. James, land, Hussey road 30
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Ellis, Ben, house, 16 Park street $ 50
Emery, James Y., farm, Farmington road 1,300
field and sprout land 300
Enaire, Moses, two lots. Highland terrace 60
Evans, John J., estate, land. Chestnut street 400
pasture, Hussey road 500
Clough lot, Meaderboro road 50
house, 69 Chestnut street 500
four lots 200
Jennie E., home farm, Strafford road 1,500
lots. Pine street near C. S. Park 400
English, Adolph, house, 49 Pine street 800
lot, Pine street 300
Fortier, Appolinare, estate, three houses,
38-40 Lafayette street 2,000
Peter, lots, 4-5-6 Highland terrace 140
Delvina, house, 255 North Main street 1,200
Foster, Augustus C, house,
1-3 River and Pine street 1,500
Felker, Samuel F., house, 7 River street 1,500
Faulkner Chas. A., stock in trade 2,200
Fogg, Wm. H. , house and lot, Cleveland street 700
lots, 35-36-37 Highland terrace 80
Folsom, Melvin H., house, 197 North Main street 800
land in rear of house 76
hot house, 199 Main street 300
Forgue, Napoleon, house, 17 River street 1,300
Francis, John, estate, house,
185 North Main street 1,800
Ferland, Frank, lot, land. Four Rod road 150
Foss, Newell B., farm, Ten Rod road 6,000
Garland, C. Irving, house, 65 Pine street 800
Geo. H., estate, house, 38 Chestnut street 850
Gilbert John, estate, i house, 42 Lafayette street 450
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Gray, Samuel V. , house, 26 Park street $ 400
Gagne, Theodore, house, 3 Springfield court 700
Joseph P. , house, 36 Lafayette street 900
lot, Moore court 200
Pierre R, block, 37-39-41 River street 2,80a
house, 9 River street 1,400
house, 44 River street 1,800
Albert, tenement block,
4-6 Lafayette street 2,300
Richard, house, 55 Lafayette street 1,000
house, 10 Lafayette street 1,600
house, 26 Lafayette street 1,500
Gingras, Cedulie, house, 63 Lafayette street 1,400
house, 61 Lafayette street 1,800
Bartholemew, house and lot,
3-5 Pine street 1,500'
Goulette, Edward & Co., stock in trade 1,000
Gelinas, Mrs. M. F., tenement, 22 Bridge street 2,600
Gaspard, 3 houses. Green street. Ward 1 1,800
Goodwin, Gertrude, estate, house and store,
North Main street and
tenement, Pine street 3,000
Lemuel E. skating rink. Bridge street 1,200
land, Main road 300
Ansel, estate, house, 76 Pine street 1,600
Carrie C. , house, 55 Pine street and lot,
Maple street 900
stock in trade 200
house, Highland street 1,000
Gregoire, Louis, estate, house, 40 Chestnut street 1,500
Georgie, stock in trade 1,000
Grenier, Phillis, house, 43 River street 1,000
Allice, house, 28 Lafayette street 1,400
Goodhue, Sarah E., house, 219 North Main street 1,200
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Giroux, Louis Ed. , lot, Yale street $ 40
Grondin, Amanda, i house. Mill court 350
Michael, house, 47 River street 1,400
Albert, lots, 50-51 Highland terrace 120
George, house, 16 Pine street 1,000
Hasty, Chas. F., store, bakery and stable 2,200
Hall, Adrian E. , house and lot. High street 800
Hersom and Thompson, house and land,
18 Maple street 1,500
Henderson, Frank D, , home farm,
Farmington road 1,400
William A., estate, home, land
and store, 183 Main street 1,500
Chas. H., house,
138 North Main street 1,500
house. North Main street 700
George M., house,
200 North Main street 1,500
Hartigan, Mrs. John, house, 11 Maple street 900
John L., store, Hanson street, leased land 50
Harriman, Chas. E. , house, 207 North Main street 600
Holt, Elizabeth, estate, house and land,
North Main street 200
Herbert, Archille, house, 61 Chestnut street 1,000
Hurd, Frank I., house, 67 Chestnut street 300
Home, John V. , house, off Dewey street 400
Frank, estate, house, 23 Maple street 1,000
house, 24-26 Maple street 1,300
Horace, estate, house, 28 River street 1,000
Chas. H., home farm, Ten Rod road 1,200
land. Ten Rod road 220
Julia, A., home farm, Farmington road 1,300
Wilbur E., house, 47 Chestnut street 1,500
Hodgdon, Fred W. , house, 14 Jenness street 400
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Hislop, H. Walter, lot, 58 Highland terrace $ lOQ
Hussey, Chas. P., estate, house,
130 North Main street 2,100
farm, Hussey road 1,200
Jay D. , house, 61 Washington street 200
Oliver W. , house, 15 Washington street 500
house, 15a, off Washington street 200
J. Wyman, house, 15a Washington street 400
Jacques, Peter, house, 69 Pine street 800
Archie R., house, "37 Chestnut street 800
Stemie, house, 27 Lafayette street 1,200
Mrs. Tholomene, house, 26 River street 1,500
Isidore, lots, 14-15-16 Prospect park 76
Johnson, Ellsworth, house,
65 Washington street 1,000
field and barn, Strafford road 600
pasture, Strafford road 600
Jettie, Joseph H., lot, Yale street, Highland terrace 40
Kimball, John S., house, 2 Walnut street 2,400
house, 13 Walnut street 600
Labrie, Aurelie T., house, 26 Chestnut street 1,400
Laplante, Joseph, two lots, 2-3 Maple street 100
LeClair, Frank, house, 20 Jenness street 400
Lafave, Adolph, lot of land. Four Rod road 70
Lambert, Alphonse, land, Meaderboro road 50
Walter T., i house, 22-24 Lafayette street 650
Loignon, Israel, house, 40 Maple street 700
house, Waldron avenue 700
Leblond, Louis, two lots,
48-55 Howard and Oak street 150
house, 70 Pine street 700
Laverdiere, John, stock in trade 300
Lessard, Perrie, house, 6 Moore's court 900
house, 8-10 Moore's court 800
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Lessard, Perrie, house, 12 Moore's court $ 400
Edward, land and buildings,
Four Rod road 300
Albert J. , lot, Cove court 100
Lacasse, John J., house, 14 Moore's court 600
house, 68 Lafayette street 1,300
lot, Lafayette street 200
Locke, Irving M. , lot, East side Chestnut street 600
Lamy, Victor, house, 63 Chestnut street 600
Lorendeau, George, house, 62 Lafayette street 700
Lachance, Joseph, house, 25 Pine street 800
Laundry, Joseph W., house, 47 Lafayette street 1,500
Afred J. , two houses,
11-13 Lafayette street 1,100
Larochelle, Thomas, 14 Springfield court 500
Ovide, house and lot, Chestnut street 1,000
Leavitte & Woodworth, 33 lots, Prospect park 250
Julia T., lots, 20-21 Washington street 80
Legro, David, estate, house,
148 North Main street 2,000
Leighton, William W., lot, Adams street, ward 6 100
lot in rear of buildings 80
Nellie P., house, 17 Pine street 1,000
Harry P., farm. Ten Rod road 3,400
Letourneau, Joseph, house, 45 Pine street 1,700
house, 50 Chestnut street 800
Pierre, two houses,
12-14 Maple street 1,300
Louis, house. Oak street 550
Littlefield, John, house 8 Jenness street 650
LeClair, John, lot. West side Chestnut street 300
house, 48 River street 1,500
Meader, Frank, home farm, Strafford road 1,500
Marshall, John, estate, house, 19 Highland street 600
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Marcotte, Isadora P., house, 51 River street $1,400
Bilodeau farm. Main road 600
stock in trade 1,300
Marcoux, Marjorique, h house, 44 Lafayette street 450
Martineau, Estras, house, 19 Maple street 950
Marquis, Alphonso A., house, 9 Moore's court 700
Manion, Michael, house, 58 Maple street 400
Mercier, Samuel, house, 34 Chestnut street 1,000
lots, 3-32 Prospect park 76
Wilfred, house; 78 Walnut street 900
McAllister, James, farm, Farmington road 600
pasture, Farmington road 400
McKay, Mary E. D., house, 11 Jackson street 1,000
Meserve, John H., farm. Ten Rod road 800
McLeod, John, house, 33 Washington street 650
land, part Robinson farm 40
land, Farmington road 100
McDuffee, Dana H., house and land,
Farmington road 1,100
EmmaS., house lot, 24 Walnut street 1,300
Herman A., two houses, 134-136
No. Main street 2,800
field, Ten Rod road 300
Mary J. estate, home place,
Farmington road 400
field and pasture 380
J. William, home place,
Farmington road 900
Legro place 200
land and growth 100
Greenfield lot, stump land 100
house, 700
1 Daniel S., house, 203 No. Main street 700
lot, back of greenhouse 100
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Moulton, Mrs. L. B., house and lot.
Chestnut street $ 1,500
Moynehan, Jerry D. , house, off Washington street 250
McNamarra, Thomas, house, 57 Maple street 1,000
house, 43 Congress street 2,400
house, 4-6 Chestnut street 1,700
Nedeau, Thomas, house, 42 Pine street 1,100
Nelson, Hannah, house, 45 Chestnut street 1,400
lot. Broad street 100
Norris, Joseph S., house, No. Main street 2,000
Nute, John F., house, 43 Chestnut street 1,400
Nutter, Haven T. , lot and shop,
258 No. Main street 300
Ellen S., home place, No. Main street 1,200
Orino, John, house, 56 Washington street 900
two lots, Chamberlain road 150
Obrion, Patrick J. , house, 10 Maple street 500
Olsen, Oscar, estate, house, 23 Pine street 600
Osgood, Frank, Junkins lot, Whitehall 20
Otis, Warren P., house, 19 High street 800
Page, Victor E., home farm, Farmington road 4,000
house, 184 No. Main street 1,800
house, 42-44 Portland street 1,700
land, near home farm 120
farm. Page road 3,800
farm, Page road 800
intervale 200
Roberts' pasture, Farmington road 500
house, 177 No. Main street 1,500
Mary J. , land, head No. Main street 300
Guy A., Snellfarm 1,100
John A., lots, 53-54 Prospect park 50
Pageot, Cyrille, house, 34 River street 1,000
Peterson, Oliver C, lot, 197 No. Main street 300
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Pare, Eugene, house, 18 Chestnut street $ 700
Para, Allinna, lot, 53 Highland terrace 100
Pauline, Peter, lot, 8 Maple street 50
Parker, Chas. S., lot, Eastern avenue 100
Pennell, Willis J., house, 10 Walnut street 1,500
factories, machinery, etc., 400
Piercy, Andrew, house, 7 Chestnut street 900
Perrault, Henry E., house, 29 Lafayette street 1,200
two lots, 12-13 Highland terrace 80
John S., lot. Prospect park 40
James, house, 69 Lafayette street 1,400
David, house and lot, 64 Pine street 700
Joseph A., house, 15 River street 1,000
Perro, Lontine, lot, 69 Lafayette street 200
Pinkham, Geo. P., home farm, Four Rod road 1,500
land, Ten Rod road 200
Clara J., home place, Meaderboro road 1,200
Poisson, Peter, house, 50 Lafayette street 1,000
house, 59 Lafayette street 1,400
land, new road to Dover 250
Narcessis, house, 29 Chestnut street 1,700
lot, North Main street 100
land and buildings.
Four Rod road 100
Dolphlies, two houses,
15-16-18 Moore's court 1,300
Ernest, lots, 10-10 Highland terrace 80
Pray, Edwin, farm. Ten Rod road 2,000
land, barn. Ten Rod road 400
Pecoilt, Ferdinand, house, 28 Jenness street 500
Reed, J. Frank, house, 82 Maple street 400
Mrs. J. Frank, house. Oak street 250
Richards, Joseph, lot, H. T. 31 Maple street 60
Benj. T.. house, 220 North Main street 1,500
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Ricker, Louis, house, 4 Oak street $ 500
East side. Flat Rock Bridge road 800
Lewis D., lot, 30 Maple street H. T. 30
William A. , house, 16 Jackson street 900
lot, Jackson street 100
Roberts, John P., home place, Farmington road 400
Benj., estate, land and timber,
Farmington road 1,200
William H., home farm, Farmington road 500
Herman C, home place, Farmington road 350
Fred H., farm. Ten Rod road 1,400
Robichurd, Fred, house, 5 Mill court 700
Rochester Country Club, land and buildings.
Walnut street 2,000
Rollins, Etta F., house, 51 Washington street 350
Roy, Lottie, stock in trade 1,000
Sanfacon, Felix, house, 10 Maple street 800
Honora, house, 32 Lafayette street 900
house, 30 Lafayette street 1,500
Sanborn, Geo. A., two houses, 32-34 Pine street 1,400
Lillian K. H., farm, Strafford road 1,800
Evans lot 400
Small, Frederic E., house, 8 Walnut street 2,900
. Watson place, Strafford road 200
Sterrett, Moses E., house, 19 Washington street 1,000
Standley, Abbie C, house, 156 North Main street 2,400
store and tenement.
Main street 2,600
house, 160 North Main street 2,200
St. Laurent, Joseph F. , house, 56 Maple street 500
lot, corner Highland and
Maple street 50
Stevens, Ida S. , house and land, 14 High street 900
Snow, Leslie P. , house and land,
189 North Main street 4,000
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Snow, Leslie, P. , lot, Dewey street $1 50
two houses, Leonard street 1,600
lot, Leonard street * 200
sprout, Blackwater road 50
T. E. Davis, house and store.
South Main street 8,000
Smith, Henry H., house, 15 High street 1,000
Sylvain, Theodore, lot of land. Four Rod road 150
Theophile, house and lot,
22 Washington street 700
Mrs. Frank, land and buildings.
Four Rod road 500
two lots. Prospect park 20
Springfield, Geo. H., home farm, Ten Rod road 6,400
stock in trade 2,250
blacksmith shop.
North Main street 800
house, 6-8 Maple street 1,300
house, 100-102 Charles street 1,600
wood and timber lot,
Hussey hill 500
Shaw, Cecil C, house, 11 Walnut street 1,800
stock in trade 1,000
land, Strafford road 300
pasture. North Main street 300
Gilbert F., house, 83 Walnut street 1,200
land, Strafford road 250
Teague, Chas. H. , house, 26 Jackson street 800
James, estate, house, Jackson street 500
Thompson, Mrs. JohnW., estate, house,
33 Pine street 900
Wilbur R., house. Maple street 900
Thibedeau, John, house, 50 River street 1,200
Trask, Chas. F. & Co., stock in trade 4,000
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Trask, Chas. F. &Co., factories, machinery, etc., $4,500
storehouse, Summer street 400
sprout, Farmington road 140
Bickford farm,
Ten Rod road 2,500
Turmelle, George, house, 17 Lafayette street 1,300
Thomas T., house, 19 River street 1,000
Tremaine, Thomas J. , i house, 6 Mill court 350
Thomas, lots, 28-29 Maple street 60
Turgeon, Thomas, i house, 22-24 Lafayette street 650
Joseph, house, 259 North Main street 700
Turcotte, John B., house, 14 Pine street 1,000
factories, machinery, etc., 100
lots, 14-15 Highland terrace 100
field, Strafford road 400
Tufts, David H. & Son, house, 55 Walnut street 800
stock in trade 100
factories, machinery, etc. 1,600
Mrs. Ruth, house and land, 59 Walnut street 300
Twombly, John F., home farm, Twombly road 2,400
Varney, Charles C, lot. High street 100
Vachon, Marie, house, 3 Chestnut street 1,500
house, la Chestnut street 1,800
Cyrille, house, 1 Mill court 750
lot of land. Four Rod road 150
Paul, house, 30 Maple street 800
Richard, house, 29 River street 1,800
Theodore, house, 60 Lafayette street 800
Warburton, Clara, two houses, Washington
and Jackson streets 700
house, Jackson street 400
house, 3 Hobart street 600
Walker, Henry C, house, 16 Walnut street 1,250
Walker and Stevens, two lots Prospect street 150
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Ward, Frank 0., house, 61 Pine street $ 800
Wentworth, M. H., house, Willey street 500
lot, No. Main street 100
Woodman, C. N., land. Walnut hill 400
Webster, Geo. H., house, 1 Chestnut street 1,100
land, Dewey street 200
Willey, James H., stock in trade 600
house and lot, 9 High street 550
seven lots, Willey and High streets 300
lot, Willey street 100
Wright, Wylie, house and lot, 15 High street 600
William, house, 9 Jackson streeet 800
Witham, John E., house, 17 Winter street 1,500
house, 51 Pine street 800
Willett, Joseph, house and lot. Oak street 650
Mamie M., lots, 31-57 Prospect park 50
Welch, Otis R. , nine lots. Maple and Pine streets 650
Young, John, house, 152 No. Main street 2,200
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Apple, Isaac, estate, house, 10 Union street $ 600
Babb, Frank H. estate, house, 47 Walnut street 1,200
Bell, Sophia A., house, 28 Autumn street 700
lots, Leonard street 600
Berry, John K., house, 77 Wakefield street 4,500
Sarah F., house, Allen street 600
Anderson Drew farm 200
lot, near Flat Rock bridge 100
Arianna C, house, 113 No. Main street 4,000
house, 117 No. Main street 1,000
house. Park street 700
Elliott farm, ward 3 800
George H., two houses, Allen street 1,600
Buelduc, John A., house, 45 Summer street 1,200
house, 49 Summer street 1,500
house, 45a Summer street 500
house, 47a Summer street 500
Heath lot, near R. R. 50
Mary H. , six lots Prospect street and
Chamberlain road 450
Bickford Chas. W., estate, three lots. Walnut hill 300
Francis H., house, 83 No. Main street 3,400
George F. estate,home place, Chestnut Hills 600
plains. Chestnut Hills road 30
Bilodeau, Thos., estate, store and tenements,
No. Main street 900
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Bilodeau, Thos. estate, land, Chestnut Hills road $100
fish market.
No. Main street 400
Blackmar, Mrs. Chas. E., house, Glenwood avenue 700
Bradford, John W., stock in trade 1,200
John, estate, two houses,
saloon and barn 2,100
house, 10 Factory court 1,000
house, 13 Union street 2,000
house, 9 Union street 1,500
land. Main road 150
Boston and Maine R. R.
,
house and lot, Gonic station 1,200
house and land, R.R. avenue 2,000
Hayes land, between R. R. 1,500
land, between R. R. and
Autumn street 750
land, Wakefield road 250
land, Chestnut Hills road 250
land, R. R. avenue 3,200
land, between Autumn street
and Soule's Foundry 2,000
land, Blackwater road 50
W. N. R. R., house. Knight street 2,000
lot, 21 Wentworth street 200
land, Cor. Winter and South
Main streets 200
Knight lot. Knight street 500
land, below Charles street 800
Bradley, Willliam G., house, 81 Wakefield street 4,200
house,85-87 Wakefield street 3,800
house, 89 Wakefield street 1,800
house, 44 Summer street 700
house, Summer street 900
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Bradley, William G., house, Congress street $2,200
lot, between R. R. 1,000
Boyce, Bessie M., house, 167 No. Main street 1,000
Brock, James W. , two houses,
31-31a Summer street 2,200
Campbell, Chas. W. estate, house, 153 No. Main
street and Island in
river 2,000
Champion, H. D., house, 39 Summer street 1,800
Cocheco Beef Co., stock in trade 1,000
Chase, Abbie McD., h McDuffee block 21,000
house, 45 Wakefield street 4,000
lot. Summer street 500
Clara J. , i house, 25 Union street 750
Chesley, Emma L. , store and tenement,
7 No. Main street 3,700
Hazel B., house, 151 No. Main street 800
Lewis A,, house, 36 Summer street 1,200
Chivers, Frank E., house, 34 Summer street 1,600
Chadbourne, Ray S., house, 41 Walnut street 1,100
Susan H., land. Walnut street 300
Mrs. Ray. stock in trade 400
Cochran, Jennie N., house, 35 Summer street 1,200
house, 42 Summer street 1,200
George E., house, Autumn street 1,800
lot, Charles street 200
Cocheco Bottling Works, stock in trade 300
factories, machinery, etc. 500
Connell, Martha, house, 190 No. Main street 700
Copp, Betsey, house, 14 Autumn street 1,700
Champlain, William H., Jellerson lot,
Glenwood avenue 500
stock in trade 1,000
factories, machinery, etc. 1,000
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F. W. Whitman & Co., lumber at Champlin's
mills, 22m 308
Curl R. Eaton, lumber at Champlin's mills 80m 1,120
Silverthorne & Co., lumber at Champlin's mills 60m 840
A. M. Williamson & Co., lumber at Champlin's
mills 12m 168
Robbins Lumber Co., lumber at Champlin's
mills 30m 420
J. R. Champlin, lumber at Champlin's mills 70m 980
Corson, Clara, house, 18 Autumn street 1,700
Crowney, John P., land, Strafford road 300
Mrs. John P., house,
103 Wakefield street 3,200
land. Eastern avenue 300
1-3 field back of R. R. 600
wood lot, Milton road 350
Clark, Amos J., house and barn, Cove court 1,600
Corrimer, William, house. Chestnut Hills road 300
land, Chestnut Hills road 100
Cross, Mrs. Zoe, house and blacksmith shop,
118 Wakefield street 1,000
Dame, Mrs. John, lots, 37-38-39-40-41-42-43
Prospect park 120
Charles L., house, 6 Kimball street 750
Dunlap, William J., estate, house and island,
North Main street 2,000
house, 105 North
Main street 1,700
Dickinson, H. Spencer, house, 9 North street 600
Dodge, Jonathan, estate, block. Central square 38,000
house, 11 Summer street 700
three houses,
9-13-15 Summer street 3,000
four lots. Chestnut street 560
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Dodge, Jonathan, estate, lot. Linden street $ 50
Estes, George T., lot, Prospect park 40
Evans, Lyman, estate, house,
192 North Main street 1,200
Emery, Justin A., house, 42 Charles street 1,400
Mrs. Justin A., Tuttle place. Main road 200
Fairbanks, C. H., stock in trade 2,500
Fernald, Mrs. Jane, estate, house,
82 Wakefield street 3,000
Foss, Fred B., house, 5-7 Pleasant street 2,800
farm, Meaderboro road 800
Etta B., house, Milton road, 500
Folsom, Mrs. C. W., house, 9 Walnut street 1,300
Harriett, house, 1 Walnut street 1,300
Fifield, Fenno W. & Co., stock in trade 100
factories, machinery, etc. 600
Fischer Bros. , factories, machinery, etc. 600
Emma, lot. Eastern avenue 150
Albert, estate, house, 99 No. Main street 1,500
Intervale and plains land, 300
Gagne, George, farm, Milton road 1,200
Garland, Mrs. Harriett, house, 10 Pleasant street 1,000
Gelinas, Louis E. A., house, 125 No. Main street 800
store and barn 700
stock in trade 100
Gerrish, Henry T. , land and barn, Milton road 500
Charles W., sprout land, Milton road 150
Annie, home farm. Chestnut Hills 2,300
Glidden, Enos A. , estate, house, 29 Walnut street 900
Goodwin, Wentworth, estate, house,
73 Wakefield street 1,800
land, Chestnut Hills road 50
Clara P., house, 17 Walnut street 1,500
Greenfield, John, house, 54-56 Wakefield street 6,000
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Greenfield, John, shop, Union street $ 200
land, Wakefield road 600
east side of R. R., 1,720
land, Flat Rock bridge 50
land, off Wakefield road 50
two lots, Upham street 200
land, Wakefield and Chestnut
Hills road 1,200
Parsons land, Wakefield road 200
Aroline B., house, 60 Wakefield street 3,800
Herbert E., house. Pleasant street 3,000
1-3 lot, near R. R. 100
Henry W., house, 11 Pleasant street 1,700
house, 13 Pleasant street 800
house, 15 Pleasant street 600
lot. Pleasant street 300
Howard lot 50
house, Allen street 700
land, Wakefield road 70
Grange Block Co., grange block and building.
Main street 12,000
Hartigan, Patrick, estate, house, 8 Factory court 1,500
Hanson, Horace C, lot, cor. Portland and
Chamberlain road 200
land, Portland street 150
Hanscam, John, house, 40 Wakefield street 3, 100
Hanscam & McDuffee, house, 79 Charles street 1,900
stock in trade 2,300
house, 53 River street 1,600
block, Hanson street 6,000
Howard, Charles W. , house and land.
Chestnut Hills road 300
lot. Chestnut Hills road 20
Clarence W. , house. Chestnut Hills road 500
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Hodgdon, Sarah E., estate, house,
69 Wakefield street $ 3,800
land, Wakefield street 400
land, Wakefield road 300
land, back Cold Spring park 400
Hoyt, Orrin A., house, 12 Summer street, 2,600
house, 10 Summer street 1,800
Howe, Sarah A., house, 16 Wakefield street 4,200
woodland, Wakefield road 300
land, So. Main street 600
Home, Mrs. Varanus, house, 107 No. Main 1,600
Hussey, Frank E., house, 173 No. Main street 2,600
field, Strafford road 250
pasture. Page lot 230
L. McD., estate, house,
28 Wakefield street 2,600
bottling establishment,
between R. R. 2,200
land. Chestnut street 700
lot, Washington street 200
Hurd, Sarah, house, Milton road 400
Charles, 'house, no land, Milton road 100
Mrs. Frank H. , house, 63 Summer street 500
George W., house, Milton road 600
Jackson, Abbie M., house, Jackson street 1,800
lots, Walnut and
Washington streets 900
Jellerson, Samuel, estate, house, 78 Wakefield street 2,700
pasture, Washington street 200
Jones, Martha, store, 27 No. Main street 3,800
house, 8 Summer street 4,300
Josselyn, Edward, house 16 Summer street 2,400
three houses. Maple street 2,000
house and lot, Waldron avenue 900
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Kingston, George, estate, house, Wakefield street $1,300
Kiesel Fire Brick Works, factories,
machinery, etc. 7,000
Kimball, W. K., three buildings and
land Hanson street 2,000
stock in trade 2,000
factories, machinery, etc. 1,700
two store houses, lot Summer street 800
store house, Winter street 200
house, 96 Wakefield street 2,300
house, 94 Wakefield street 2,600
Mrs. W. K., house, 98 Wakefield street 2,100
house, 84 Portland street 1,400
Kendall, Frank L., house. Congress street 900
Lessard, Peter G., house. Cove court and
Corson land, Hussey road 1,200
Levisque, Charles, house and stable,
19 Union street 1,000
Linscott, Emma D., house, 32 Wakefield street 7,000
Linscott, Tyler & Wilson, stock in trade 15,000
factories, machinery, etc. 15,000
Lothrop, Farnham Co., stock in trade 9,000
Langley, Geo. H., i house, 20-21 Upham street 800
factories, machinery, etc., 600
Langley & Dudley, stock in trade ISO
Delia A., house. Chestnut Hills road 400
Delia A, and George J. Pike, land,






Lucas, Gracie M., house, Glenwood avenue 900
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March, Iva M., house, 165 No. Main street $1,200
Morton, Sumner B. , house, 194 No. Main street 800
stock in trade 300
Mathes, Eben J., estate, house, 37
Wakefield street 1,800
house, 41 Wakefield street 3,000
house, 3 Summer street 1,400
George F., house, 24 Wakefield street 2,800
Mason, Albert F., house, 117 Wakefield street 2,000
house, 3 Glenwood avenue 900
Mahoney, Ellen, house and lot, 21 King street 900
Ellen & Co., Hartigan block.
No. Main street 12,000
Maguire, Frank B., house, 54 Summer street 2,000
McDuffee, Geo. T., house, 44 Wakefield street 3,000
land, No. Main street 400
farm, Ten Rod road 1,200
h house, 25 Union street 750
Nancy M., house, 101 No. Main street 2,400
Seth F. , estate, land and barn,
Ten Rod road 1,000
i house and barn, cor.
Union and Main streetsl,000
house, 4-6 Union street 1,300
Nellie F., house, 11 Wakefield street 5,200
house. Autumn street 1,500
h house, 15 Wakefield street
and 4 tenement, Sturtevant
court 3,000
house, 6 Autumn street 1,900
house, 13 Walnut street 1,000
4 Ela pasture, Lowell street 900
i house. Pleasant street 1,000
building, 10 Congress street
and house. Arrow street 2,800
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McDuffee, George, h house, 19 Wakefield street and
i block, Sturtevant court $3,000
i house. Pleasant street 1,000
h Ela pasture, Lowell street 900
farm, Jenness road, ward 3 1,600
land and barn, R. R. avenue 1,200
pasture, Dover road 500
4 McDuffee block 21,000
Mclntire, John, intervale, near Broad street 300
two lots, off Charles street 200
Parsons intervale. Broad street 500
building, Wentworth street 1,200
house, 23 Winter street 700
house, Wentworth street 800
Morrill, J. Albert, two ice houses and
land off North Main street 850
land, Dev/ey street 200
land, point 150
ice house and land,
Wakefield street 500
stock in trade 1, 100
Bertha, house, 18 Summer street 3,500
land, Bradley street 100
Moore Brothers, land and ice house, Hussey road 1,500
house, Hussey road 400
ice house and land. Cove court 400
stock in trade 1,040
coal shed. Silver street 1,200
land from Haskell field 100
Morrison, Lena, house, 19 Summer street 2,400
Metcalf, Sarah, house, 121 North Main street 2,700
Michael, Joseph, stock in trade 800
Morin, Mrs. T. J., house, 11 Summer street 2,200
Nute, Joseph H., house, 11 Eastern avenue 1,800
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Nute, Joseph H., stock in trade $ 300
New Eng. Cotton Yarn Co., stock in trade 18,000
factories, machinery,
etc., 7,000
Otis, Emma J., 1-3 field back of R. R. 900
pasture, Wakefield road 250
house, 13 Eastern avenue 1,800
Parsons, Chas. W., estate, house,
18 Wakefield street 2,700
Nancy G., estate, house,
161 North Main street 2,000
Daniel J., estate, land. Ten Rod road 500
Pearl, Geo. W., estate, house, 42 Summer street 1,700
Philbrick, John D., house, Pleasant street 1,300
Philbrook, E. Will, stock in trade 1,000
Plummer, Fred E., home farm, Chestnut Hills 2,000
Milton H., house, Pleasant street 1,500
store and office,
Hanson street 1,200
stock in trade 500
Lilla B., Pike farm, Whitehall road 650
Pease, Edgar T., house, 7 Kimball street 1,600
land, old road to E. R. 300
land, old road to E. R. 60
Palmer, Harry C, house. Chestnut Hills road 600
lot, Chestnut Hills road 100
Perrault, Peter, house and saloon,
16 Factory court 1,400
Rankins, Wm. G., house, Academy street 1,300
house, 22-28 Academy street 2,200
Rochester Carpet Store, stock in trade 3, 500
Rcohester Auction & Commission House,
stock in trade 1,000
Rochester Printing Co. , stock in trade 100
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Rochester Printing Co., factories, machinery, etc. $400
Ramsey, O. W. , two stores and tenement,
North Main street 6,000
house, Park street 200
Reed, Robert, house and lot. Summer street 1,200
Roberts, Mrs. Bertha E. , house and shop.
Union street 1,800
Harry A. , house, 25 Walnut street 900
Rogers, Geo. H. , house, 33 off Summer street 800
Roberts, Dana S. , house, Wakefield street 800
house, 23 Winter street 800
Salinger, Isadore, house, 86 Wakefield street 4, 500
block, central square 15,500
stock in trade 10,000
Ida, store and tenement and stable,
no land, Hanson street 1,000
Sherburne, Walter A., house, Eastern avenue 3,200
land. Eastern avenue 400
Sleeper, Sarah E., house, 15 Orchard street 1,500
house, Pleasant street 800
stock in trade 200
Safford, Percival H., stock in trade 2,400
Studley, Ira G., house, Eastern avenue 5,400
Smith, Frank, home place. Chestnut Hills road 1,000
land. Chestnut Hills road 140
land. Chestnut Hills road 150
Lewis J. , estate, two houses and land,
103 Wakefield street, 1,000
Milton H., lot, 31 Pine street 200
Charles, la Chestnut Hills road 10
Springfield, John P., house and land.
Eastern avenue 9,600
lot, Eastern avenue 400
Standley, Walter S., house, 36 Wakefield street 2,800
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Stillings, Albert D., house, 52 Signal street $ 700
house, 54 Signal street 700
house, 55 Signal street 700
stable and land 800
Strafford County Imp. Peat Co. , land,
east side Eastern R. R. 400
Shapleigh, Samuel E., house, 64-66 Summer street 2,600
Swain, Ansel P., house, 43 Walnut street 800
Tibbetts, Charles, home farm. Chestnut Hills road 700
Mary, Robert Wentworth farm 300
Therren, Nobert, estate, house, 15 Union street 900
i house, 18 Union street 500
i house, 17 Union street 600
Naisessia, i house, 18 Union street 500
lots, 1-2-20-21-22 Prospect park 100
Torr, John F., estate, home farm, Chestnut Hills ^5,000
both sides Wakefield road 600
Charles C, house, Wakefield road 2,500
George H., house, Wakefield street 2,500
The Cloverdale Co. , stock in trade 546
Tufts, Mrs. Dora F., home farm. Chestnut Hills road 800
Tuttle, Mrs. Stephen A., estate, house,
204 No. Main street 500
Truwel, Mrs. Louis, farm, Wakefield road 900
Ward, Mary E., house, 3 Pleasant street 1,500
barn and land. Orchard street 600
land, buildings, boiler and engine 6,000
land, Wakefield road 100
Watson, Mary E., house, 109 No. Main street 1,000
Eugene A., house, 41 Summer street 2,200
Meserve lot, with growth 1,200
stump, Salmon Falls road 200
Mrs. Eugene, house, 43 Summer street 1,600
house, 43a Summer street 1,000
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Watson & Allen, Libby lot, Whitehall $ 50
Wentworth, Charles W., house, 21 Walnut street 1,400
field, Estes road 250
Lillian J, , house, 8 Glenwod avenue 900
Thomas D., estate, house,
163 No. Main street 1,600
Willand, Mrs. Chas. W., estate, home farm,
Chestnut Hills 2,000
Wentworth, Ezekiel, estate, house,
. 7 Summer street 2,800
Cocheco block. No. Main
street and buildings in rear 25,000
John F., Ezekiel & Co., Elm block.
No. Main street 10,000
farm. Ten Rod road 1,100
Ezekiel & Co., and Laura B. Richards,
Wentworth block.
Central square 12,000
Perrie lot. Barker court 200
Whitehouse, Mary A. , house and land,
Wakefield street 7,500
John, estate, house and land,
171 No. Main street 2,400
small growth,
Wakefield road 150
Josephine A., house, 16 Union street 1,000
Whitney, Frank E., house, 119 No. Main street 2,200
house, Cove court 1,100
lot. Cove court 200
Wilkinson, Albert F., estate, house,
123 No. Main street 900
Isaiah N., estate, house,
48 Wakefield street 2,500
land, Wakefield road 1,600
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Wilkinson, Charles W., estate, house,
8 Kimball street $ 900
Worcester, Horace L., house, 64 Wakefield street 4,200
Willey, Geo. W., estate, house,
210 North Main street 1,600
four lots, Willey street 150
Willoughby, Myron L., house, 11 off Allen street 800
Wing, Frank L., house, 51 Summer street 1,500
Young, Joseph, estate, house, 23 Union street 1,200
Mrs. Russell T., house,
95 North Main street 2,200
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Abbott, John J., house and lot, 15 Myrtle street $2,600
house, 18-20 Woodman street 2,000
house, 21-23 Woodman street 2,400
Ernest G. , house, 10 Silver street 1,500
Agalos, James, stock in trade 100
Bailey, Mrs. Patrick, house, 14 Granite street 900
Ball, Anne, house, 80 South Main street 2,200
Barker, Mrs. Chas. S., block. South Main street 19,500
Bergeron & Hill, stock in trade 100
Beaudoin, Peter, house, 71 Congress street 600
Bean, Mrs. Ellen F. , part Eliza Roberts estate 350
Boles, Gilbert E., house, 15 Lincoln street 2,000
Berry, Geo. F., house and land, 8 Adams avenue 1,000
two lots. Prospect street 150
lot, Haskell's field 50
Frank H. , lot Prospect street 76
Fred P. , house. School and Winter streets 900
Charles F., house, 36 Charles street 2,500
Berry & Shorey, stock in trade 8,000
Fannie S., Adams lot. Winter street 1,200
soap house, barn and land 1,000
house, cor. School and
Winter streets 900
Bickford, Mrs. John F., house, 34 Leonard street 1,400
Blaisdell, Jon'a W., house, 24 Leonard street 2,000
field. Ten Rod road 300
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Blazo, Charles, Dr., house, 22 Portland street $2,900
stable. Congress street 800
Boody, H. P., lot, Chamberlain road 76
Braun, Louis, house, 18 Winter street 1,600
Brierly, James E. , house. Silver street 850
two lots, Morton avenue 300
Ella, house, Harrison avenue 800
Bingham, Mrs. George, house, 35-37 Charles street 1,800
Brock, John, F., estate, house, 19 Myrtle street 1,600
L. Helen, house, 5 Silver street 1,600
Harry L, stock in trade 1,800
William W., house, 30 Leonard street 1,800
Blair, Robert Jr., lot, Sheridan avenue 300
Buzzell, William T., house, 23 Leonard street 800
Browning, Vianna S. , lot, 57 Highland terrace 100
Burnham, R. DeWitt, house, 12 Academy street 2,400
City Hotel and stable 12,000
stock in trade 4,000
Arthur E. , house and lot,
54 Prospect street 1,300
Building & Loan Association, building and lot,
Charles street 1,600
Bradley, Alice P., house, 19 Portland
and Heaton streets 3,000
house, 27 Silver street 700
Charles W., house, 63 Portland street 3000
two double,
68-78 Portland street 2,800
one double, Coxeter square 1,400
four houses, Coxeter square 3,600
house, 23-25 Academy street 2,000
house, 22 Silver street 700
house, 70 Winter street 600
house, Heaton street 500
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Bradley, Charles W. , land, Hussey road $300
land, Main road 150
house, Heaton street 1,200
house, 24-26 Silver and
Winter streets 1,700
ice house and land,
off Dewey street 200
house, Sheridan avenue 600
house, Sheridan avenue 900
house," Scott street 900
land. Chestnut Hills 150
land, Hussey road 450
lot, Haskell field 200
house, 87 Winter street 800
house, 89 Winter street 900
house, 93 Winter street 900
house, 95 Winter street 900
house, 97 Winter street 800
house, cor. Adams and
Winter streets 700
house, opposite
C. E. S. Laurence 700
hot house, 700
house, opposite Woodes, 700
Calif, Mrs. Eva A., house and lot, McKinley street 900
Carll, Walter H., house, 16 Academy street 3,000
garage. South Main street 300
land. Main street 250
Clough, Moses, two lots, Crockett field 120
Clow, Joshua H., house, 9-11 Douglass court 1,300
house, 5 Douglass court 1,500
house, 6 Douglass court 600
house, 8 Douglass court 600





lot, Douglass court $ 600
building, Wallace street 800
Clark, Sarah E. , house and two lots,
Chamberlain road 400
one lot. Chamberlain road 76
Chas. E., house, 5 Central avenue 1,400
house, 19 Harrison avenue 2,000
two houses, Central and
R. R. avenue 3,200
house, 88 North Main street 1,200
house, 112-114 North Main street 800
house, 116-118 North Main street 800
house, 120-122 North Main street 800
house, 3-5 Bridge street 800
block. North Main street 2,500
houses, 4-6-8 brick row 2,000
houses, 96-98 North Main
and house in rear 2,000
factories, machinery, etc. 7,600
Colman, Chas. D., Hotel Rochester and store 10,000
block and i house.
North Main street 2,300
house, Wakefield road 300
house, Wakefield road 200
Foss place, Flagg road 150
lot, Chamberlain road 50
Cooper, Leroy G., house, 6 Silver street 2,500
house, 21 Silver street 700
Copeland, Clarence S., house, 84 Portland street 2,000
Colby, Mary E. , house, Lowell street 400
Corson, Mrs. Ezra T., house, 11 Academy street 3,000
Myra, house, 92 South Main street 2,000
Cook, Chas. M., house, 30-32 Park street 500
Chesley, Guy E., house, 30 Charles street 3,200
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Cullen, Mrs. Ann, house, 4 Ela court $ 800
Chalmers, David, house, Portland street 1,000
plain, Wakefield road 100
green house 400
Ernest D., house, Portland street 1,000
green house 100
Gushing, Isaiah, house, 10 Portland street 3,800
stock in trade 1, 100
Chamberlain, Sarah, house, 71 Portland street 2,000
John R., house, 41-43 Leonard street 1,700
Cassidy & Co., bottling house near depot 900
house, 1 Leonard street 900
stock in trade 100
factories, machinery, etc. 100
Patrick, house, 40 Leonard street 2,200
lot, Leonard street 250
Patrick & Son, stock in trade 2,000
Courier Pub. Co., stock in trade 500
factories, machinery, 'etc. 800
Carr, Francis, estate, house, off 14 Winter street 1,000
house, 46-48 Winter street 1,400
tenement, 8 Front street 600
tenement, 10 Front street 600
tenement, 16 Front street 800
Heath lot, Wakefield road 200
lot, Hancock street 400
brick yard lot, Hancock street 100
Conners, Mrs. Stephen S. , house,
rear of City Hotel 2,000
Davis, Charles A., house, 9 Myrtle street 2,000
stock in trade 1,500
factories, machinery, etc., 200
Charles B., house, 3-5 Leonard street 1,800
Davidson, Joseph L., house, 5 Morton avenue 700
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Dennett, Ira B. , house, 7 Harrison avenue $ 750
Abbie H., house and land,
77 South Main street 3,000
Durgin, Alex H., house and lot, 11 Silver street 2,000
Dyer, Marie E., house, 8 Spring street 1,000
Dean, G. E., Gushing mills, R. R. avenue 1,600
shop and stable, R. R, avenue 350
stock in trade 1,800
factories, machinery, etc. 1,500
Downing, Mrs. Annie J. , house, 14 School street 700
Dudley, Amy F., house, 27 Knight street 2,100
lot. Knight street 400
Daggett, James A., house, 5 Ricker avenue 400
Drew, Ella J., house, 25 Myrtle street 1,800
house, Granite street 1,200
Dow, Irving E., stump, Wakefield road 100
Henry K. , house, 26 Lowell street 450
Direct Importing Co. , stock in trade 500
Edgerly, James H. , estate, house and shop,
86-88 Main street 3,700
part of barn and shop 200
stock in trade 400
Ela, Wendell P., house. Congress street 600
land. Congress street 600
Ellis, Fred, house, 11 Chamberlain road 550
Charles Ed. , house, 25 Prospect street 700
Estes, Freeman, house, 7 Silver street 1,200
house, 9 Silver street 2,000
Evans, Henry, house, 94 Portland street 1,700
land back of residence and
storehouse 800
land, Portland street 300





Evans, Henry, house, Prospect street $ 60Q
old house, new house and store-
house and land, 103-107
South Main street 3,500
house and lot, Portland street 200
house, McKinley street 700
lot. Pearl street ' 76
lot. Prospect street 76
two houses, Knight court 1, 100
Evans Furniture Co., stock in trade 2,200
William W., house, Leonard street 1,400
Henry & Co., stock in trade 3,600
Fernald, Elmer & Abbie R. , house,
22 Heaton street 800
Brackett M., house, 52 Prospect street 1,600
Mrs. Margaret M., lots, Prospect street 300
Byron W., house, 60 Prospect street 1,000
four lots. Prospect street 300
lot, Chamberlain road 100
lot, old road 76
stock in trade 1,200
lot, Bradley's 76
shop on leased land and Felker
building, Front street 600
Feineman Bros., stock in trade, clothing store 15,000
stock in trade, shoe store 4,000
H. E., M. A., S. H., I. C, E. B., and S. N.,
house, Myrtle street 2,800
Foley, Edward, lot, 73 Portland street 400
house, 73 Portland street 700
Foss, Mrs. Mollie C. , photo building,
15 Portland street 200
stock in trade 400
Charles H., house, 99 Portland street 900
farm. Main road 2,000
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Foss, Osceola R, house, 118 Portland street $ 1,200
two lots, Prospect street 150
Eugene C, house, 33 Leonard street 1,800
Roy T., stock in trade 600
Furber, Leslie A., house, 4 Portland street 1,900
Mrs. Laura A., house,
56-58 Winter street 1,600
Etta D. , estate, house and storehouse,
1 Portland 1,800
house, Front street 800
Furbush, Eli, store, leased land, Portland street 500
lot, cor. School and Portland streets 600
three lots. Chamberlain road 224
stock in trade 600
Geo. Ed., house, 86 Portland street 1,800
Frye, Clara J., house, 37-39 Portland street 1,300
Gerrish, Daniel W., store and tenement,
Portland street 1,600
house, 77 Portland street 1,800
house and land,
7 Gerrish court 1,000
Mrs. Myra, land, Wakefield road 100
Gilman, Louis L., Dr., lots,
76-78 South Main street 2,500
Mrs. Celestia E., house, 72 Winter street 1,200
house, 72a Winter street 600
Grant, Herbert L. , house, 2 Pearl street 800
lot. Prospect street 40
Orin B., house, 53 Prospect street 800
John R., stock in trade 500
house, 101 Portland street 1,100
house, 41 Portland street 700
store and tenement, Hanson street 1,200
Gray, Fred S., house, 9 Granite street 900
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Gray, Fred S., stock in trade $1,800
Griffin, Martin, house, 12 Granite street 800
Greenfield, Delia, house. Spruce street 600
house. Orchard street 800
house, 20 Logan street 800
house, 8 Pearl street 400
house, 62 Portland street 600
house, 1749 Wentworth street 1,800
store, leased land, Hanson street 1,000
George E., stock in trade 1,500
factories, machinery, etc. 400
two houses, 13 Pine street 1,600
house, Wakefield street 5,000
coal shed, barn and land.
Spruce street 2,000
coal shed near R. R. 100
Grover, B. Frank, estate, house, 60 Winter street 1,200
Mary J. , lot. Chamberlain road 100
Guertin, Rev. Geo. A., house, near church 1,500
school house and lot 500
Garnett, Edgar L. and Stephen, house,
53 Portland street 1,300
Hale, Harry, estate, land and buildings.
Main street 23,000
i B. Page lot 200
intervale and growth 1,800
Hall, John W., house. Prospect street 1,300
Hammond, Martha S., house, two lots,
Prospect street 900
Hanson, Lewis, estate, house, two stores.
Central square 7,000
Lizzie M., house, 18 Front street 600
Dominicus, estate, building and lot,
! Wakefield street, Hanson and
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Autumn streets and running
back by these streets;i20 ft. 20,000
Hanson, Dominicus, balance of the lot and
building between Hanson and
Autumn streets 8,000
store, cor. Hanson and Central
square 6,000
old P. O. and photograph buildings
and land in rear 6,000
drug store. Central square 8,000
land from photo building to
land of Masonic Temple 4,000
land from Masonic Temple to
land belonging to C. A. C.
Hanson known as Brunswick
Hotel and fruit store and
buildings thereon 3,500
Pearl shop, off Hanson street 100
house and land. Cove court 700
house, Harrison avenue 400
land and growth, Wakefield road 7,000
C. A. C, band building, no land,
Hanson street 1,300
Hammett lot, Wakefield road 30
Roberts lot and Watson lot. Little
Falls Bridge road 150
farm. Chestnut Hills road 1,300
Brunswick blk. , Hanson street 4,000
land back of John Smith's 100
Hartigan, Patrick H., house, 10 Glen street 1,900
house, 4-6 Factory court 1,000
house, 21 Bridge street 1,600
three houses,
36-38-40 Bridge street 3,700
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Hayes, Albert W., house, 28 Academy street $3,900
block, Central square 18,000
old store. Central square 4,500
store. Main street 3,500
tenement, 20-22 Academy street 2,000
H. T. & Co., stock in trade 3,000
Henry T., house, 12 Glen street 1,300
George E., hotel, 23 Portland street 9,000
stock in trade 300
Hawkins, Everett, two lots, Prospect street 200
Horr, Martha P., house, and lot,
17 Academy street 2,000
Hersom, Addie B., house and two lots,
Chamberlain road 1,200
William P., house, 124 Portland street 1,300
land, Barrington road 400
Home, Geo. E., house, 11 Glen street 2,200
H. G., C. D., F. J., house,
16-18 Leonard street 2,000
H. G., F. J., house, 44-46 Leonard street 1,500
Byron H., house, Sheridan avenue 1,400
Howard, Harry P., house, 13 Myrtle street 2,800
house, 17-19 Woodman street 2,400
house. Granite street 1,600
house, 65 Congress street 2,800
Hooper, John W., house, 9 Morton avenue 650
Hawkes, Ezra M., house, 12 Silver street 1,500
stock in trade 200
factories, machinery, etc., 200
40 ft. shed near R. R. 200
30 ft. shed near R. R. 50
Hubbard, John M., stock in trade 1,800
Huntress, Frank, house, 143 Portland street 700
Matilda, lot, Prospect street 76
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Huntress, Matilda, land, off Eastern avenue $130
land, i Willard Corson estate 30
Hurd, Seth T. , estate, house and shop,
66 Congress street 1, 100
Joanna, estate, house and lot,
72 Congress street 1,700
James C, house, 7 Glen street 2,000
stock in trade 300
Hussey, Silas, house and store Portland
street and 54 South Main street 3,500
house, Sheridan avenue 600
house, Granite street 800
land, Whitehall 100
Carrie H., i house, 73 South Main street 3,000
i house in rear 400
Hutchins, Eugene L. , house, Portland street 600
Jacobs, John C, house and land E. R. road 1,000
land, part E. Jacobs' lot 500
land, Salmon Falls road 100
Stephen S., house, Portland street 900
two lots. Prospect street 150
Jenness, Charles G., house, 22 Charles street 1,300
Jordan, Hollis, estate, house,
59 South Main street 4,000
Joy, Roland E., house, 14 Front street 600
Armantha, house, 64 Portland street 2,500
house, 64b Portland street 700
house, 30 Silver street 600
Junkins, Elmer V. , house. Prospect street 700
Kay, James A., house, 40 Congress street 1,600
Keating, Patrick, house, 25 Portland street 2,000
house and land, Harrison avenue 600
Kelley, Simon, house, 147 Portland street 850





Kelley, Henry M. , land, Hussey road $100
Kendall, Charles H., house and lot.
Chamberlain road 1,200
Kier, John B. , estate, house, 12 Front street 600
house, 53 Pine street 600
lot. Maple and Jackson street 100
Keggon, Lula, saloon and lot, Portland street 2,500
house, 90 Portland street and
house in rear 2,200
Knox, Mrs. Francis W., house, 13 Heaton street 1,600
Kimball, Henry, estate, house, 14 Autumn street 2,000
part Meserve farm,Main road 1,000
N. Thurston, i house and lot,
87 South Main street 1,750
Mrs. Emily, i house and lot,
87 South Main street 1,750
Kramer & Schmidt, stock in trade 200
Lane, Thomas W., house and lot, 105 Winter street 600
Lary, John E., house, 45 Leonard street 700
Patrick C. , house 14 Winter street 800
Ladd, Paul, and Leader, John, stock in trade 300
Libby, Frank H., house, 7 Silver street 1,600
Eben H., house, 80 Portland street 1,600
Cora M., house, 10 Heaton street 700
Lougee, William L, office. Autumn street 100
Lightbody Drug Co., stock in trade 2,600
Lowe, Chas. W. & Son, h Wrisley stable 2,000
John, lot, Logan street 76
Robert, estate, house, 44 Congress street 1,200
Loud, John S., house, 63 Charles street 2,800
stock in trade 2,000
lot, Sheridan avenue 300
land, Portland street 150
two lots, off Charles street 120
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Lovejoy, Sarah, house, 24 Charles street $1,900
Lunt, Fred'k. H., estate, house,
15 Academy street 2,000
Ludden, Michael, lot, off Hancock street 30
lot, off Hancock street 50
Marston, Mrs. Geo. W., house, 19 Academy street 2,000
Mahoney, Dennis, house, 69 Congress street 1,500
Rev. Joseph, lot. Charles street 300
Marsh, William S., two houses, Harrison avenue 1,500
lot, Portland street 350
McDuffee, Willis, house, 10 Charles street 2,500
Mary F., house, 7-9 Liberty street 1,500
house, and lot,
12 Charles street 2,500
McGrath, Fred'k, garage, Portland street 2,500
McNeal, Edward, house, 14 Osborne street 600
Masury, Charles F. , house, 82 Winter street 800
Morrill, John G., house, 34 Charles street 2,400
house, 53 Charles street 2,200
house, 59 Charles street 2,800
stable in rear block 100
storehouse 300
Jedediah, estate, house, 32 Portland street 2, 700
house. School street 1,000
. two houses and lot off
School street 1,000
land, Eastern avenue 800
farm. Chamberlain road 2,000
field, Portland street 300
Lucy A. , house, Morrill court 600
house, Portland street 1,800
Murkessini, Lambros, stock in trade 300
Morrison, Walter N. , stock in trade 200
factories, machinery, etc., 800
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Motolinia I. 0. O. F., block, So. Main street $4,500
Nason, A. U., house, 2 Academy street 1,600
house, 4-6 Academy street 1,600
Wm. H, S. , house and bakery,
21 Prospect street 800
lot. Prospect street 76
house, 20 King street 1,000
Nangle, John, 12 Winter street 800
Norway Plains Savings Bank, bank building.
Central square 10,000
Nutter, George S., home farm, Leonard street 8,000
meadow. Eastern avenue 150
John H., house, 63 Charles street 2,200
Jacob, house, Portland street 600
Nathan, estate, house, 55 So. Main street 3,200
house, Congress street 1,500
farm, Chestnut Hills road 500
Orr, Kate E., house, cor. Congress
and Myrtle streets 2,600
Osgood, Arthur J. , estate, house,
3-5 Charles street 2,200
Thomas W., stock in trade 1,000
Amelia B., house, 34 Charles street 2,500
O'Donnell, John, i Wrisley stable 2,000
Otis, Levi, house, 19 Sheridan avenue, 900
Orino, Bartholomew, house, off Portland street 1,500
John & Co. , stock in trade 600
Palmer, Geo. C, house, 28 Charles street 1,900
Fred R., house, 20 McKinley street 500
house, 18 McKinley street and lot
Hobart street 700
Bessie, house, 17 McKinley street 700
Mrs. Ellen, stock in trade 1,200
Geo. Chester, house and lot. Winter street 600
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Peavey, Sarah C, house, 9 Liberty street $1,500
Parsons, Ford B., house. Granite steet 900
Parshley, Ellen F., two houses, Charles
and Knight streets 3,600
lot, Charles street 800
Patterson, Harry W. , house, 74 Winter street 800
two lots, 28-29 Prospect park 80
lot, Winter street 100
Perkins, Ruel M., house, 19 Heaton street 1,100
Elizabeth W., house, 97 So. Main street 2,000
Pearl, Charles, house, 56 Portland street 700
Pickering, Leander P., house,
7 Sheridan avenue 1,300
house, 35 Pine street 1,300
lot, Sheridan avenue 300
land, Lowell street 70
8 lots, Adams and Franklin 350
sprout land, Lachance place 300
Pelletier, Joseph, house, Hoyt's court 400
Piercy, Isaac D., laundry building.
So. Main street 4,500
land, Washington street 200
land, Chestnut Hills road 100
Pierson, Mark R., two lots,
56-57 Chamberlain road 150
two lots, 22-23 Portland street 200
Plumer, Benj. W., house, 17 Harrison avenue 400
Philpot, Minnie E. , lot, 1 Leonard street 200
Phelps, Jerome, house, 17 Knight street 1,800
Quinlan, John F., Halpin farm, Main road 1,000
Pearl farm, Main road 450
Ann L., house,
55-57 Charles street 1,900
Randall, Jeremiah, house and lot, 6 School street 700
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Randall, George. G., house, 14 Silver street $1,200
stock in trade 200
Record Press, stock in trade 150
factories, machinery, etc., 600
Reed Holmes, estate, house, 9 Glen street 1,000
Richardson, Arthur W., estate, house,
2 Portland^street 1,600
Riley & Tuttle, stock in trade 1,000
Richards, Geo. 0., house, 15 Leonard street 1,500
Ricker, C. Kirk, house, 19. Leonard street 1, 100
Charles E., house, 9 Portland street 4,000
house, in rear 400
house, Heaton street 1,600
house, 28 Silver street 800
house. Winter street 800
house, King street 900
house, Court street 900
house, Court street 900
house, King street 900
two houses, Logan street 1,400
two houses, Logan street 800
two houses. Spruce street 800
two lots, Haskell field 150
field, Portland street 350
Rogers, Ann, estate, field, Portland street 100
house and land,
117 Portland street 1,600
John, field, Portland street 100
Rollins, Lottie, house, 32 Chamberlain road 600
Truman R., house, 12 Morton avenue, 300
Rochester Hotel, stock in trade 300
Rochester Provision & Fruit Co. , stock in trade 750
Rochester Lumber Co., land and buildings 6,000
stock in trade 4,000
factories, machinery, etc., 2,000
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Rochester Woolen Co., house, Congress street $1,500
factories, machinery, etc. 20,000
store and tenement.
Main street 2,000
Building association. Masonic Temple 15,000
Roberts, Thomas, house, 154 Portland street 1,100
Harry H., stock in trade 2,000
Root, Stephen, estate, house and land,
Leonard street 1,800
Richards, Joseph, stock in trade 800
Rumazza, Frank, stock in trade 700
Peter John, stock in trade 600
house, 117 Portland street 1,600
lot. Chamberlain road 100
lot, Portland street 200
addition to store 10
Kellog lot, Portland street 400
Charles, three lots. Prospect street 120
house, 135 Portland street 800
house, cor. Portland street
and Harrison avenue 1,400
foundry shop and building in
rear 1,700
Mrs. Charles, woodland, Whitehall 100
Sanborn, Mary S. , house, 38 So. Main street 3, 700
lot. King and Lincoln streets 1,000
Orville I. J., house, 17-19 Upham street 1,100
Scruton, Albion S., house, 20 Heaton street 1,100
Seavey, Fred L., house, 14 Glen street 1,200
two houses. Knight street 3,200
Shaw, Margaret C, house, 2 Charles street 1,800
Shorey, Lizzie M. B., house, 4 Central avenue 2,200
Charles E. , land. Chestnut Hills road 50
house, 4 Pearl street 500
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Shorey, F. Raymond and Levi W., house,
116 Portland street $1,000
Levi W., two lots. Chestnut Hills road 300
Levi A, , house, 7 Pearl street 500
Maynard J. , house, 6 Pearl street 800
Shapleigh, Samuel, three lots, Chamberlain road 224
Harriett L. , lot. Chamberlain road 76
Skelley, Michael, estate, house, Charles street 1,000
Smart, Elmer J., house, 26 Charles street 3,200
Ezra S., two houses, 8-10 Academy street 3,400
Twombly lot. Ten Rod road 300
Sibley, L. W., estate, house. Silver street 700
house, Allen street 700
house, 4-6 Logan street 1,000
Smith, Henry A., stock in trade 500
factories, machinery etc. 300
Springfield, Chas. W. , house, 69 So. Main street 2, 700
Jennie E., house and lot,
62 So. Main street 6,000
Smalley, Hobbs & Hunter, shop,
near B. & M. R. R. 1,000
stock in trade 500
Soule, Harrison, estate, house, 8 Portland street 2,000
Stevens, Jas. B., house, 6-8 Myrtle street 1,600
house, in rear 800
J. H. Dr., house, 16-18 R. R. avenue 2,800
John M. , stock in trade 150
Stokes, Dudley L., house, 19 R. R. avenue 2,500
Swain, Seorim, house, 11 Sheridan avenue
and intervale 2,400
photo car, R. R. avenue 100
Sweet, Robert V., house, 46 Charles street 3,200
Parsons farm. Main road 1,000
Standard Oil Co. , oil tank, near coal shed 400
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Standard Oil Co., stock in trade $334
Speco, James, stock in trade 500
Swift & Co., refrigatory 3,500
stock in trade 1,200
Tebbetts, Hannah, block, Hanson street 4,000
Townsend, Fred C, house, 26 Academy street 2,200
Tuttle, George H. , house, 22 Granite street 700
Tripp, James L. , house 5 Harrison avenue 900
James S., house, 12 School street 900
Taylor, Bertha, lot. Chamberlain road 76
Thayer & Buck, stock in trade 100
Varney, Geo. E., house, 7 Central avenue 1,400
house. Central avenue ^ 2,200
two lots, Charles street 400
land. Main road 350
growth, F. Babb farm 400
Mrs. George E. , lot, Charles street 700
Edith M., house, 23 Charles street 2,200
Thomas G., estate, farm, Page road 6,400
stable. Congress street 100
Mrs. Sophia J. , house,
12 Heaton street 1,000
Charles W. , house and lot,
16 McKinley street 700
Watson, Miss. A. M., lot, Charles street 350
George C, house, 17 Sheridan avenue 1,500
Waldron, Edward C, house, 11 Leonard street 1,500
Wallace, Annie, i house, 73 So. Main street 3,000
i house, in rear 400
Sumner, house. So. Main street 17,000
Albert, house, 64 So. Main street 9,000
Peter, house, 98 Winter street 900
Walker, Addie L., house, 84 Winter street 400
Warren, Osmon B., estate, house, Liberty street 1,300
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Wellman, John L., house, 51 Charles street $1,500
house, 11 Glen street 1,100
Wendell, Clarence F. , stock in trade 90
house, 11 Wentworth street 2,200
land and barn, Main road 1,000
Webber, Fred R. , house, 47 Chamberlain road 700
three lots. Prospect street 226
Frank L, stock in trade 2,700
Wentworth, Charles L. , factories, machinery, etc. 800
house, 17 Portland street 1,800
leased land, Portland street 400
M. V. B., house, 18 Wentworth street
and shop 1,400
house, 20 Wentworth street 700
Augusta J. , field. Main road 360
house, 70 So. Main street 2,800
house. Grove street E. R. 900
lot. Grove street E. R. 150
lot, Grove street E. R. 250
lot. Pearl street E. R. 150
Geo. A., house, 62 Portland street 1,100
Jennie, house, 6-8 Central avenue 2,200
lot. Main road 250
lot, Portland street 400
Noah, house, Franklin street 650
Stephen G. C. , home place,
Portland street 1,000
Stephen D., house and lot,
21 Knight street 2,100
land, Lowell street 200
land, Portland street 450
Frank P., farm, Franklin street 1,300
tenement, 23-25 Silver street 1,600
stable. Winter street 100
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Wentworth, Frank P., lot, off Charles street $150
house, 64 Winter street 600
Wilkinson, W. H., house and lot, 25 Lowell street 1,200
meadow, Wakefield road 120
Mrs. W. H., house, 29 Leonard street 1,200
Willey, Charles W., estate, lot, Pearl street 70
George F., estate, block. So.Main street 5,000
block. So. Main street 6,500
Chase property, Congress street 6,500
Wingate, Willie H. , house, 18 Silver street 900
Charles C, house, 19 Silver street 800
Whitney, Marion, lot, Pearl street 76
Woodward, Charles E., house, 15 Woodman street 1,800
Yeaton, Sarah A., house, 82 Portland street 1,200
Young, James B. , house, 72 Portland street 1, 100
four lots and storehouse 360
Fred J., house, 112 Portland street 1,100
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Chick, Emma R. , lot, on Eastern avenue,
adj. Nahaniel Shorey's, ward 1 $100
Dearborn, Thomas H., land adj. land of
J. H. Twombly and Dover line,
ward 3, small growth 650
Elder, William L., land, near Allen Twombly 's
on Dover road, called Littlefield lot,
small growth 600
Forsyth, Wm. & Sons Co., lot, near Green
street, ward 1 100
Great Falls Mfg. Co., land, adj. Salmon Falls
river and Somersworth line 3,000
Guptill, Albert W., land, adj. Eastern R. R.,
the Jameson lot 20
Gray, Mrs. Edward, land, adj. land of J. C.
Shorey, estate, and Autumn street 80
Home, George W., land, adj. land formerly
owned by John H. Osborne and land
of Frank M. Smith 600
Ham, Abigail, heirs, land, adj. land of James
D. Hayes, Dry Hill 170
Jacques, Archie L., land, adj. Eastern avenue,
P. & R. R. R., Mary Corson and
William P. Abbott 250
Preston, F. W., sprout land, adj. Harrington
line, land of Smith Clark and Long
Pond, Dry Hill 100
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Preston, Charles N., sprout land, adj. land of
Charles F. Seavey and Charles Weeks,
land owned by A. I. Hall and Smith
Clark, Barrington line and Dry Hill $160
Portland Match Co., land, adj. land of G. W.
Varney and estate of Rufus Woodward 400
Pippin, Charles, land adj Salmon Falls road
and Somersworth line and Rocky
Hill road, ward 2 240
land, Whitehall adj. Great Falls road and
land, estate of Samuel Wingate, ward 1 40
Hanson lot, Salmon Falls road 200
Twombly, Ellen, land, adj. land of Simon and
Isaac Wentworth near Hayes station 100
Varney, John R., estate, .land, adj. No. Main
street, Riverside park and Cocheco
river, ward 4 1,000
land, adj. Washington street and Isaac
Jenness place, ward 4 500
Wedgewood, Mrs. L. Elbridge, lot, adj. Riverside
park and Jenness street 100
Winkley, Charles, land, on westerly side of
Broad street, ward 2, and adj. land of
John Mclntire 350
Weeks, Charles W., woodland, adj. Barrington
line on Dry Hill 1,000
Wentworth, Louisa M. , house, 13 Harrison
avenue 1,000
house, 16-18 Harrison avenue 700





At a meeting of the trustees of the Rochester
Pubhc Library, December 30, 1911, it was voted that
the report of the secretary, Hbrarian, and treasurer be
presented to the city council as the annual report of
the trustees for the year 1911.
Rochester Public Library
1911
Report of Library Trustees
To the Honorable Council of the City of Rochester
:
Gentlemen :—The Trustees of the Rochester Public
Library submit their eighteenth annual report. Also
the librarian and treasurer's report is respecfully sub-
mitted for the year ending December 30, 1911.
The report of the librarian will give in detail the
work of the library during the year. We are pleased to
report that the copy for the new catalogue is now in
the hands of the printer and that the patrons of the
library will soon have an opportunity to secure the same.
This we believe will be a great help to them in the
selection of books.
It is the purpose of the trustees to keep the ex-
penses of the library within the appropriation and for
this reason we have saved a part of last year's appro-
priation to pay for printing the catalogue. For this
reason and the increase of the expenses of the library
we have not purchased many new books or added any
new feature to the library this year.
Heretofore the insurance on the library building
has been paid by the city outside of the appropriation
of $3,000, but now all bills are required to be paid
from this amount, which is not sufficient to success-
fully run the library. We trust the honorable Council
will take into consideration the value of the library to
the city and make a liberal appropriation for its
support.
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The trustees wish to express their appreciation of
the efficient work done by the hbrarian and her assist-





To the Board of Trustees of the Rochester PubHc
Library
:
Gentlemen:—! herewith present the eighteenth
annual report of the librarian for the year ending
December 31, 1911.
Since the establishment of the library in 1893,
15,193 books have been accessioned and about 1,800
pamphlets, documents and volumes of unbound mag-
azines have been filed and placed on the shelves ready
for use. These have either been purchased from the
annual appropriations, from the interest on $1,000,
given by the late Jennie I. Farrington or have been
gifts. During the existence of the library 324 books
have been destroyed, discarded, lost, or cannot be
accounted for. Making the entire number of books in
the library, at this time, 14,859.
During the year 341 books have been purchased,
45 have been added by the binding of magazines, 66
have been gifts ; 5 have been lost or injured, 3 have
been destroyed by fire, 2 have been burned having
been exposed to contagious disease, and 30 have been
discarded being past use ; making the net gain for the
year 412.
Among the books purchased have been several
valuable sets, viz;—Ainsworth's Historical Romances;
The American Nation, edited by Albert Bushnell Hart;
The Children's Hour; Tennyson's works complete in
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ten volumes; and Vocations, edited by William DeWitt
Hyde.
The number of people holding library cards is
3,446. During the year 34, 177 books have been given
out from the general delivery counter for home use,
10,792 from the children's room and 5,991 from the
agencies, making a circulation of 50,960 for the year.
In addition to this number 2,073 books have been sent
out to agencies with their attendant lists and records.
No record has ever been kept of books given out for
use in the rooms, in the course of a year this would
amount to a large number. If a subject is being looked
up by a class or a club, all books, be it two or twenty,
bearing on the subject are held in reserve for room use
and not given out except over night. This, while it
decreases circulation, accommodates a larger number
of patrons. Beside the individual calls for reference
work, much time is spent looking up material for
school pupils, for members of societies and clubs, Sun-
day school scholars and teachers. It is impossible to
keep an'accurate account of the readers and students
that come'during a day but the number counted for
the year^was 9,212.
About 1,945 volumes of the entire library are
classed as^ juvenile books. Additions to this depart-
ment during the year have been made wholly from the
Jennie Farrington fund. The circulation for 1911, being
10,792; the number of readers, 3,976. The story hour,
which has proved such a helpful and interesting feature
in manyjibraries, has been omitted for the last few
years.
Seven hundred and forty-three more books have
been given out from the agencies than last year.
Meaderboro received 423 books from the library, the
circulation was 686. East Rochester received 550
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books and gave out 1,331. Gonic had 1,100 books and
the subscription to seven monthly magazines and two
weekHes, the circulation for the year was 3,974. The
room occupied by this agency has been freshened by
paint and lighted by electricity. A desk, bookcase for
periodicals, and another table for readers are needed
to complete the furnishings of the room. Mrs. Brock
at Meaderboro, Mrs. Emery at East Rochester, and
Mr. Marsh at Gonic have each been faithful in the
work of the year and reports and exchanges of books
have been made promptly.
One hundred and twenty-five volumes, comprising
the list of required readings sent out by the state
superintendent of schools, have been held in reserve
for High school pupils. Seven hundred and fifty-eight
volumes have been given out to teachers for school
work. It would be impossible to estimate the amount
of time used or the money spent yearly for the pupils
of our schools. "Turn about is fair play," they say,
and it would almost seem, that, if the money which is
continually raised and spent for a High school library
could be turned over to the Public Library, Rochester
would soon have a reference library of great value, one
to which not only High school pupils would have
access but every citizen as well.
The gifts received this year have been for the most
part single volumes from individuals. The museum
collection was increased by some interesting old re-
ceipts, petitions, etc., loaned by Mrs. John Allen.
Among them was an order of 1745, demanding that
''William Allin shall erect a 'garsen' on this Simon-falls
Road;" also a receipt for 39 lbs. 3 shillings the province
tax of Rochester for 1768, signed by George Jaffrey,
treasurer ; the signatures of Josiah Main, town clerk for
1779, that of Hateville Knight, 1806 and J. P. Hale in
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1817 appear; also an agreement made in 1822 whereby
the town of Rochester was to pay Ezekiel Hurd the
sum of ten dollars per month for teaching in district
No. 6; and several others which would delight all in-
terested in the early history of Rochester. The exhibi-
tions of Library Art Club pictures were discontinued
after July ; this has been very much regretted as they
were both interesting and instructive.
The year has brought another change in the library
staff; Miss Bassett, who for two years had been in
charge of the children's room, resigned her position to
enter college. Miss Bassett was developing into a
valuable library assistant and while we regret the loss
and inconvenience to the work we realize the great ad-
vantage this opportunity for higher education is to her.
The work of the librarian and first assistant has
been greatly increased by this change as a new girl
requires months of training before she can be of much
assistance. The regular work has been carried on with
the same methods and policy, about 450 books have
been classified and catalogued and a large number of
pamphlets filed, 374 books have been rebound, 55
newly bound, 5,946 have been repaired in the library
and books sent to the stations regularly with their lists
and reports. In addition to the regular work the copy
for a printed catalogue, giving all books added since
the catalogue of 1899, has been prepared. This has,
to a large extent, been done outside of library hours
and has extended through nearly the entire year. If
bulletins of the books added can hereafter be issued
annually or semi-annually this immense piece of work
need not be gone through with again.
With this need satisfied, attention can now be
turned to other demands. This is almost the only
library of any size that does not have Sunday opening
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during the winter months; that does not do a great
deal in the preparation and circulation of pictures.
These have been put one side heretofore not from lack
of interest or demand but from lack of time. There
have also been calls for music, operas, oratorios, selec-
tions from prominent composers, collections; for
French books in the original ; for daily papers ; for the
story hour for children.
'
'New occasions teach new duties ; Time makes ancient
good uncouth




May apply to library work as well as to individual
and civic life.
In conclusion the librarian wishes to thank the
trustees for their interest and encouragement and the
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Deposit of books and pamphlets
United States Government 25 volumes, 81 pamphlets
Loans for Museum Collection
Mrs. John Allen Old Documents
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Summary for 1911.
Books given out from main desk 34, 177
Books given out from children's room 10,792
Books given out at agencies 5,991
Total circulation for year 50,960
Decrease from last year 1,690
Number of books sent to agencies 2,073
Number of unbound periodicals and pictures
circulated 2,625
Number of days library has been open 305
Largest circulation any one day, February 25 425
Smallest circulation any one day, September 28 29
Largest number given out in one week 1,176
Smallest number in one week 630
Largest month, March 4,865
Smallest month, July 2,991
Average daily 147
Number of adult readers 5,236
Number of juvenile readers 3,976
Total number 9,212
Number of books loaned to teachers for school work 758
Number of books rebound 55
Number of books repaired 5,946
Number of books added to the library 452
Number of books destroyed or discarded 40
Number of pamphlets and periodicals filed 1,912
Amount of money received, $213.88
Financial Report for 1911.
Amount of money on hand $ 10 55
Received from fines and book damages 199 20
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Received from out of town patrons
Received from all other sources










Jennie Farrington Annex fund and interest
to January 1, 1911 $1,096 23
Transferred to treasurer for purchase of
juvenile books 50 00




















For the Year Ending December 31, 19n
At the regular monthly meeting of the School
Board of Rochester, December 14, 1911, the Superin-
tendent of Schools read his report for the year ending
December 31, 1911. This report was accepted and
adopted and ordered printed as the report of the School
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To the School Board of Rochester
:
Gentlemen :—I have the honor herewith to submit
the annual report of the Superintendent of Schools for
the year 1911 with the reports of the Principal of the
High School and the Supervisor of Music thereto
attached.
In the report of last year it was stated that the
duties of Superintendent had been taken up with the
intention of proceeding along well established and ap-
proved lines in the management of the school affairs of
the city. The course of action then adopted has been
continued to the present time and seems to be bearing
fruit in an increased attendance and a deeper interest
in the work in hand by all connected with school
matters. In making this report I shall deal quite largely
with the matters considered in the report of last year.
SCHOOL BUILDINGS
During the year[the School street building has been
completed and schools have been opened therein. The
building committee report the cost of construction of
this new building as $17,091.40, the appropriation being
$17,000. The building has been furnished in a large
degree with old desks, seats, etc. , which the city had
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on hand. This old material was taken in hand, clean-
ed, stained and varnished, and so again rendered san-
itary, presentable, and serviceable to the city. While
this furniture may not possess all the advantages of
adjustment which modern fittings give, yet it is an-
swering all purposes very well. To complete the fur-
nishing of the building seats were taken from the rooms
at the Allen building vacated in consequence of the
removal of the schools to School street. Four rooms
. were fitted and occupied at the opening of the spring
term in April, and three more at the beginning of the
fall term in September.
It should be said that to the appropriation of the
$17,000 above mentioned there should be added funds
received from the sale of the old building, etc., to such
an amount that the building may be said to have been
constructed at a cost within the appropriation.
The removal of some of the schools from the Allen
building has left three rooms vacant at that building.
These, with the one vacant room at the new building,,
make four rooms in the city proper in which schools
may be placed as the future may demand. There is in
addition one vacant room at East Rochester, and an op-
portunity is offered, it would seem at Maple ^street for
gaining an extra room at small expense.
The city then with its seven buildings is now well
provided with room for its schools.
REPAIRS
The matter of repairs is a very important one in
the successful management of any business and it is so
in the maintaining of our school system at its highest
degree of efficiency.
During the year above the usual amount of repair-
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ing has been done. At the Allen building new hard
wood floors have been laid in two rooms and in the
corridor on the upper floor. At East Rochester the
building has received one coat of paint on the outside
and the roof has been treated with a preparation of tar.
At the Maple street building one room and [the entries
have been painted. At the High school building the
plastering in several places has been repaired and a
layer of concrete has been applied to the walks.
During the summer vacation the rooms in all the
buildings were thoroughly cleaned.
SCHOOLS
Throughout the year the number of schools in the
city has not varied from that of the year before, it hav-
ing been thirty exclusive of the High school.
The new building at School street has enabled the
schools to be placed much more advantageously for the
pupils as to distances, and has rendered it possible to
do away almost entirely with the danger involved in
crossing the railroad tracks, in getting to and from
school.
The schools are now, and have been during a large
part of the year, located as follows : Three, including
the High school, have occupied rooms in the High
school building, six in the Allen building, seven at
School street, three at Maple street, six at Gonic, five
at East Rochester, and one at Meaderboro. The num-
ber of schools of each grade is possibly worthy of note.
For the year there have been five schools of the first
grade, four of the second, three of the third, four of
the fourth, two of the fifth, two of the sixth, one of the
seventh, one of the eighth ; one of the second and third,
one of the third and fourth, two of the fifth and sixth,
and one of all grades.
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In comparing the above statement with that of last
year an improvement is noted in that we have had but
seven schools of double grade in the year past, while
during the year before we had nine.
By the rearrangement of the schools as to location
no assistant has been employed in the first grade Allen
since last September, and it appears that none will
again be needed.
At the opening of the schools in September there
was an increase in some of the schools, especially in
those of the fifth and seventh grades. This increase
seems to have been due to the fact that many of the
pupils coming to us from other places were of the right
grade to enter these schools. Since September, we have
had five schools, each numbering about 50 pupils.
The removal of two schools from the High school
building to School street has aided much in handling
the work of the High school.
TEACHERS
The number of teachers for the year has been the
same as that of last year, except that there has been no
assistant in the first grade Allen, as has already been
stated. Several changes in the teaching force have
taken place during the year. Early in the winter term
Miss Johnson of the sixth grade, was obliged to resign
on account of illness. Miss Bartlett of the fourth grade
Allen, resigned near the end of the winter term to take
a position elsewhere at a higher salary. Miss Evans
of the Meaderboro school changed to Groveland, Mass.
Miss Brooks gave up the principalship at East Roches-
ter after several years of successful service, and Miss
Lawson, Miss Douglass and Miss Marguerite Sanborn
resigned as teachers in the High school, at the end of
the spring term. We have here a loss of seven teachers.
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This number, while larger than it should be, is, how-
ever, not beyond what it has been in other years. In
the year, 1906, there were nine changes in the corps
of teachers serving the city. In 1907 there were fifteen,
in 1909 there were nine and in 1910 there were over a
dozen.
The places of these teachers, who have left us,
have been filled with others, who while new in several
cases to the business of teaching, are doing all they
can to carry forward the work. In consequence the city
still has a body of deeply interested, hard working in-
structors.
COURSES
We are still using the State outline as the basis of
our work in the graded schools. This seems to be a
wise course so long as we are leading pupils up to an
approved High school. The outline or "Programme of
Studies, "as is its title, is the work of many of our New
Hampshire teachers, and others interested in matters
of education, and certainly ought to possess many ele-
ments of great value to a school system anywhere.
The courses of study in the High school were re-
vised to some extent at the close of the schools in June
last, but they are still practically the same as last year.
These courses are a Latin course, an English course
and a Commercial course.
The Commercial course still continues to be a pop-
ular one and more and more pupils are looking toward
it as they are coming along through the grades.
We cannot yet do the "actual business" so fully as
is desired, but the new commercial desks and the win-
dows in the partition between the commercial room
and the typewriting room, help this matter consider-
ably. It may be that during the coming year we shall
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be able to so add to our equipment that we can do
everything connected with the commercial course very
thoroughly. The three new typewriters in exchange
for the three old ones, at little cost, are proving very
useful, and extend our facilities for teaching type-
writing very much,
METHODS
The methods of instruction are still those which
have received the approval of our Normal Schools and
educators in general.
In connection with a discussion of methods and
courses it may be said that the one thing more than
another that will help along the whole matter of educat-
ing the child, is a deeper study of the child himself, by
the one who is to teach him. The tendency seems to be
especially in our schools of a large number of pupils to
bring every pupil to the same level by the same pro-
cesses. As a result many a child is getting far less in
his school life than he should.
The father of one of the youngest boys in college
to-day, himself an educated man, is reported as saying
that his son is no brighter than the ordinary child ; the
fact that he is in college at an early age, is due to the
training of the child by those who have understood his
needs, and to the casting aside of many of the non-
essentials of the schools. This view of the matter
seems certainly to support what has been said above.
No man would think of going among his fruit trees
and pruning every tree in the same way, nor would he
think of making every other tree like some one tree.
If he has it in mind to do the best he can for his
orchard, he makes a study of the needs of each tree
and works to bring that tree to its best by using special
treatment for it.
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It would of course be useless to attempt to teach
each pupil in our public schools individually and yet
the nearer we can come to it the greater will be the
success in giving to every pupil the help and training
that he needs. Our aim in training children should
be to take the child, who comes to us, and to return
him to his parents at the end of his school career, in
the best developed condition, physically, mentally and
morally, that it is possible to bring about.
The educating of a child is really a matter of bus-
iness on the part of the teacher and the public ex-
pects us to turn out a good product. If this is not done
then new and better methods must be employed.
MUSIC.
The interest in music is still well sustained. The
introduction of sight work seems to be a distinct ad-
vance. Many and many a pupil realizes that the
knowledge of music, which he gets in the schools, will
be about all that he will ever obtain. And so this feel-
ing adds to the desire to take this course. The further
discussion of this subject is left to the report of Mr.
French.
TEXT BOOKS.
New text books are being added as fast as the
financial situation will warrant. It is hoped that in
the course of another year the books in the schools may
be fully renewed,
I am decidedly of the opinion that each pupil should
have his own books, kept in his own desk. I believe
in this arrangement, bath, because it is better as a
prevention of the spread of children's diseases and
because it is an arrangement by which the pupil may
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better be held responsible for the care of the books fur-
nished him by the city.
SESSIONS.
The sessions of the schools, as we now have them,
seem to give general satisfaction. The one session at
the High school seems to give opportunity for carry-
ing forward the work with precision and helpfulness
to the pupil. The satisfaction given by the present
arrangement is likely to result in the permanency of
the one session plan.
FINANCE.
In taking up the matter of finance it is found that
there has been some increase in the cost of the schools
this year over that of a year ago. If we compare the
figures for this year with those of last year we find
that several things have in some degree contributed to
this increase.
During the year the salaries of some of the teachers
were increased, yet on account of changes, others were
decreased so that on the whole we have paid our
teachers no more this year than last. The increased
cost of our schools then seems to be due to the fitting
up of the new building, the increased cost of the jani-
tor service, the larger transportation charges and the
many repairs made. With the new building coming
into use, none of these extra expenses could well be
avoided. They were matters that must be met if we
were to get the benefits desired.
It does not appear that there can be much more
rapid increase when the conditions incident to the
occupation of the new building have passed away.
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Many of our teachers are now reaching the salary
limit and so no great increase may be looked for from
this quarter, unless a change is made as to salaries.
Our buildings are ample in number and size and are
in good condition, so that not much increase may be
looked for on account of the proper housing of the
schools. It is of course expected that there will be a
gradual increase as the city grows, as indeed there
should be, if we are to keep up with other places in
matters of education.
While, however, there has been an increase in
school cost, yet we are still spending only about a third
of the revenues of the city for school purposes, a pro-
portionate sum which is much less than is devoted to
school purposes in many places.
EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATES
During the year a new law concerning the employ-
ment of children has gone into effect. By its provisions
a pupil must have attended school three hundred half
days during his fourteenth year, or during the year
immediately before asking for a certificate. This law
has possibly in some cases worked some hardship to
pupils and parents. It is hoped that, as all come to
understand the provisions of the law better, it can be
administered without injustice to any one.
It is of importance to parents and pupils alike that
children attend school up to the age of fourteen years,
as much as possible, and especially should there be
good attendance on the part of pupils during the four-
teenth year, as it is largely upon the attendance of




This is a time when about every School Board is
thinking more or less of manual training in the schools
and of Industrial Schools. As yet nothing is attempted
along these lines in Rochester, and really nothing can
be undertaken without considerable outlay. Manual
training truly has its place in a school curriculum and
the industrial school has a place to fill in our New
England cities and towns; but it does not, as some peo-
ple believe, have a place in school to the exclusion of
mind developing studies. As we are now situated we
could not well do much that would be of value along
the line of manual training.
DISEASES
The schools during the year have been very free
from wide-spread attacks of epidemic diseases. We
have no regular medical inspection and yet we have
escaped any serious trouble. Our Health Officer, Mr.
Goodwin, is to be commended for the good conditions
prevailing as to children's diseases. This officer work-
ing with the other members of the Board of Health has
often been up early and home late, many a time even
going out late at night for the purpose of heading off
some outbreak of the measles, scarlet fever or some
other disease that might affect not only the schools but
the community at large. The visits of this officer may
not always have been pleasing for we all like much to
escape the attentions of those in authority, yet when
all is over, we are all, I am sure, very glad that some-
thing has been done which has effectually warded off
some dangerous disease. Let us all then look upon
whatever is done not as a matter of officiousness, but
rather as something necessary to our own good.
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JANITORS
The city still has its old corps of janitors and they
have given the same degree of attention to their duties
as in the years gone by. Much of the success of our
schools is due to the men, who keep us clean and warm
in the school buildings. A report without a word for
those to whom so many things both small and great are
entrusted, would surely be lacking in an important
particular,
RETARDATION.
During the past two or three years there has been
considerable discussion throughout the country con-
cerning the retardation or non-promotion of pupils. It
is the policy of the present management to promote
every pupil if there is any probability that he may do
the work of the grade next ahead of him.
WORDS IN CLOSING.
The reports of the Principal of the High school and
of the Supervisor of Music, together with the financial
statement and statistics will be found on the pages
following. With the reports I heartily agree.
In closing I desire to thank the members of the






Principal of the High School
Mr. Everett A. Pugsley, Superintendent of Schools
:
Dear Sir:—I herewith submit my second annual
report as Principal of the Rochester High School.
While attention is here called to some unsatis-
factory conditions and to certain needs of the school as
I see them, I am confident that the past year has been
one of progress.








Pupils in Latin Course 92
Pupils in English Course 46
Pupils in Business Course 81
Total number of girls 122
Total number of boys 97
The record for the year ending in June 1901 has
been included in the above table in order to bring to
public attention in a definite way the rapid growth of
the High school during the decade just completed—the
first in the new high school building. It is interesting
to notice that the average attendance for the fall term
of the year 1911 is practically double that for the year
ending in June 1901, the last year in the old building.
The number of graduates, too, in June 1911 is more than
double the number in the year 1901. Considering the
fact that during this period of time there has been only
a small increase in the population of the city these
figures show a very decided change in the attitude of
the people toward the High school. This is due to
various causes and is a very general condition in the
country at large. Among these reasons perhaps the
most potent is the opportunity now given to pupils to
study so-called "business courses" in which both
parents and children recognize something that seems to
offer a tangible return for time, energy and money ex-
pended. There are now eighty-one students registered
in the business course, nearly half of whom are mem-
bers of the entering class. Of the class of ninety-eight
which graduated in June from the grammar schools
of the city eighty-six entered the High school in Sept-
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ember. This is a percentage that rarely, if ever, has
been equaled in the city. With this entering class the
school has the largest membership in its history. It
would seem from the above statistics that the percent-
age of increase in the number graduating from the
High school is slightly more than the percentage of
increase in the number entering
;
yet that difference is
slight enough to emphasize the deplorable fact that
probably more than half of those who enter the high
school fail to graduate, and that a very large proportion
of those leaving do so during the first two years.
While this is a condition that can from the nature of
the case never be entirely changed it is the most diffi-
cult and at the same time one of the most important
problems of high school administration, today, to de-
vise means to keep pupils four years in the high school.
Technical high schools and commercial high schools
are being built in most of our large cities and indica-
tions seem to point to the solution of the problem
along these lines.
What can Rochester do to solve her part of the
problem? In the first place, continue to develop the
Business Course until it shall reach such a degree of
success that its graduates will be in demand by the
business men of the city. One weakness of the course
has been (and it is so in all high schools), that students
are unable to get the necessary amount of actual busi-
ness experience to make them self-confident in their
ability to adapt themselves to the difficult situations of
business life. This weakness will always exist in a
measure, but the installment of actual business offices
in the school is the first step in the right direction and
a co-operative arrangement with a few business men of
the city, who are enough interested in the school and
its work to give selected pupils the advantage of actual
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experience seems to me to be another possible step.
I fear that it is true that in the past only a very few
of the graduates of our business department have
made use of the shorthand, typewriting, and book-
keeping because no suitable positions have been available
for them. As a matter of fact, graduates of the high
school Business Course should be much better equipped
for their work than graduates of various business
schools whose diplomas may be obtained in six or eight
months. A co-operative arrangement would tend to in-
crease the number of positions open to high school
graduates and this would tend in turn to keep pupils
in school longer.
In the second place some of the manual arts, do-
mestic science, or a course in agriculture should be
given a place in our program. These are subjects of
great educational value, are of use to the ordinary boy
or girl who does not go to college, will soon be of use
even to offer for college admission according to present
indications, and they appeal to the class of boys and
girls who are leaving our schools as other subjects do
not and never will. Domestic science would be par-
ticularly desirable here as only a small number of the
girl graduates go to college. These things might do
something to keep pupils in the high school through
the whole course. But even if these additions cannot be
made much might be done to reduce the number of
failures and keep up the interest, which brings me to
the consideration of the course of study now in force
in the High school.
This course requires of all pupils who expect to
graduate from the school in four years a total of twenty
periods of recitation per week, which means four of
the six forty-five minute recitation periods into which
each day is divided. This requirement is due to the
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usual college entrance requirement of sixteen points, or
four properly selected studies pursued with four or five
recitations weekly through each of the four years.
College requirements in individual subjects have been
for some years, and still are, such, not only in character
but also in extent, that a pupil preparing for college
must spend much more time in preparation outside of
school than in actual recitation in school. It is un-
doubtedly true that in the thorough preparation of daily
work in four studies by the pupil of ordinary ability
from four to six hours of home study are often nec-
essary. It is evident, then, that for the pupils of
ordinary ability the course is a difficult one. The
majority of the school, who take a college preparatory
course, are of ordinary ability, and thus are affected
by this condition.
Furthermore, a failure in a subject must be made
up either by repetition or by the substitution of another
subject taken as an extra. This creates an almost im-
possible situation; for only rarely is a pupil able,
mentally or physically, to stand the strain of preparing
and reciting five lessons daily. The failure in one sub-
ject during one year is apparently likely to cause failure
to graduate from the school in four years ; it at least
endangers the pupil's health, (especially in case of a
girl) , and may make necessary a removal from school
;
and in a majority of cases it discourages the pupil and
causes him to withdraw from school. Those who suc-
ceed in "weathering the storm" by doing their work in
such a way that they secure the necessary percentage
often have become superficial in their habits of study,
careless in their habits of thought and perhaps even
accustomed to dishonest methods. That is to say that
the product of the present system may not have the
elements of a good education though he has done, in
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one way or another, the necessary quantity of work for
a diploma.
Right here is one of our greatest difficulties. If the
high school does not teach pupils how to study and how
to think it can hardly succeed in its task of developing
qualities that will enable its graduates to solve the diffi-
cult problems of real life. In teaching children how to
study, the school is at once placed at a disadvantage as
only an hour and a half daily is allowed for study in
school, during which time there is, with few excep-
tions, a recitation in progress in the same room, always
more or less disconcerting to the pupil and making
practically impossible any helpful supervision on the
part of the teacher conducting the recitation. We are
able to be of some assistance in this respect by personal
advice and by devoting part of a recitation period to
actually studying some subject with the members of
the class. But from the nature of things most of the
study must be done at home ; and it is at this point that
parents are able to be of untold assistance in directing
and carefully supervising home study. If pupils could
learn really to study instead of mulling over their les-
sons the amount of study necessary with the present
course might not be too great.
However, in order to allow the pupil of ordinary
ability to pursue his work beyond the second year, and
to encourage him to do so, I believe that it is advisable
to consider reducing our requirement for graduation so
that in case of a failure in one or even in two subjects
for one year a pupil may still graduate from the school
in the allotted four years. It is possible, too, that some
subjects might be reduced from five periods to four
periods per week if the consent of the State Department
could be obtained. While the course of study in force
this year has been practically that of last year, two sub-
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jects not given last year because not enough pupils
elected them, have been added to the daily program.
Every teacher is busy every period in the day. Several
classes include from thirty-five to forty pupils, too large
a number to allow successful results. The teacher of
first and second year English is obliged to correct
themes for 150 pupils. We are unusually fortunate in
having a teaching force which devotes its whole life to
the work, but we should guard against over-work on
their part if they are to be at their highest point of
efficiency. If possible, then, provision should be made
for an additional teacher.
At this point I venture to observe that a state sys-
tem ought to be so devised that it would not be a dis-
grace in its eyes for a school and the city in which the
school is situated, to fail to read exactly so many lines
of Ovid in its Latin classes, or to fail to require exactly
thirty-eight written themes a year from its English
classes. The system should be more fiexible, allowing
individual schools to adapt themselves to the needs of
their environment and permitting some freedom of de-
velopment. The emphasis of requirement should be
placed on quality, regardless, to some extent, of quan-
tity ; and state supervision should be provided in suffi-
cient amount to make possible more careful inspection
of individual schools by presonal visitations. It is in-
teresting to note that the State is awake to the need of
changes, a fact indicated by the appointing of a com-
mittee, by the Educational Council of the State for the
purpose of revising the secondary program of studies
to be recommended to high schools by the Department
of Public Instruction of New Hampshire. During a
large part of the year a lunch has been served in the
school basements. It has been served under disadvan-
tages, but has, in spite of this, proved successful. A
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large number of pupils have availed themselves of the
opportunity afforded and an increasing number are
bringing lunches from home. Our inability to keep hot
soups and cocoa makes impracticable the serving of
these—a decided loss. There have been served sand-
wiches, cookies, cream cakes, jelly rolls, drop cakes,
fresh fruits, etc. These have been well prepared and
neatly served and the conduct of the pupils in the lunch
rooms has been satisfactory. The lunch has met a dis-
tinct need of the school, but if means could be provided
for heating soups, etc. , it would be a greater success.
The school has been engaged in the usual general
activities with varying success and benefit. Athletic,
social, literary and musical interests have received at-
tention. These interests play an important part in the
life of a city high school and often furnish impetus for
greater exertion in school work proper. The few
socials have been well attended and enjoyed by those
present, while the chapsrone system accomplishes two
important results, namely, proper supervision and
closer association of parents and teachers.
Two parents' meetings have been held during the
year which were well attended and of benefit to both
parents and teachers. We are always glad to receive
visits from parents and others who are interested in the
school and urge^that more come. Hearsay and the opin-
ions of those in the school regarding conditions there
existing are not the bases on which parents and other
citizens should form judgment on those conditions; per-
sonal knowledge of the actual inside workings of the
school is necessary if intelligent criticism, favorable or
unfavorable, is to be made.
An effort has been made, by frequent inspection
and repair, to bring about better care of books and of
other supplies furnished by the city. Although some
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improvement is noticed much is still to be desired in
this respect. It is advisable to make a beginning, if
possible, in the direction of using paper covers for our
books ; these covers would keep the books in better
condition, and when replaced, at the beginning of each
year or oftener, would prove a valuable sanitary-
measure.
The two Webster's International Dictionaries pur-
chased during the year are in constant use by both
pupils and teachers ; I hope that either one or two may
be added each year until each room is supplied. There
are also needed small dictionaries and books of syno-
nyms for individual use. During the past year no
books for supplementary reading have been added to
our school library. I called your attention in my first
report to this need which seems to me still to be one of
the most urgent of the school. The gift of the Official
War Records of the Civil War, and the accompanying
maps and diagrams by Sampson Post, No. 22, G. A. R.
,
makes a valuable material ^for the study of this period.
We have made some effort as a school to raise money
to devote to this purpose, but only a small amount has
been realized.
Athough perhaps not properly included here, I de-
sire to express my conviction that one of the great
needs of our boys is a suitable place where they may
meet outside of school hours under wise supervision
for indoor games, reading and conversation. The time
may not yet have come when a gynasium for the school
children can be built by this city, as has been done by
many other cities, but a comparatively small expendi-
ture in this direction would bring about a much higher
standard of ideals, as it would not then be necessary
for the boys to spend their spare time on street corners,
in private club rooms, or in pool rooms. No invest-
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ment could be made which would bring greater returns
to the city.
In conclusion permit me to say that in dealing with
the discipline of the school it has been my greatest
endeavor to develope in the pupils a desire to be clean,
serious-minded and honorable in all their activities,
realizing that what they are today they are likely to be
tomorrow and that they will be tomorrow the City of
Rochester,
In all my dealings with the parents and the public
I have found them uniformly kind, courteous and help-
ful in every way ; this has been a very pleasant feature
of the year's work and for it I desire to express my
hearty appreciation.
To the unselfish co-operation, conscientious work,
untiring energy and efficient teaching of the assistant
teachers is due whatever of success has been attained
in the High school during the past year.
Thanking the School Board, and you. Sir, for the
support and assistance readily given throughout the




To the Superintendent of Schools
:
Sir :—I have the honor to submit herewith my an-
nual report of the Music department.
In the average ability to read music, and in the
general interest in the subject there has been made a
commendable advance. In the individual sight singing
exercises there is a more responsive spirit on the part
of scholars of average ability, due to greater confidence
inspired by the grade teachers in their ever increasing
tactfulness in approaching the subject with children of
varying temperaments. An attempt was made to record
the results of these exercises as often as once in two
weeks, but owing to the inexperience of the teachers
in this part of our routine work and their imperfect
understanding of the objects and requirements, the
records were too imperfect to have any intrinsic value;
a beginning was made, however, and we hope to be
able from these records to draw some helpful infer-
ences for future improvements along specific lines of
progress.
With all the improvements noted, it is still inevit-
able that some things should remain to be desired; and
the Supervisor is convinced that more even results
would be secured in the various rooms of the same
grade if he were to do more supervising, more obser-
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vation work in lieu of so much teaching. It should
also be obvious that a teacher should be made acquaint-
ed with the course of study throughout, both as to the
subject matter and the methods used in presenting the
problems, as there are always some pupils who develope
more slowly than the average, and the teachers, to
whom they go, should be familiar with the ground over
which the class has gone in order to re-enforce the
weak places to the best advantage.
In the High school the interest is good. However,
at the present time we find it impracticable to attempt
four-part compositions making large demands on the
bass voices owing to the scarcity of well matured voices
in that part. We trust that this is only a temporary
condition, however, and that the present depression in
this respect will be followed by a strong masculine
wave.
In conclusion, I desire to thank the Superintendent,
the grade teachers, who were never more loyal, and
the children for the co-operation which alone has made














Paid pay-rolls Nos. 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19,
22, 25, 28, 31 $ 4,321 00
D. S. & R. Street Railway
scholars' tickets 125 00
Fuel
Paid M. E. Jones, 3 cords wood $ 9 00
G. E. Greenfield, 3 ton stove
coal and 6 ton egg •
Gonic Mfg. Co., slabs
Consol. Coal Co., 24.33 ton coal
Jacob W. Foss, i cord wood,
Meaderboro
C. F. Trask, edgings
C. F. Felker, i cord fitted wood
E. Berry, 1 cord fitted wood
G. E. Greenfield, coal, 1 ton
stove, 6 tons egg
C. F. Felker, i cord fitted wood
Moore Bros., 2 tons soft coal
G. E. Greenfield, coal bill
No. 152
C. F. Trask, edgings
G. E. Greenfield, 4 tons egg coal 28 00
E. W. Reed, 6 cords fitted wood 37 50
J. W. Clark, 2 cords pine wod 6 00
Consol. Coal Co., coal, bill
No. 311 320 02
67 50
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Paid C. E. Junkins, repairs in water
closets, Gonic $53 11
W. N. Morrison, material, labor
and team-hire 29 65
H. F. Howard, 205 sq. yds.
concrete walk 82 00
T. R. Rollins, 7i days labor 15 00
G. M. Rankin, tarring roof.
East Rochester 60 00
James Kay, 12 days labor 24 00
T. R. Rollins, 22i days labor 45 00
V. A. Wood, painting and setting
glass. East Rochester 82 60
Henry Evans & Co. , paints,
oils, etc., 62 92
Dana Wentworth, paints and oils,
East Rochester school house 90 43
Rochester Lumber Co. , flooring
Allen building 202 97
F. R. Hayes, 37 days labor on
repairs 74 00
W. N. Morrison, material and
labor on repairs 40 94
Insurance
Paid F. E. Small, insurance $ 45 00
T. Baril, insurance on School
street school house 45 00
C. W. Varney, insurance on
School street school house 45 00
A. S. Parshley Agency, in-
surance on School street
school house 45 00
$987 99
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Paid C. D. Colman, insurance on
School street school house $45 00
F. E. Small, insurance on
Meaderboro school building 16 00
C. W. Varney, insurance on
boilers 27 00
C. W. Varney, insurance on
boilers at Gonic 5 10
A. S. Parshley Agency, insurance
on High school building 90 00
Printing
Paid Courier Pub. Co. , cards,
envelopes and postals $ 16 25
Courier Pub. Co., 100 folders
school board 4 25
Rochester Printing Co. , 800 blk.
forms (3 lots) 3 75
Courier Pub. Co., 1500 blk.
forms High school 6 25
Rochester Printing Co., 175
copies school report 39 00
Courier Pub. Co. , letter heads,
blanks, etc. 23 50
Record Press, cards and
programs 6 25
Record Press, 500 book-record
cards 3 75
Rochester Printing Co. , work
on course o^ study forms 4 25
Record Press, printing contracts '^ 2 50




Paid Courier Pub. Co. , admit slips
and cards $8 50
Courier Pub. Co. , reading notice
two weeks in Courier 1 40
Rochester Printing Co., rebind-
ing courses of study 1 50
Rochester Printing Co. , 500
envelopes and printing 1 25
Courier Pub. Co. , letter heads,
report slips, cards, etc.,
bill No. 297 8 00
Courier Pub. Co. , 3000 study slips
bound in books 8 00
Telephone
PaidN. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
rental and tolls Dec. 1910 $ 2 08
Jan. 1911 2 94
Feb. 1911 2 09
March 1911 3 19
April 1911 2 09
May 1911 2 43
June 1911 5 18
July 1911 2 08
Aug. 1911 3 08
Sept. 1911 2 58
Oct. 1911 2 43
Nov. 1911 2 18
Postage
Paid W. H. Bacon, postage to
date of bill 102 $ 4 93







Paid E. E. Babb & Co., 16 Child Life
Second Readers $4 48
Little, Brown & Co., 50 Man
Without a Country 10 00
E. E. Babb & Co., 2 Syntax
High School Latin 1 39
E. E. Babb & Co. , 2 Vocabularies
High School Latin 2 91
E. E. Babb & Co., 32 Lincoln's
Address • 6 40
E. E. Babb & Co., Business
Letters 4 20
D. C. Heath & Co., books
bill 158 13 66
American Book Co., books
bill 159 14 40
Silver, Burdett & Co., 42 Step-
ping Stones to Literature 21 00
P. P. Simmons, 14 Buckwalter
Readers 3 97
C. C. Birchard & Co., Sheet
Music 1 65
J. Q. Adams & Co., 2 Webster's
International Dictionaries 34 00
Ginn & Co. , books see bill
No. 219 94 56
Phonographic Inst. Co.,
2 Amanuensis 1 61
Houghton, Mifflin Co., books
bill 271 14 96
Dover N. H. School Dept.,




Paid Milton Bradley Co., water
colors and brushes $ 2 90
Milton Bradley Co., teachers'
plan books 9 00
E. E. Babb & Co., rulers, paper,
paste 67 29
Gaylord Bros. , ink compound 4 50
F. P. Meader, pencils, paper,
etc., bill No. 54 21 10
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co.,
laboratory supplies 4 17
J. L. Hammett Co. , paper and
pencils 7 30
Silver, Burdett & Co. , 48 doz. copy
books 28 80
E. E. Babb & Co.
,
general supplies
bill No. 94 121 32
E. E. Babb & Co., general supplies
bill No. 95 52 72
L. E. Knott & Co., laboratory
supplies 9 85
E. E. Babb & Co. , paper pads,
comp. books 23 00
Milton Bradley Co., paste 1 33
E. E. Babb & Co., lentils, paper,
crayon 16 04
Milton Bradley, paints and plan
books 35 85
J. L, Hammett, pencils, paper,
pens 16 30
E. E. Babb & Co., compasses,
paper bills 133, 134 17 40
E. E. Babb &Xo. , waste baskets
and supplies 12 00
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Paid Milton Bradley Co. , water
colors $13 44
J. L. Hammett Co. , pens, pencils 8 85
F. P. Meader, pens, ink, etc.,
bill 163 6 15
Eagle Pencil Co. , penholders,
pencils 7 62
E. E. Babb & Co., general
supplies bill 217 77 57
$564 50
Lighting
Paid Twin State Gas & Electric Co.
,
20 k. w. $ 1 60
Freight and Express
Paid Chas. Rafferty, freight and
express as per vouchers,
bill No. 2 $ 3 15
J. B. Young, freight bills, per
vouchers 4 56
J. B. Young, freight bills per
vouchers 2 93
Chas. Rafferty, freight and
express bills per vouchers 8 75
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
on coal
Phonographic Inst. Co. , express
W. E. Jacobs, express on book
Chas. Rafferty, freight and express
per vouchers
Chas. Rafferty, freight and
express per vouchers





Paid Chas. Rafferty, express per
vouchers $5 35
B. & M. R. R., freight on coal 30 21
Chas. Rafferty, freight and
express per vouchers 8 01
Chas. Rafferty, freight and
express per vouchers 3 75
Miscellaneous
Paid Rochester Lumber Go. , 1 plank 78
Kennebunk Mfg. Co., 19 filing
boxes 6 65
C. H. Kendall, repairs on
batteries 1 50
W. H. Carll, teams for
Dec. 1910 50
J. B. Young, carting 75
Lightbody Drug Co., Witch Hazel 25
J. F. Safford, repairing and clean-
ing clocks 1 50
I. Cushing, 5 gals, oil 50
Watson & Hayes, 4^ lbs. rope 64
James Kay, 35 hours labor at
school buildings 7 00
J. B. Young, carting 15
E. R. Foss, brooms and oil 70
C. M. Bailey, materials and labor 8 78
Berry & Shorey, door-check,
street hoe 3 35
C. Rafferty, money paid for
carting 15
Hanscam & McDuffee, carting
chairs to Allen building 1 00
I. Cushing, 5 gals, oil 50
$238 27
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Paid Henry Evans & Co. , 1 floor brush $3 00
Dana Wentworth, glass, oil,
nails, etc. 4 64
Gonic Mfg. Co., finish 1 12
J. W. Dame, book-case, window
ventilators 8 10
Rochester Lumber Co. , laths,
Meaderboro school house 50
West Disinfecting Co. , i bbl.
retinole
C. M. Bailey, incidentals for Feb.
Berry & Shorey, zinc, brackets,
varnish
U. S. Envelope Co., toilet paper
Geo. D. Barnard & Co., 1 Dist.
express book
G. E. Greenfield, 1 bag pulp
Henry Evans & Co., 1 floor
brush
W. E. Meader, extra labor
Meaderboro school house
W. B. Neal, 3 1-3 gal. jars
J. W. Dame, 2 lunch tables
S. A. Stokes, repairing shovel
Berry & Shorey, glass, key
rings, etc.
C. M. Bailey, grate, materials
and labor Maple street
G. M. Rankin, 5 days labor
Smith Premier Typewriter Co.,
1 doz. ribbons 3 50
A. E. Tebbetts, labor on steam
pipes, East Rochester 1 00
Rev. Joseph Cocoran, rent St.
Mary's parochial building 150 00
48 00
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Paid C. Rafferty, sawdust $ 15
S. C. F. Garnett, labor 10 00
B. F. Felker, 2 barrels 50
James Kay, 61 days labor 13 75
J. F. Safford & Son, 3 octagon
clocks 11 85
J. F. Safford & Son, cleaning
clocks 1 75
J. B. Young, moving desks to
School street 4 00
Hanscam & McDuffee, chairs,
table and desk 38 20
Berry & Shorey, wheel-barrow,
etc., bill 144 6 67
W. N. Morrison, water-glass"and
washers 15
C. M. Bailey, dust pans, etc. bill
No. 146 4 85
J. P. Fiske, 30 commercial
desks 127 50
Readsboro Chair Mfg. Co.,
30 adj. chairs 37 50
Special Appropriation Fund,
School street building, money
paid for window shades 86 40
Rochester Auction & Commission
House, 1 office chair 2 50
Watson & Hayes, wrench, hose
and nozzle 6 15
I. Gushing, 5 gals, oil 50
Somerville Brush Co., brushes
and dusters 11 00
G. Rafferty, money paid for
ladder, etc., bill 166 2 85
$ 50
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Paid W. H. Carll & Son, teams, Jan.
to July $7 00
W. B. Clark & Co., 30 High
School diplomas 9 00
F. H. Boston, painting Maple
street 32 50
Lightbody Drug Co. , wood
alcohol, litmus, etc. 6 75
C. E. Junkins, stock and labor 1 15
Evans Furniture Co., 1 arm chair 1 75
I. Cushing, materials for cleaning 1 65
C. R. Brackett, 55 hours labor
cleaning 8 25
E. E. Babb & Co. , 75 grammar
school diplomas 13 50
W. N. Morrison, material and
labor at East Rochester 5 42
W. M. March, 1 cupboard.
Maple street 7 85
Emma L. Gray, cleaning at
East Rochester 10 35
Mrs. Annie O'Malley, 175 hours
cleaning 26 25
Miss Addie Kimball, 187 hours
cleaning 28 05
F. H. Boston, 4i days labor
high school building 9 58
I. Cushing, soap and ammonia 70
W. F. Hersom, patching
plastering 4 50
R. D. Burnham, material for
fire extinguishers 2 78
S. A. Stokes, iron work on
chairs 1 00
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Paid Lizzie Robinson , 92 hours labor,
cleaning East Rochester $13 80
C. Rafferty, car fares and saw-
dust 1 15
W. E. Meader, cleaning Meader-
boro school house 5 00
I. Gushing, materials for cleaning 35
A. Z. Hayes, 140 hours cleaning
Gonic school house 21 00
G. E. Junkins, material and
labor on repairs 13 89
James Kay, 134 hours labor,
cleaning Allen building 26 80
Berry & Shorey, window cord,
casters, etc. 3 80
I. Gushing, soap and ammonia 65
I. Gushing, 5 gals, oil 50
Berry & Shorey, paint, door
checks, etc. 10 70
F. R. Hayes, labor (3 days) 6 00
G. M. Bailey, incidentals 4 40
Rochester Lumber Go., lumber,
screens and glass 31 11
Hanscam & McDaffee, chair
seats and tacks 55
Brock's Garpet Store, dusters
and curtain rollers 8 50
James Kay, 31 days labor at
School street 7 50
J. H. Nute, repairs and sharpen-
ing lawn mower 1 50
R, E. Lan3, 170D census
enumeration cards 6 80
R. E. Lane, 100 census
enumeration cards 46
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Paid Smith, Premier Typewriter Co.
,
1 doz. ribbons $3 50
C. Rafferty, money for carting 30
W. N. Morrison, material, labor
and car fare 8 50
George Rankin, 10 days labor 20 00
G. S. Morrison, cleaning
2 clocks 1 50
Rochester Printing Co. , 500
envelopes and printing 1 00
Remington Typewriter Co.
,
exchange of typewriters 10 00
Smith Premier Typewriter Co.
,
exchange of typewriters 5 00
C. M. Bailey, incidentals
for Oct. 2 05
Berry & Shorey, wheel barrow,
wrench, door-check, etc. 8 33
Twin State Gas & Electric Co.
plug, cord, socket"and
bushing 1 07




C. E. Junkins, material and





On Construction of School Street Building
CREDIT
Appropriation by City Council $17,000 00
Received from Ezra M. Hawkes,
for old School street school
house 50 00
Received from Charles Howard for
out-building 8 00
Received from Lord & Perkins,
insurance 1 month 12 50
Received from School Department,
bill paid for window shades 86 40
314
Paid Water Department, 1 hose bibb
and ell
315
Paid John Littlefield, labor on fence $17 50
Watson & Hayes, nails 98
Rochester Lumber Co. , spruce
and 2 posts 3 26
Pay-rolls for grading grounds 232 75
Watson & Hayes, grass seed 7 45
A. D. Jones, 1 door check 3 00
John H. Stevens, contract for
heating 1,300 00
Lord and Perkins, building
contract 12,922 97
$17,091 40














For the Year Ending July 15, 1911
Population of the city by the census of 1910 8,868
Total number of children in city between 5 and
16 years 1,210
Total enrollment of public schools 1,295
Average membership 1,185.95
Average daily attendance 1,097.59
Percent of attendance . 92.45
Pupils enrolled in High School 206
Number of weeks in school year
High 38
Grades 37
Number of schools below the High School 30
Ungraded or mixed schools 1
School buildings in use 7
Estimated value of school buildings, etc. $160,000.00
Approximate cost of High school $7,500.00
Number of tardinesses 2,881
Pupils not absent or tardy during the year 48
Number of visits by members of school board 52
Superintendent 522
Parents, citizens and others 1,485
Average number of days lost by each school by




City Hall, June 21, 8 p. m.
Song—The Beautiful Blue Danube Strauss
High School Chorus
Prayer




Rev. Albert W. Jefferson





Supt. Everett A. Pugsley
Singing of Class Ode
321
Class Ode
Words by MiMrerl M. Flanders Music by Lula A. Weare
Come classmates raise your voices
Our parting song to sing,
Lift up, lift up your chorus
And make the arches ring.
Our school days now are over.
We soon must part, alas
!
Yet let the thought not sadden,
But closer bind our class.
Though school associations
Are past and we divide,
Old memories and friendships
Are things that shall abide.
Our class is still a unit, ;
Still faithful to its claim
;
We but go forth to bring it
Increasing praise and fame.
Our motto is our watchword,
"No conquest without toil;"
With that to guide our efforts
Seek we the victor's spoil.
Lift high, high lift your chorus,
And swell its notes to heaven
Ave ! Ave ! to our class
!




William Robinson Ayer Maude Isabel Bean
Laura Mae Dennett Adolph William English
Alpheus Thelesp'e English Clytie Myrtle Home
Marian Kimball James Laurence Meader
Norman Daniel Meader Muriel Stevens
Mildred lone Thompson Leon Walter Ware
Lula Annie Weare Lulu May Willand
COMMERCIAL COURSE
Lilla Belle Faulkner Elizabeth Lucy Gourley
Florence Howard Mason Edna Mildred Page
Ruth Alice Reynolds William Jewett Stanton
Grace Elizabeth Thompson Ruth Glee Wentworth
SCIENTIFIC COURSE
Bertha Elizabeth Allen Horace Junkins Davis
Mildred Maleham Flanders Gladys Maxine Drew
Hattie Mae Osgood Wilfred Joseph Turmelle
Roland Theodore Wilmot Helen Mary Watson
Vital Statistics
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